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Requirements for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy

WATER, WETLANDS/ AND WOOD STORKS IN SOUTHWEST FLORIDA

By

Joan Arrington Browder

August, 1976

Chairman: H. T. Odum
Major Department: Environmental Engineering Sciences

Energy circuit models were used to study an

oscillating ecosystem, the seasonally expanding and

contracting wetlands of southwest Florida. Analog and

digital computers were.used to simulate the effects of the

natural rainfall pattern and of drainage on seasonal

expansion and contraction of water area, production and

concentration of fish, and feeding and reproduction of the

Wood Stork CMvcteri a ameri cana). Information for

quantification of the models was obtained from aerial

surveys of storks nesting at Corkscrew Swamp Sanctuary,

quantitative sampling of fish and invertebrates in a pond

and marsh, measurement of wetlands area on infrared aerial

photographs, topographic field surveys, and a literature

search and field observations on demographic parameters of

populations.
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There are approximately 30,000 ponds ranging in size

from less than an acre to more than 100 acres in Lee,

Hendry, and Collier counties. Freshwater wetlands once

comprised 53% of the total area. Drainage, which has

accelerated in the past 15 yrs, has reduced wetlands area

by more than 60%, diminishing the capacity of the area to

store water from v/et years.

Regiona1-seale depth-area, area-volume, and depth-

volume curves were developed to relate the intensity and

timing of rain to the seasonally changing area of surface

water. Classical hydrologic equations were combined with

the regional curves to produce a water model simulating

seasonal and long-term water storage and runoff. Patterns

of land area covered by water from the water model were

used to drive three models relating water patterns to fish

and storks.

Seasonal oscillation of water area increases the

efficiency of the flow of energy from prey to predator and

allows a system to support more top consumers than would

otherwise be possible. Concentration of the fish

production of the wetlands of southwest Florida is

increased approximately 25 times by the sun's energy,

acting seasonally through evaporation and the transpiration

of plants to shrink water area. This extra concentration

factor in the food chain gives a very high "energy quality"

value to the Wood Stork, which may serve as an indicator of

the productivity of wetlands of the region.
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Drainage and a downward trend in rainfall for the past

15 yrs have stressed ecosystems causing a decline in wading

birds. Simulations suggest that drainage more than decline

in rainfall was responsible for the decrease in storks.

Wood Storks have shown resiliency in adapting to the

drained conditions, finding new feeding areas such as the

marshes at Lake Okeechobee. Plans to raise lake regulation

levels wi11 eliminate half this area.

Because of the topography of southwest Florida,

present drainage has greatly decreased the area flooded but

has only slightly decreased the range of fluctuation.

Therefore, a wetlands ecosystem dependent on oscillation

continues to operate. If, however, the mean water level is

further lowered, the fluctuation of water area may be

drastically reduced and the ecosystem seriously disrupted.

Chairman
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INTRODUCTION

Understanding the structure, functions, spatial

patterns, and temporal variations of ecosystems subjected

to sharply pulsing climatic factors is an important general

problem in ecology. Subtropical freshwater wetlands

receiving seasonally varying inputs of rain are found on

most continents and provide interesting examples of

ecological systems under the influence of climatic puises.

This dissertation is the study of the subtropical

freshwater wetlands located at the southwest end of the

Florida peninsula. The study simulates and evaluates the

water regimes and energy flows of the regional wetlands

ecosystem by means of analog and digital computer models

and addresses the following questions:

1) How does periodic expansion and contraction of water
area control fish and wading bird populations?

2) How are water volume and water surface area related?

3) What is the timing of the storage and release of
water in relation to the timing of the rain?

4) How does change in surface water area affect energy
flow?

5) What are the major pathways of energy flow and how
is the flow of energy organized in time and space?

6) How does productivity in a pulsing system compare
with productivity in systems with more constant
energy inputs?

7) What structural features and adaptations of the
system optimize energy flow?

1
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The models describe the system in terms of primary

inputs, outputs, and internal components, and the major

flows of energy that connect them. The pathways of energy

flow lead to large colonial-nesting wading birds at the top

of the food chain of the aquatic system. Field sampling

and measurements, aerial surveys, remote sensing, and

topographic surveys of the study were organized around the

design and quantification of the models.

Climatic factors such as rainfall and sunlight are the

directing forces that orchestrate the seasonal pattern, but

the responses of the system to seasonal variations in

sunlight and rain are determined by structural

characteristics of the system at levels of organization

ranging from the geornorphology of the basins to the

population biology of the indicator species.

Structural characteristics of the southwest Florida

wetlands ecosystem were examined on three different scales

of organization: on the regional scale, considering all

the wetlands in southwest Florida as a functional unit,

with expansion and contraction of the water area and

sequential use of feeding areas by wading birds; on the

biological community scale, examining biological events

such as fish production and fish predation by wading birds

in relation to the change in water depths in a pond and its

surrounding marsh; and on the scale of the bioenergetics

and demography of an indicator species, the Wood Stork,

Mvcteria americana, with consideration of age structure,
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age dependent survival rate, age of maturity, and other

factors.

Information for the models in this study on the

regional scale was obtained primarily by original work.

Information at the biological community scale was obtained

partially by original work and partially from previous

studies. Information concerning the indicator species was

obtained almost entirely from previous studies.

Demographic material was largely hypothetical, but based on

the best information available.

Model of Water. Fish, and Wading Birds

Figure 1 is a simple diagrammatic model of the

wetlands system of southwest Florida that shows the

relationships between primary productivity, surface water

area, fish production, fish density, and breeding success

of wading birds. ^The model describes a connection between
the seasonal change in sunlight and rain and the timing of

biological events. In the model, fish production is a

function of sunlight and total surface water area. Fish

density, as defined in this study, is total fish biomass

divided by surface water area. Both bird biomass and fish

kills are proportional to fish density rather than to

absolute fish biomass. Fish kills occur only when fish

density exceeds a certain threshold value. In the model

bird reproduction is dependent on the average weight of the

birds, which is total bird biomass divided by bird number.



Figure 1. Model of water area/ fish/ and wading birds.

NOTE: Key to symbols is in Methods section.
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Breeding takes place only when average bird weight rises

above a threshold value. In the model, breeding success of

one species, the Wood Stork is taken as an index not only

of the condition of the area's wading bird populations but

also of the general healthy functioning and overall

productivity of the wetlands system. The model tests the

effect of seasonal and long-term variations in rainfall and

the effect of drainage on expansion and contraction of

surface water area, fluctuation of the water table, total

annual fish production, fish density, and breeding success

of Wood Storks,

Climate

Figure 2 reveals seasonal and long-term patterns in

the rainfall of southwest Florida. The record of rainfall

is for the years 1951 through 1975 collected by ALICO

(Atlantic Land Improvement Company, La Belle) at Corkscrew

grove, a commercial orchard at latitude 26° 25'N, located

50 km from the coast and immediately north of Corkscrew

Swamp (see Figure 4 for location).
5^'

Average yearly rainfall was 1421 mm at Corkscrew
9A"

grove, which is slightly greater than the 1572 mm average

reported by the U. S. Weather Bureau near the Gulf Coast at

Page Field in Ft. Myers, Lee County. On the average,

Corkscrew grove received 68% of its annual rain during the

5 mos from June through October.



Figure 2. Monthly and total annual rainfall from 1951
through 1975 in southwest Florida at latitude 26 0 25 N
(ALICO, pers. comm.).

NOTE: Rain gauge is in Corkscrew grove, a commercial grove
of the Atlantic Land Improvement Company (ALICO),
immediately north of Corkscrew Swamp (see map in Figure 4).
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Figure 3 shows the long term mean monthly moisture

relations in the vicinity of the study area (Royal Palm

Ranger Station, in the Everglades near the Tamiami Trail,

latitude 25°00'N). The graph demonstrates an excess of

rainfall over evaporation during the summer and early fall,

but a moisture deficit, evaporation greater than rainfall,

during the spring and summer. In south Florida, pan

evaporation appears closely related to solar radiation,

also shown in Figure 3. Transpiration, the loss of water

through plants, changes seasonally. Transpiration rates

for some plants, such as cypress, willow, and many marsh

macrophytes are greatly reduced when the plants shed their

leaves or die back in late fall, suspending photosynthesis

during winter.

The Study Region

The study region can be roughly defined as the

noncoastal parts of Lee, Hendry, and Collier counties. It

also includes the seasonally drying marshes on the western

and northwestern shores of Lake Okeechobee and parts of

Charlotte and Glades counties (Figure 4). This area, which

lies between latitudes 25° 47 * and 27° 07' N, comprises

numerous sloughs, marshes, cypress strands, wet prairies,

and ponds that are linked by flows of energy through the

movement of water and animals such as wading birds.

Although many of these wetlands are in their natural state,



Figure 3. Mean monthly rainfall (1940-1970) and mean

monthly pan evaporation (1940-1969) in south Florida at
latitude 25° 00 1 N (redrawn from Kushlan, 1972), and semi¬
monthly mean daily solar Oradiation (1971-1975) in south
Florida at latitude 26 42* N (R. J. Allen, Jr., pers.
comm.).

NOTE: Location of rainfall and pan evaporation data was
Royal Palm Ranger Station in the Everglades. Location of
solar radiation data was the University of Florida
Agricultural Experiment Station, Belle Glade. In the solar
radiation curve, the January values are based on 4 yrs'
data and February and March values are based on 3 yrs1
data. Ly is abbreviation for Langley, which is 1 cal/sq-cm.
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Figure 4. Map of south Florida showing boundaries of the
study areas.
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AREA OF MODEL (AREA QUANTIFIED FOR WATER AREA-
WATER VOLUME RELATIONS)

TOTAL REGIONAL STUDY AREA (AREA COVERED BY SURVEY-
FLIGHTS)

COUNTY LINES

BORDER OF CORKSCREW SWAMP
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others have been greatly changed by drainage accompanying

agricultural or urban development.

Two distinct physiographic regions within southwest

Florida/ the Big Cypress and the sandy flatlands, were

recognized and described by John Henry Davis (1943). The

Big Cypress occurs throughout Col 1ier County and in

southern Hendry County. The sandy flatlands cover Lee

County and all but the southern part of Hendry County and

include the area known as Dev i 11s Garden (Craighead, 1971).

In the Big Cypress, the Tamiami formation, water-bearing

limestone of pre-Pleistocene origin, is within a foot or

two of the surface. In the sandy flatlands, the Tamiami

formation is overlain by deposits of sand, shell, gravel,

marl, and clay 10 or more feet thick. The two regions are

connected by many shallow flow-ways that transect them.

Common to both regions are shallow depressions, or ponds,

at all elevations, and cypress swamps, swamp hammocks,

freshwater marshes, and wet prairies.

Figure 5 from Parker and Cooke (1944) delineates the

major geological formations and physiographic regions of

the three-county study area. Maximum elevations in the

study area are on "Immokalee Rise" (Parker and Cooke,

1944), which is the area defined as the Talbot Formation.

The highest point on the rise is 14 m above mean sea level

(MSL). Below and south of the rise, elevations slope from

about 6 m MSL to sea level, with a gradient of

approximately 3,75 cm/km. Numerous broad, shallow drainage



Figure 5. Delineation of major geological formations and
physiographic regions of lower southwest Florida (fromParker and Cooke, 1944).
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ways connecting the sandy flatlands to the Big Cypress lead

eventually to the mangrove estuaries to the south and

southwest, or to the Everglades to the east. Some, such as

the Okaloacoochee Slough, also drain north into the

Caloosahatchee River.

Corkscrew Marsh and Mud Lake Pond

Figure 6 is a high altitude infrared aerial photograph

of Corkscrew Swamp, a major slough-strand system of

southwest Florida. Corkscrew Swamp is located in north

central Collier County, west-southwest of the town of

Immokalee, at the foot of the Immokalee Rise. in the

photograph, arrows point out (1) nearby Lake Trafford, (2)

the tali cypress trees at Corkscrew Swamp Sanctuary where a

Wood Stork population nests, and (3) a pond and adjacent

marsh that were the study site for quantitative sampling of

fish and aquatic invertebrate populations. The sampling

site is within 6.5 km of the Wood Stork nesting site, and

Wood Storks feed in the study pond late in the dry season.

Lake Trafford, 5.9 km east of the study site, has a surface

water area of 599 ha and is the only large permanent body

of fresh water in southwest Florida.

The field study site is situated in a major flow-way of

the Corkscrew strand system (Duever, 1975). Figure 7 from

Duever (1976) shows the pattern of water movement through

Corkscrew Swamp. The study site is in the approximate

center of the figure, between the two small islands.



Figure 6. High altitude infrared photograph of Corkscrew
area, showing Lake Trafford (1), Wood Stork rookery (2),
and study site in Corkscrew marsh and Mud Lake Pond (3)
(Mark Hurd photography, 1972).

NOTE: Both the Wood Stork rookery and the study site are a
part of Corkscrew Swamp Sanctuary, owned by the National
Audubon Society.
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Figure 7. Map of Corkscrew Swamp .showing boundaries of
sanctuary (dashed line) and pattern of water flow (arrows)
(from Duever, 1976).

NOTE: Study site is located between the two small islands
in the upper right-hand extension of the sanctuary.
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Approximately 0.8 ha of the study site are occupied by

an open pond and its border of vegetation. The pond is in

the deepest portion of a depression in the marsh

approximately 4 ha in extent; but, except for the pond and

its border, the depression cannot be distinguished from the

rest of the marsh by vegetational features visible on

aerial photographs. The pond is bordered on two sides by

islands of higher ground supporting tropical hardwood

trees. The rest of i ts margin is contiguous with the

marsh.

The pond is connected to the marsh during the wet

season, when the whole area is covered by a sheet of water.

During the dry season the pond shrinks to less than 0.2 ha.

Because this pond is in a depression in the center of a

slough, under most circumstances it would contain water

throughout the year and thereby act as a holding area for

aquatic life during the dry season and a center for its

redispersal at the beginning of the wet season. A shallow

well and deisel pump operated by owners of range cattle in

the area assure that the pond never dries. The pond has a

sand bottom covered with a layer of flocculent material,

which increases in thickness during the dry season, giving

the pond its name, "Mud Lake."

The pond's eulittoral zone is covered by a mixture of

marsh temperate species dominated by pickerel weed

(Ponteder ?a 1anceolata). maidencane (Pan ?cum hemitomom),

and water hyssop (Bacopa sp.). A solid stand of Sesban ? a
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exa1 tata covers approximately one quarter of the pond

border. Except for clumps of button bush (Cephalanthus

occidentalis) and cordgrass (Spartina baker ii), the

vegetation of the marsh is the same as that covering the

eulittoral zone of the pond. An oblique view in Figure 8

shows the pond, neighboring islands, and nearby areas of

marsh, with the different communities defined.

Water Patterns and Biological Responses

Heavy seasonal rains and the flatness of the land,

cause water to stand on much of the land during several

months of each year. Water fills the shallow aquifer, then

the many ponds and sloughs, before running off to the

Everglades, the estuaries, or the river. A slow flow of

water into the estuaries also takes place through the

aquifer (Parker and Cooke, 1944).

Each summer all the depressions in southwest Florida

fill and overflow and the low, wet prairies become covered

with water for at least 6 mos. Sloughs, strands, and ponds

hold water longer (U. S. Department of Agriculture Soil

Conservation Service, 1968). In wetter than average years,

or if the rainfall is intense, surrounding higher areas of

slash pine or grasses also flood and may take several weeks

to several months to dry. As the dry season progresses,

the water surface area gradually shrinks with the ponds in

the uplands the first to dry. Sloughs are the last

widespread areas to dry, and, under normal conditions,



Figure 3. Features of the field study site and adjacent
areas of Mud Lake Pond and Corkscrew marsh from an oblique
low-level color aerial photograph.
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ponds in the center of sloughs hold some water throughout

the year. Ponds at higher elevations may have localized

holes, dug by alligators, which hold water through the dry

season (Craighead, 1968). During the dry season, sloughs

and ponds may receive groundwater flow from adjacent higher

land. Under other ci rcurnstances, surface water storages

may recharge soil water in surrounding areas. The flow

from ground to surface or surface to ground is governed by

relative water levels. An elevation profile through the

highest point in the study area shows that the water table

follows the general slope of the land (Figure 9). The

water table gradually flattens during the dry season.

Populations of wading birds that nest and roost in

large aggregations in scattered colonies throughout the

study region cover long distances to follow local patterns

of drying as they harvest the fish that concentrate in

numerous small, isolated pools. Wood Storks, which nest at

Corkscrew Swamp Sanctuary, coordinate their breeding season

with the dry season and are, for the most part, absent from

south Florida during the wet season. Because they locate

their food by touch as well as by sight, Wood Storks

require high concentrations of fish, particularly when

feeding young (Kahl, 1964). This species has been shown to

be very sensitive to changes in the seasonal pattern of

wetlands expansion and contraction that produces and

concentrates their food (Kushlan e_t aJL., 1975). Some



Figure 9. Elevation profile of highest point in study area(immediately north of immokalee), showing conformation of
water table with land slope characteristics (Florida
Department of Transportation, 1944).

NOTE: H. W. is high water line in feet.
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years Wood Storks do not nest in the area; other years,

nesting is aborted with the young abandoned.

Populations of the food fish of Wood Storks change

from one year to the next, and the pattern of the variation

is not completely understood. Fish production might be

expected to be greater in wet years; but, in a study of

fish populations in the Shark River Valley of Everglades

National Park, Kushlan et. aj_. (1975) found that fish

populations decreased over a 3-yr period of above average

rainfall.

There has been a decline in Wood Stork populations in

south Florida during the past 15 yrs, perhaps because they

have been nesting less frequently. The population decrease

is coincidental with a downward trend in rainfall. It also

has occurred at the same time major changes in the water

patterns of the area have been made by drainage and diking.

During the past 15 yrs, networks of canals in .southwest

Florida have converted large areas of wetland to suburbs,

farms, and pastures. It is difficult to separate the

effects of drainage and the effects of weather on the Wood

Stork population and on other wading birds of south

Florida, which also are declining. To complicate the

problem of analysis and prediction, the Wood Stork is a

long-lived species in which individuals do not reach sexual

maturity until they are several years old (Kahl, 1963).

The young produced by the fish stock of one year mature and

reproduce several years later. This causes a lag in the
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response of the Wood Stork population to changes in water

patterns and fish production*

Modeling Theory of Oscillating Systems

For many animal populations a change in population

number such as that exhibited by Wood Storks within the

past 15 yrs is part of a long-term cycle. There are many

known animal cycles in nature, and in many cases a cycle in

one species can be related to that in another. Predator

population cycles can be dependent on prey cycles. Prey

cycles can be dependent on predator cycles or on the cycles

of alternate prey species (Bulmer, 1975). Although it

seems reasonable to think that the ultimate cause of a

series of linked species cycles would be an oscillating

climatic factor, in a number of well-known cases,

particularly the 10 (9.6) yr animal cycles of the Canadian

northwest, climatic influences, though sought, have not

been demonstrated (Bulmer, 1974).

Systems showing population cycles generally have been

studied as systems with intrinsic oscillating capabilities.

Any simple two compartment population model may oscillate.

The classic two compartment prey-predator model of Lotka

(1925) and Volterra (1926) is a well known example of model

structure that will oscillate without oscillating input.

A model with a time delay such as that imposed by

delayed breeding is almost certain to oscillate (Smith,

1974), and a model subjected to an ose i 11 ating forcing
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function also can be expected to oscillate (Rykiel and

Kuenzel, 1973). Some oscillating models demonstrate

persistence; others are unstable (Hoi ling, 1973). Time

delays longer than the natural periodicity of the system

(in the equation dx/dt = rx, the natural period, or time

constant, is 1/r) almost inevitably cause instability

(Smith, 1974). On the other hand, simple changes in the

governing equations, representing adjustments or

modifications in the basic structure of the system, can

stabilize the system (Smith, 1974).

On the basis of mathematical analysis, Oster and

Tak.ahashi (1974) predicted that, when intrinsic oscillating

factors (periodic forcing functions) are imposed on systems

with intrinsic oscillating factors (time delays), beat

frequencies may result. If, however, the frequency of the

intrinsic oscillation is close to the characteristic

frequency of the external oscillators than a phenomenon

known as "entrainment" may occur, and the system will

respond to the external freauency only. This allows

biological oscillators to "latch on" to the environment

(Pavlidis, 1973). In the case of the Wood Stork, if

rainfall periodicity is operating on a 5 yr cycle and there

is a 4 to 5 yr delay between fledging and breeding, then a

synchronization of the intrinsic cycle and the extrinsic

cycle may occur.

The present existence of the birds is evidence that

their population was maintained under natural conditions.
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To reflect the real system, the model also must maintain

the bird population under natural conditions. The first

question that arises is what structural conditions inherent

in the natural system must be included in the model to

insure a simulation of the long-term survival of the Wood

Stork population.

The second question of consequence is how have man's

changes in the structure of the system affected its ability

to maintain wading birds; or will the Wood Stork be

eliminated from south Florida under changed conditions? if

the Wood Stork is disappearing in south Florida, it may be

a number of years before the fact is obvious, and it may

then be too late to do anything about it. Model

simulations are able to provide clues to the future. They

allow the exploration of questions of both theoretical and

practical importance.

Population Biology of Wood Storks

Population size is ultimately controlled by energy,

usually food energy. Annual variation in population size

has been related to annual variation in the energy base of

a number of bird species, including the Great Tit (Perrins,

1965; Krebs, 1970) and the Tawny Owl (Southern, 1970).

Energetic influences limit bird populations by affecting

number of breeding pairs, clutch size, hatching success,

nestling survival, and mortality rates in the first (or
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first few) years. Energy factors seldom limit bird

populations by shortening the life span of adults.

The research of Kahl (1963,1964) and J. Ogden (pers.

comm.) and records from Corkscrew Swamp Sar\tuary (J.

Hansen, pers. comm.) suggest that food availability

regulates the size of Wood Stork populations by determining

whether nesting is attempted and carried to completion in a

given year; the percentage of the adult population

participating in the nesting effort; the number of

fledlings produced per nesting female (see Kahl’s 1963

discussion of the effect of asynchronous hatching in this

species); and mortality during the year following fledging.

Kahl (1964) found that the availability of food to

nesting Wood Storks depended more upon "ecological

density," or the concentration of food in numerous small

ponds, than on "absolute density," or the total amount of

food in the feeding range of the birds. In order for large

quantities of fish to be available to storks it is

necessary first that extensive areas of land be covered

with water so that fish may reproduce and grow, and then

that surface water area be reduced to bring about fish

concentration.

Kahl (1964) determined the energetic requirements for

reproduction in Wood Storks, including the daily energy

requirements of the adult birds arid the total energy

requirements of growing young from hatching to fledging.

He calculated that, in the active state, mature Wood
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Stocks, which weigh 2 to 3 kg, require a daily food intake

of approximately 570 kcal (95 g dry weight of fish), of

which 79 percent is assimilated. Nesting activities of the

individual pair of storks extend over approximately 130

days. Table 1 (from Kahl, 1963) shows the period of time

spent iri each phase of reproduction.

During the 60-65 day nesting period (from hatching to

fledging) observed by Kahl (1962), each young stork

required a total of 2.81 kg dry weight (16,802 kcal) of

fish. As the nestlings grew, relative metabolic rates

decreased from 425 kcal/kg.day during the first and second

weeks to 80 kcal/kg.day during the ninth week (Kahl, 1962).

Kahl (1964) calculated that approximately 220,000 kcal

of food (34 kg dry weight of fish) are required by an

average Wood Stork family (2 adults and 2.25 fledglings)

during the breeding season. During the 1960-61 breeding

season, when the Corkscrew colony had 6,000 active nests,

the birds must have consumed approximately 200,000 kg dry

weight (1,200,000 kcal) of fish, which the adults collected

from ponds throughout the southwest Florida area.

Wood Storks range up to 130 km from their rookery on

daily food gathering flights. Whenever possible, the birds

conserve energy by taking advantage of local convection

currents from which they gain altitude for gliding, or

powerless flight. Thermal lift carries Wood Storks to 1500

m in south Florida during the latter months of the dry

season.
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Table 1. Estimated duration of stages in the Wood Stork reproductive
cycle (from Kahl, 1963).

Stage

Estimated Duration
days

Minimum Maximum

Pre-pairing presence in vicinity of colony 12 25

Pair-formation and nest-building 5 8

Incubation 28 32

Pre-flight nestling stage 50 55

Post-flight attachment to the nest 15 30

Total no 150
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J. Ogden's (pers. comm.) observations of Wood Stork

nesting colonies in Everglades National Park suggest that

the length of the breeding season, particularly the period

of raising nestlings, may vary according to the

availability of food. Nestlings may survive but grow at a

slower rate at suboptimal levels of food availability. J.

Ogden (pers. comm.) also noted that mortality was high

during the first year of life (from fledging to age 1) for

fledglings leaving the nest under conditions of poor food

availability near the rookery. First year mortality is

normally believed to be about 40% for this species (Allen

et. aj_./ 1958), but it may be 90S; or higher during marginal

years (J. Ogden, pers. comm.).

Wood Storks lay as many as five eggs (Palmer, 1962),

but three_eggs_are usual. Howell (1941) inspected 200

nests in an Everglades mangrove rookery in December 1933

and found that "most" nests had four eggs and five nests

had five eggs each. Kahl (1963) found an average of 3.3

eggs per nest in a rookery in central Florida in 1960.

According to Kahl (1963) the average number of young

fledged per successful nest was much more variable than the

average number of eggs laid per nest. The mean number of

young fledged in the rookeries he studied during the years

1958-1961, varied from 1.34 perJ nest (based on 140 nests)

at Micanopy in northcentral Florida in 1959 to 2.92 per

nest (based on 100 nests) at Corkscrew in 1960. Kahl

(1962) said that the difference in fledgling production
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between rookeries In northcentral Florida and rookeries in

south Florida during the same period indicated that

conditions for raising young were enhanced by greater

fluctuation of the water table, causing greater
jconcentration of-food. The probability of nesting failure

with zero production in certain years was, however, also

increased in areas where the water'level fluctuation was

the greatest.

Table 2 gives the number of fledglings produced at the

Wood Stork rookery at Corkscrew Swamp Sanctuary for the

past 19 yrs. As the Corkscrew population represents

approximately one half the’ Wood Stork population in the

United States (J.Ogden, pers. comm.), this table provides

a good index of the variation in the size of the nation's

Wood Stork population over this period. As the table

shows, a high percentage of nests were successful in only 7

out of 19 yrs. in 7 other years out of the 19, no young

were produced, either because nesting was not attempted or

because all the nests were abandoned before the young were

old enough to support themselves. In the other 5 yrs only

a small portion of the population successfully raised

young.

Kahl's (1964) observations, augmented by a comparison

of the fledgling production record at Corkscrew with the

weather record for the same period, suggest that successful

nesting for Wood Storks in this area depends on the

following factor.s:—



Table 2. Wood Stork fledgling production at Corkscrew Swamp Sanctuary, 1957-1975.

Nesting
.year

No. of pairs of
nesting storks Date started Remarks

Estimated no.

of fledglings

1956-57 0 No nesting attempted 0a

1957-58 500 late November All nests deserted in early Jan.
due to cold temp, and over 8" rain 0a

425 April Successful nesting 925a

1958-59 500 late November All but 50 pairs deserted following
heavy rainfall in late December

4,000 mid February Successful nesting 9,000a

1959-60 5,000 mid December Successful nesting 14,500a

1960-61 6,000 early December Successful nesting 17,000a

1961-62 0 No nesting attempted 0a

1962-63 3,000 early December About 1,000 nests with young left after h
rain and high winds on Feb. 19 & 26 2,000°

500 March Successful nesting 1,000b



Table 2 - continued.

Nesting
year

No. of pairs of
nesting storks Date started Remarks

Estimated no.

of fledglings

1963-64 0 No nesting attempted oa
1964-65 1,300 mid January All nests deserted in early March oa

1965-66 3,000 late November All young storks died from rain and
cold in late January oa

3,000 mid March Rain and wind from hurricane on June
8 killed some young 3,500a

1966-67 3,500 mid November Successful nesting 7,000a
180 mid March Successful nesting

a
350

1967-68 5,000 late November All young were killed by rain, cold,
and high winds on Feb. 8 and 24 oa

1968-69 2,200 early December Most nests deserted after a rainy
period in early Jan. 40a

3,500 mid February Most nests deserted after a rainy
period March 6-9. About 150 nests
left on April 15 300b

1969-70 1,900 mid February All nests deserted after 4.9" of
rain on March 7 ob



Table 2 - continued.

Nesting
year

No. of pairs of
nesting storks Date started Remarks

Estimated no.
of fledqlinqs

1970-71 3,000 late November Successful nesting 6,000b
1971-72 1,500 mid January Most nests deserted in mid-Feb. 0b

125 mid March Most nests deserted after 5.45"
rainfall on March 31 200b

1972-73 0 No nesting attempted ob
1973-74 2,000 Successful nesting 4,400b
1974-75 3,000 early November Successful nesting 6,600b

aCompiled by James L. Hansen, with information for 1956-62 from Kahl (1964) and information for 1963-75
from unpublished notes and reports of the National Audubon Society at Corkscrew Swamp Sanctuary.

bHansen's estimate based on number of nests reported.
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early flooding, ample rain, and a large land area
covered by water during the summer and fall prior
to nesting so that reproduction and growth of fish
are maximized;

cessation of rains no later than October so that
drying commences in early winter (if the dry-down
begins too late or progresses too slowly, the birds
start their reproductive activity so late in the
season that summer rains interrupt the nesting
effort by expanding the water and allowing fish to
disperse. The reduction in f'sh density causes
adults to abandon their young, resulting in
death of the nestlings).

i ! 3) few or no heavy rains during the winter and early
spring (untimely rains also cause fish populations
to spread out and not be accessible to Wood Storks-;
consequently rookeries and young are abandoned);

a mild winter (storms and freezes cause heavy
'mortalities in the rookeries).

The level of fledgling production in successful

breeding seasons and the frequency with which successful

breeding seasons must occur to assure the perpetuation of

the species are dependent upon intrinsic characteristics of

the population such as survival rates, life expectancy, and

age of first breeding. Banding of Wood Stork nestlings in

rookeries at Everglades National Park has been carried out

since 1974 by John Ogden, research biologist of the

National Audubon Society, but it will be many years before

banding returns provide needed demographic information.

Meanwhile, the small amount of data available on Wood

Storks and information on related species must be used to

formulate initial est¡mates to use in predictive models.

A sole record from the wild indicates that a Wood

Stork lived at least 11.7 yrs (Kahl, 1959). Another Wood
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Stork that was an adult when captured lived at least 30 yrs

in captivity (Kahl, 1963). Allen e.t aJL. (1958) estimate

that mortality in the Wood Stork is probably 20? after the

first year of 1ife.

Life expectancy and survival rates of the Wood Stork

may be close to those of the White Stork of Europe (Ciconi a

ciconia). Zink (1966) estimated that 1st and 2nd yr

mortality rates for this species are "about 30? and

probably higher" and that the average mortality rate for

older birds is 21?. Wood Stork mortality during the second

year probably is no higher than that of older birds. First

year mortality of Wood Storks, however, is highly variable

and may exceed 90? (J. Ogden, pers. comm.).

Zink (1966) reported that the average life expectancy

of the-White Stork is J4.J5 yrs, but Kahl (1963) cited Flower
as giving an average age of 25.7 yrs for 20 captive storks

of genera Ciconia. Jab? ru, and Leotoph ?1 os. suggesting that

average life expectancy in the family as a whole may be

greater than 4.5 yrs. Miller ejL ¿H. (1972) proposed that

mortality in long-lived species such as the Wood Stork may

have an age dependent as well as an age independent factor

and that, after the first yéar or two, mortality may

increase v/ith age.

Kahl (1963) estimated that Wood Storks first breed

when they are 3 or 4 yrs old. Time delays as in delayed

breeding can have a strong impact on the way a system

functions.
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Because the Wood Stork is a long-lived species with

relatively low mortality after the first year, Wood Storks

maynot need to nest successfully every year to avoid a

gradual population decline. Important questions that

should be answered are what long term average level of

productivity must be maintained by the population to

prevent a trend toward extinction, and how does the long

term production record at Corkscrew compare with this

value.



METHODS

The model diagram in Figure 1 was used to organize

available information on the wetlands system. Data

collections were organized around the model to provide

quantitative information about interactions and energy

flows. Methods for data collection included analyzing the

rainfall record; following storks in a low-flying plane;

counting ponds; measuring the areal extent of ponds,,

sloughs, and marshes; making hydrologic calculations;

sampling fish and aquatic invertebrates in a pond and

marsh; and making demographic calculations for the

population of Wood Storks.

Throughout this study all measurements, calculations,

and references related to hydrology or land surveying are

given in English units, which are standard units in these

fields in the United States. All other units are in the

metric system.

Following the measurements and calculations the

initial model evolved into three slightly differing models,

all of which were simulated and tested for their behavior

under different conditions of drainage. Models I and II

were simulated on an EAi Miniac analog computer using a

repeating seasonal pattern of expanding and contracting

water area. Model III was simulated on an IBM 370 digital

44
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computer using the results from a water model based on

actual monthly rainfall at Ft. Myers (U. S. Department of

Commerce. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,

1950 - 1975) for the 25-yr period from June 1950 through

May 1975. All models were written in the energy circuit

modeling language of H. T. Odum (1971).

Basis for Models

Models of Hater. Fish, and Wading Birds

Model 1 is shown in Figure 10. The diagram indicates

most important compartments (storages) of the system, major

energy sources, energy sinks, pathways of energy

interaction, and thresholds (switching functions). Figure

11 is a key to the symbols used in Figure 10 and in the

model diagrams presented throughout this study. In Table 3

components of the model in Figure 10 are isolated and

explained in order to provide an understanding of the

model's structure and relationships. The symbols relate

flows to tanks in mathematical terms. Positive values are

flows entering the tank; negative values are those flows

leaving. The tanks change with time according to

differences between inputs and outputs. Flow rates change

with time according to the sizes of the tanks. Based on

the diagram differential equations are written for each

tank



Figure 10. Model i. Water area, fish, and Wood Storks
with Initial fish stock and potentially breeding bird stock
unimportant.

F = k-j AS ^ - k2 F/A^

B = k3 F/A^3^ - k4 - (k? B^x
N = (kg B ^5^xC-| ) - kg N ^

(1) fish growth, g/sq-m-mo
(2) fish predation and death, g/sq-m-mo
(3) bird food intake, mg/sq-m-mo
(4) bird respiration, mg/sq-m-mo
(5) new bird production rate, birds/sq-m*mo
(6) mortality, birds/sq-m-mo
(7) energy expended in breeding effort, mg/sq-m-mo

0

B/N > n

B/N < n
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Figure 11. Key to the symbols used in energy circuit
model diagram.



SOURCE HEAT SINK
(Some energy is lost in
all interactions and from
all storages)

INTERACTION SYMBOL POSITIVE FEEDBACK
(example! multiplier or or autocatalytic growth ,

divider J = kxQ

SELF-MAINTAINING CONSUMER PRODUCTION
MODULE (contains positive feed- MODULE
back for autocatalytic growth

STATE VARIABLE
(storage) with inflows and
outflows

JL

SIMPLE ONE-WAY FLOW
BETWEEN TWO STATE VARIABLES

NEGATIVE FEEDBACK CONSTANT GAIN AMPLIFIER
or crowding effect, J = flow from E is proportional
kx(l-bQ) to y.

LOGIC function: ~
COMPARATOR AND SWITCH

J > 0 if x > c

■p-
ID



Table 3. Explanation of water area, fish, and Wood Stork Model I.

Forcing functions, or environmental
factors of importance to the system,
are represented by circles. Both
sun and water area vary seasonally.

Tanks are the symbols for stocks,
or storages, within the system.
Flows of energy, water, or other
materials are shown by connecting
lines. Arrows indicate a one-way
force. There is an energy cost
associated with all transactions.
The energy loss is accounted for
with a heat sink on flow lines
and other symbols.



Table 3 - continued.

Fish production is a function of
radiation and the amount of land
surface covered by water. Depen¬
dence on two or more such factors
is demonstrated by the work gate.
When the action appears multipli¬
cative, the work gate is a simple
multiplier function.

Fish density is fish biomass di¬
vided by water surface area, de¬
noted by a divider work gate. As
surface water area shrinks, fish
density increases, its limit im¬
posed by minimum water area and
maximum fish biomass.

WATER
AREA

A

\



Table 3 - continued.

Wood Storks feed in proportion to
fish density rather than fish bio¬
mass. Fish density controls the
flow of fish to the birds.

Bird breeding is stimulated by an
abundance of food, which is reflec¬
ted in the individual weights of
the birds. Bird biomass divided by
bird number yields average weight,
which, by means of a comparator
operator, is compared with a breed¬
ing weight threshold to determine
whether or not breeding will occur.
Average weight rising above the
threshold value switches on the
pathway from bird biomass to bird
number to initiate breeding activity

I
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The coefficients, or "k" values for the equations of

the model were computed by dividing the flow by the

upstream stock. Thresholds were estimated based on

literature values and measurements from the study. The

differential equations were the basis for an analog diagram

that served as a guide for patching the analog board. Pot

settings were calculated from "k" values. Differential

equations are given in the legend to Figure 10.

Outside inputs, or forcing functions of the model,

were solar radiation and surface water area, calculated as

percent of maxima and represented by sinusoidal curves with

surface water area lagging solar radiation by approximately

3 mos. The water area curve was approximated from the

simulation for the June 1974-May 1975 year from a water

model, which will be described later in this section. It

was possible by means of the water model to determine how

drainage changed the seasonal expansion and contraction of

surface water area. This change was approximated by

adjusting the mean and the amplitude of the sinusoid.

Several other levels of drainage were also tested for their

effect on fish growth and concentration and bird biomass

and breeding.

The model in Figure 10 (Model I) represents the

simplest possible interpretation of the system. It assumes

that seasonal expansion of fish biomass is a function only

of sunlight and water area and that initial fish stock, or

the parent population at the beginning of the wet season,
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is not important. It also assumes that growth of bird

biomass is proportional only to fish density, and that the

number of potentially breeding birds at the beginning of

the nesting season is not important. Mote that there is no

feedback from the fish compartment to the multiplier on

fish growth or from the bird compartment on food

consumption.

The structure of Model I suggests a system’s

homeostasis in which fish recruitment and growth rates are

adjusted to counteract variation in initial fish stock.

When initial fish stock is low, recruitment and growth

rates are high; when initial fish stock is high,

recruitment and growth rates are lower. This model also

suggests that breeding activity is not limited by the

number of birds capable of breeding. It assumes that the

number of breeding birds is unlimited relative to the level

of breeding activity that can be supported by the system.

None of these assumptions is unrealistic if, in the prey

population, survival of young is inversely proportional to

the density of adults and if, in the predator population,

isolation from other breeding populations of the same

species is not complete.

In Model II (Figure 12) growth and survival rates of

fish stocks the previous year are factors in determining

the rate at which fish biomass increases. Equations for

Model 11 are shown in the legend to Figure 12.



Figure 12. Model II. Water area, fish, and Wood Storks
with Initial fish stock important.

F = k-j FAS^ - k2 F/A ^ +k/7^
B = k3 F/A^ - k4 B^
N = (kg B

(5)
<V " M

(6)

(1) fish growth, g/sq-m*mo
(2) fish predation and death, g/sq-m^mo
(3) bird food intake, mg/sq-m*mo
(4) bird respiration, mg/sq-nvmo
(5) new bird production rate, birds/sq-m-mo
(6) mortality, birds/sq-m«mo
(7) immigration of fish, mg/sq-m-mo



IMMIGRATION

WOOD STORKS
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In Model III (Figure 13) both fish history and bird

history are important. Climatic events of previous years

influence biological events of the current year. This

model includes the age structure of the birds, and only

those birds 5 yrs old or older are capable of breeding. It

also includes large populations of predatory fish (gar,

bowfin and bass) that expand in wet years, decrease in dry

years, and compete with wading birds for food fish.

Model III uses differential equations similar or

identical to those in Models I and II but makes increased

use of.discrete equations to handle logic functions such as

migration, fish kills, and the incrementation of age

cohorts. Modules on the right-hand side of the diagram

denote age classes: 1, 2, 3, and 4 yr olds, which do not

breed; and the breeding stock, which consists of birds 5

yrs of age or older. Age cohorts are incremented once each

year, with mortalities subtracted. The number of breeding

birds increases or declines, depending on whether annual

recruitment (4-yr-olds becoming 5-yr-olds) exceeds average

mortality of the breeding stock.

The bird biomass tank empties abruptly each June and

remains empty all summer, indicating that migration out of

the region has occurred. When the birds return to the area

in the fall the bird biomass becomes the product of

"minimum weight" and "number of sexually mature birds."

Bird feeding and bird respiration switch on at that time,
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Figure 13. Model III. Water area, fish, and Wood Storks with initial fish stock and breeding bird
stock important. Model includes age structure and breeding delay in the birds.

F = k,FAS - b,F2(1) - k2FQ10(a2TT

k3k10B^a4
b,F/A + CjiF/A)2)'2» -'V/A<CZC3»(3) - k5F/A'4)

b4B/(Ny + N5)ln(c4F/A (5)

B * k3B(a4 - b4B/(Ny + N5)ln(c4F/A) (6) V(a4 ‘ b4B/(Ny N5> (7) N5WL(1 - c5)P (8)
bc4p

(8)

G = k7G(ay - b7G)ln(l + F/A)^
N = NEC^2^
y VaH

N0 - ((B - N5Wa)/Wa)C6P<13>

k-j-jG^0) - k12G(0.25C? + 0.25C8 + 0.25Cg + 0.25C10)P^^
Ni - boW(14) N3 " N2S23C6p04)’ N5 ’ <N4S« ‘ W'15’
N2 “ N]S12C6P^14* N4 = N3S34C6P(14)

(1) consumption by prey fish
(2) prey fish respiration
(3) prey death in fish kill

and dry ponds
(4) general fish predation
(5) predation by storks and

other birds

(6) fish consumption by birds
(7) bird respiration
(8) migration
(9) fish consumption by gar

(10) gar respiration'
(11) gar death in dry ponds

and fish kills

(12) nesting (laying eggs)
(13) fledgling production
(14) incrementation of age cohorts
(15) accumulation of breeding stock

NOTE: Numbers in parenthesis correspond to those on the diagram.



F biomass of fish

B biomass of breeding birds
and nestlings

W, minimum average weight
of birds

robust average weight of birds
W., robust weight plus weight of

egg

average number of eggs laid

Thresholds for Controls

s summer solar radiation
f fall solar radiation
1 low water area
d fish density

survival rate, fledgling to Age 1
survival rate, Age 1 to 2
survival rate, Age 2 to 3
survival rate, Age 3 to 4
survival rate, Age 4 to 5

M average mortality
rate, birds 5 years
and older

Q,function for temper-mature effect

P pulse (=1 for 1 dt)

Egg laying Control Prey Fish Kill Switch
Control

1

C1 =
B/N>W|
B/N<W,
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C2
M

F/A>d 1
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A<T

A>1,
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c
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II
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o

0 A>1
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C9
0

4

A>14
o

o
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3

3
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and population biomass Increases or declines according to

the balance between these two rates.

The feeding rate of the birds Is a function of fish

density and bird biomass. It is an inverse function of

average bird weight, which decreases when nestlings join

the population but increases as they approach fledging. In

the model, breeding birds lay an average of 1.5 eggs each

in years when the laying weight threshold is exceeded by

average bird weight. The number of fledglings ultimately

produced in a given year is determined by the total weight

gain of the population.

In Model III, both prey fish and predator fish are

decimated when isolated ponds go dry. Prey fish, in which

recruitment and growth is a direct function of water area

and solar radiation, recover more quickly than predator

populations, in which growth is a function of prey density

and predator biomass.

Equations for Model III are shown in the legend to

Figure 13. The bases for those rate equations which differ

from those used in the simpler models are as follows.

Consumption by orev fish Crate equation 1 in

Figure 13). To the basic equation in which food

consumption is a function of solar radiation, water surface

area, and fish biomass was added a density dependent factor

to reduce fish growth when fish density becomes high. This

addition simulates the limiting of populations at high

densities by factors such as decreased fecundity or reduced
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recruitment. The formula first used in Model I i I for the

density dependent function (normally expressed in energy

circiut language) was:

= k] FAS - kj bj F2 AS (1)

This function produced instability in the model because of

the seasonally oscillating sunlight and water area. Two

variables, therefore, were dropped from the second term and

the formula became:

= FAS - bj F2 (2)

Fish respiration (rate equation 2 in Figure 15).

Respiration per unit of fish biomass in a seasonally

expanding fish population decreases with density at the

lower densities and increases with density • at higher

densities. The fish respiration rate equation and its

coefficients used in the model were similar to the

quadratic equation (equation 27 in Results section). The

respiration formula was:

= F(a2 - b2F/A + c2(F/A)2) (3)

Temperature effect on fish respiration (equation 15 in

Figure 13). Respiration of all organisms is affected by

temperature. The smaller the organism, the greater the
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effect of temperature on its respiration even in

subtropical climate where seasonal temperature differences

are relatively minor. nQ10," the factor by which the

respiration rate is changed by a change of 10 degrees from

a baseline environmental temperature/ is the measure of the

effect of temperature on a given organism. In this model/

the Q10 of prey fish was 1.3/ and the baseline temperature

(Q10 = 1) was 27 C. The Q10 equation used in the model

expressed this relationship:

Q10 = 1 + 0.03(T - 27) (4)

Bird respiration Crate equation 7 in Figure 13). Bird

respiration in the model decreased as a function of average

weight of the breeding birds and their young in order to

reflect the increased energy demands of the population when

rapidly growing young are being raised. An approximate

average size and average energy demand per gram body weight

of one stork and its young were calculated for each week of

the 9-wk nesting period, based on information from Kahl

(1962, 1964). A simple linear regression of respiration

versus average weight over this period formed the basic

formula for bird respiration used in the model:

k4B(a4 - b4B/(Ny + N5)) (5)
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Fish consumption by birds (rate equation 6 in

Figure 13). Preliminary simulations by Model III

demonstrated that if stork food consumption were a simple

function of prey fish density, the tremendous difference in

fish density from year to year would cause instability.

Some measured prey-predator interactions are logarithmic

(Smith, 1974), and the natural log function of fish

density, substituted for the simple function commonly used

in energy circuit models, made the model more stable. The

basic food requirement equation of the stork population was

multiplied by the natural log of the product of prey fish

density and a constant to approximate the rate of feeding

by the birds. The food consumption formula became:

k3ln(c4F/A)B(a4 - b4B/(Ny + Ng)). (6)

Fish density was multiplied by the constant and a cut-off

was set at zero so that fractional densities would not

cause negative flows.

Fish consumption by predator fish (rate equation 9

in Figure 13). Consumption by gar was a function of the

natural log of one plus fish density in the model. The

value one was added to fish density so that negative flow

would not occur at low fish densities. The fish

consumption by gar formula was:

kyln(l + F/MG(a7 - b?G) (7)
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Fledgling production (equation 15 in Figure 13). in

the model fledgling production was determined by the total

weight gain of the breeding population during the breeding

season. Average weight of healthy adults (2.5 kg)

multiplied by the number of breeding birds was subtracted

from total biomass of the birds and the remainder was

divided by average weight of fledglings (also 2.5 since

healthy fledglings can weigh as much as adults when they

first leave the nest according to Kahl, 1962) to determine

the number of fledglings raised. The formula used in the

model was:

= ((B - NgWA)/WA)C6P (8)

Death of gar in dry ponds and fish kills (equation 11

in Figure 13). A step-wise set of comparators was used to

simulate death of gar caused by drying of ponds and fish

kills because, in nature, conditions causing gar mortality

are encountered in ponds at different elevations throughout

the dry-down. The comparator value was incremented from

zero to one in 0.25 steps as surface water area dropped

below four threshold values (0.8, 0.6, 0.4, and 0.2 of

total wetland area).

The DYNAMO program for Model III is Appendix D.
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Water Model

A diagrammatic representation of the model of water

volume and surface water area is shown in Figure 14.

Compartments of water storage are soil (includes ground)

and surface. Rainfall is channeled into the soil unless

this compartment is full (saturated), in which case it is

shunted directly into surface storage. Land surface area

covered by water is proportional to the volume of surface

water, according to the area-volume curve developed in this

study. Dry land area is total land area with wetlands area

subtracted from it. Water is removed from the soil and

aquifer by groundwater flow at a rate determined by the

gradient between the water table and sea level and by soil

and aquifer permeability characteristics. The water of

low-lying areas is augmented by runoff from surrounding

higher land. Input is by surface flow during the rainy

season and by horizontal flow through the ground during the

dry season. Under some conditions (i. e. when ground or

soil water level is lower than surface water level) surface

water sources restock soil water supplies. Overland flow

does not occur until surface storage areas are filled to

the lowest points on their rims. Surface water and soil

water a re
. subjected to evapotranspiration (ET), which is

greater during warm weather months than in winter because

of differences in wind and temperature, and also because of

seasonal physiological changes in predominant plants. In

areas where there is no standing water, ET is proportional
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Figure 14. Model relating rainfall timing and intensity to surface water area.

CHANGE IN SOIL WATER VOLUME

^D= % ~ QDG " QDI " RD “ RDW

CHANGE IN SURFACE WATER VOLUME
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RAINFALL SWITCHED TO SURFACE WATER
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Legend to Figure 14. continued.

SWITCHING FUNCTIONS

L¡ >V
Dme
Dme

L0 < V.,
■ 2 — yWrnax
l2 v Wmax

h £ V and hD > hw
L1 > VDme °r hD < hW

L, < Vn
, 1 — vDmax
L1 vDmax

L2 -4>
0
0

Key to Symbols

Ap = area of dryland, acres
Aw = area of wetland, acres
A.. = maximum wetland area, aereaWmax

A.
T = total land area, acres

n = P |bp - hJ, area normal to flow, acres
a = width of overland flow: perimeter of all

primary and secondary canals; 2(N+Ca)
B = width of the edge of the aquifer, length

of coastline and river borders

b = exponent on proportionality factor
AW/AWmax

Ca = length of all major and secondary canals
D = difference between maximum thickness of

monitored ground water and average
height of land above mean sea level

dw = average distance between highestw
points in uplands and nearest edge of
pond of slough

dp = average distance between inland areas
and coast

g = specific yield (porosity), a proportion¬
ality factor



Legend to Figure 14. continued.

hD = thickness of monitored portion of ground-
water (maximum 8 ft), ft

hg = hg + D, elevation of water table, ft
h/J = depth of surface water at local deepest

point, ft
= °-25hw

I = rainfall, ft/mo
K = hydraulic conductivity (permeability

coefficient)
N = length of all natural flow-ways

Pg = potential evapotranspiration
P = width of overland flow, perimeter of

sloughs, ponds, and ditches

Rg = rainfall on dry land
Rn., = rainfall excess on dry land (shunted touw

wetland)

Rw = rainfall on wetland
S = seasonality factor for plant transpir¬

ation (with and without leaves)
T = transmissivity coefficient

Vg = ground and soil water volume, acre ft
Vw = surface water volume, acre ft
V- = saturation volume of soil and surfaceümax

water, acre ft

Vg _ moisture equivalent (field capacity)
volume of soil, acre ft

VWmax = surface water volume to lowest lip,
acres

9 = elevation gradient from border to in¬
land areas
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to the degree of soil saturation. The water supply is

replenished during the rainy season but gradually depleted

during the long dry season.

Inputs to the model are the monthly rainfall record

for a 25-yr period, June 1950 through May 1975 at the U. S.

Weather Bureau, Page Field, Ft. Myers, and average long¬

term monthly pan evaporation at the Royal Palm Ranger

Station at the Tamiami Trail in the Everglades (U. S.

Department of Commerce. National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration, 1950 - 1974). Pan evaporationn represents

the integrated inputs of the energy sources, solar

radiation and wind.

Two runs of the model using the same rainfall and pan

evaporation inputs were made. in the first run, natural

conditions as they existed prior to drainage (circa 1900)

were simulated. In the later run, coefficients were

adjusted to create conditions representing the present

(1976) drainage density of the area. Only three

coefficients were changed to represent the difference

between predrained and postdrained conditions.

Equations for the model, are given in the legend to

Figure 14. The model is quantified and coefficients used

in the model are listed in the-section on quantification

and simulation of the models. Following are brief

explanations of some of the flow equations used in

developing the structure of the water model.
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Interflow equation. Both ground water flow to sea and

Interflow between soil and surface water are governed by

Darcy's law (Lindsley ejL aj.., 1958). The equation for

Darcy's law used as the basis of the interflow equation

v/as:

QDi « K ¡ An (9)

where Q is flow rate, i is gradient, An is cross-sectional
area normal to water flow (seepage plane), and K is the

hydraulic conductivity (permeability) of the soil and

substrate. In the interflow equation of the model, both i

and A are functions of elevation of the water table and

change as the water table fluctuates. i is equal to h/dyj ,

where d.. is the distance of water flow and h is the
w

absolute difference in elevation of groundwater and surface

water. Ap is equal to h x p, where p is the width of the
cross-sectional area normal to flow. For simulations under

primitive (predrained) conditions, p was the total gross

perimeter of the ponds, strands, and sloughs. For

simulations under present conditions, it was double the

length of drainage ditches plus the gross perimeter of the

natural drainage-ways.

Equation for groundwater flow to sea. Another form of

the equation for Darcy's law was used as the basis of the

equation for groundwater flow to sea. This form was:
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%G = T 1 B CIO)

(hydraulic conductivity multiplied by the depth of the

aquifer), and B Is the width of the cross-sectional area

perpendicular to water flow. In calculations for this

model, B was the length of the coastline plus the length of

the Caloosahatchee River As transmissivities vary

somewhat in different parts of the study region, the total

length was divided into three stretches and a different

transmissivity was estimated for each, based on Klein et.

al. (1964). T x B was determined for each stretch, and the

three values were added together to give a weighted T B for

the total river and coastline of the study region. In this

equation i was calculated by dividing elevation difference,

h, by distance, d. h is the variable, (12 + D), and D is a

variable less than or equal to 8 that represents how many

of the top 8 ft of the aquifer and soil are saturated. The

maximum volume of water in the soil-substrate compartment

was the saturation volume of the top 8 ft of the soil and

substrate, because average water levels for the entire area

never fall below 8 ft. Twelve ft plus a maximum of 8 ft is

the approximate average elevation of the water table

relative to sea level.when the soil is saturated. At less

than saturation, the water table is lower and the gradient

between water table and the sea is less.
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Equation for surface water runoff. Runoff in the

water model is governed by the Manning equation (Lindsley

et a 1 ., 1958):

14q5/ 1 /

QW = n hW 1 <sin e> /2 (11)

where is flow rate, h^is depth of the surface water, L
is the width of overland flow, and 9 is h/d, or the land

elevation gradient between upper and lower ends of the

flow-way. One quarter of the water depth at the deepest

local point (from the curve relating depth at deepest local

point to total surface water volume) was the estimate of h

used in the model. Runoff values simulated with the use of
*

this estimate of h were very similar to those simulated

with the use of "average depth," a value determined by

dividing total water volume by total area of surface water.

The first estimate, however, yielded a more realistic

simulation of seasonal change in surface water area. The

equation is:

hw= c h^ (12)

where h^ is depth at local deepest point and c is 0.25. In
the model L was a variable that changed according to a

power of the proportion of the total wetlands area

containing surface water. The equation is:
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L - a <V\ttx )b <13>

where a in the predrainage case is the perimeter of ail

natural flow ways and in the present case is double the

length of all primary and secondary canals is surface

water area, A ^max is total wetlands area, and b is a number
between 1 and 2 that roughly relates width of the flow line

was less than 1 when

wetlands were not filled, equal to 1 when wetlands wer'e

to water surface area. A../A,.W Wmax

covered, and greater than 1 when uplands were flooded. The

maximum possible value of (A^/A^max I*3 was 2. This allowed
for increased importance of connected shallow ditches for

removal of surface water when upland areas were flooded.

Evapotransoirat ion from surface water. The equation

for evapotranspirat ion from surface water in the model was:

Ew = 0.75 S Pe Aw (14)

where P0 is long term average pan evaporation for each
month of the year, measured at Royal Palm Ranger Station in

the Everglades (U. S. Department of Commerce. National

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. 1974), A^j is

surface water area, and S is a coefficient of plant

activity and shading that increases or decreases

evapotranspirat ion seasonally in correlation with leaf

senescence and regrowth of predominant vegetation cover.

This equation goes to zero as A^ goes to zero.
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Evapotranspirat ion from soil and substrate. The

equation for evapotranspirat ion from soil and substrate in

the model was:

Ep = 0*75 S Pe (VD/V,D^Dmax > AD ««)

where Pg is long term average pan evaporation, as above; S
is as above, Vq is soil and substrate water volume to a
depth of 8 ft (generated by the model), V pmax is saturation
volume of the soil and substrate to a depth of 8 ft, and A^
is the land area not covered by water

proportionality factor that reduces simulated

evapotranspiration as soil water becomes more difficult for

plants and wind to remove.

Depth and area of surface water. Both water depth at

the local deepest point and land covered by water are

variables related to surface water volume. The means by

which these relationships were determined are described

later in the Methods section. Plots of the relationships

are presented in the Results section. The plots were

translated into a table function in DYNAMO for

incorporation into the model.

Logj_c. In the model flows are limited by switching

functions and thresholds approximating real conditions.

For example, only gravity-flow water, or that volume of

water above the moisture equivalent volume of the soil, can

move as interflow from soil to surface water storage or as
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groundwater flow to sea. Surface water runoff occurs only

when that volume ¡s exceeded which is required to fill all

surface water areas to the estimated lowest points on their

rims. Only the top 5 ft (1.5 m) of soi1-substrate water is

available to the roots of most plants and thereby subject

to removal by transpiration. Evapotranspirat ion from

surface water cannot remove a greater quantity of surface

water than is present. Rainfall is accepted by the soil-

substrate water tank only to the capacity of saturation

volume of the tank. Upland rainfa11 in excess of the

saturation volume of the soil-substrate tank becomes a part

of the surface water.

The water model was simulated on an IBM 370 digital

computer at the Northeastern Regional Data Center of the

University of Florida, using the DYNAMO modeling package.

Analyses of Rainfall

Trend Analysis

Moving 5-yr averages of annual, total wet season, and

total dry season rainfa11 for the 25-yr period of record at

Corkscrew grove (AL1C0, pers. comm.) were graphed.

Graphing moving averages eliminates short term variation in

a periodic or noisy record so longer term periodic!ty or

trends, if present, can be identified. The 5-yr grouping

for the moving average was selected because Thomas (1970)
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reported a 5-yr periodicity in the long term records of

some south Florida stations (although none of these

stations were in southwest Florida).

Frequency Analysis

Fourier analysis was used to look for cycles in the

rainfall record of Ft. Myers (U. S. Weather Bureau, Ft.

Myers). A fast Fourier transform program written by C.

Kylstra (pers. comm.) was used to convert both total

monthly and total annual data series to the frequency

domain so that the harmonic components of the signal could

be determined by a plot of amplitude versus frequency. The

equation used was as follows:

1
M
ZF" " M m=l V

-j2irnm/M
(16)

F^ = l/2(an - jbn); an = amplitude of real component; bn --
amplitude of imaginary component; M = total number of

intervals; m = interval; n = harmonic.

Another Fourier equation, which converts a signal from

the frequency domain to the time domain, was used to

approximate the original signal as a sum of sines and

cosines. The equation is:

= v F PJ’27Tnm/M“

\ nn=-l
(17)

where N total number of harmonics.
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The fast Fourier analysis program was executed several

times on the monthly data, using different numbers of data

points (multiples of 12) in order to assure that any low

frequency components that might be present would show as

clearly defined peaks and that non-even number harmonics

would not be spread out over several adjacent harmonics and

their importance possibly obscured. Due to limits of the

computer and the program, data sets greater than 36 yrs

(432 data points) in length could not be tested. Fourier

analysis of annual total rainfall at Ft. Myers tested 82,

81, 80, and 77-yr sequences. The programs viere run on an

IBM 1180 digital computer at the Department of Nuclear

Engineering at the University of Florida.

Remote Sensing for Relating Water Area to Volume

Depth-area (hypsographic), depth-volume, and area-

volume curves of the three-county study region were

developed using remote sensing techniques, plan profiles

from state road and private canal surveys, and on-site

topographic surveys. Lands covered by water several months

annually were located and mea-sured on infrared aerial

photographs by means of soil and vegetation

characteristics. Relative elevations and elevation ranges

of the different vegetation communities were determined

with the plan profiles and the topographic surveys.

In this study eight wetland areas were defined. These

are marshes through which water flows (sloughs), the
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dominant vegetation * of which comprises pickerel weed

(Pontederia lanceolata), maidencane (Pan ? cum hem? tomom),

arrowhead (Sagittaria lancifoiia), and cordgrass (Spa r t i na

baker ? i ): cypress strands, dominated by baidcypress

(Taxodiurn d? stichum): swamp hammocks, in which grow pond

apple (Annojna glabra), water ash (Frax?nus carol? n? ana),

and red maple (Acer rubrum); wet pairies, dominated by

short sedges and grasses, different species predominating

on sand and on marl; shallow ponds, open or holding pond

cypress (Taxodium ascendens). water ash, pond apple, red

maple, pickerel weed, maidencane, and arrowhead; and deep

sink holes; large shallow ponds; and lakes, all of which

are open. A cross section showing relative elevations is

given in Figure 15. Throughout the study it was possible

to use the term "slough" and "marsh" interchangeably. In

common usage the term "swamp" applies to wetlands with

trees and "marsh" to wetlands without trees.

The high water line for the average wet season was

assumed to be the line where saw palmetto, slash pines, or

live oaks began (Davis, 1943). Rings of sparse vegetation,

showing white on the photographs, also helped delineate the

outer limits of many wetland areas, particularly ponds.

Following are details of area measurements made of the

different types of habitat.



Figure 15. Relative elevations of pineland, sloughs (also
marshes), wet prairie (also dwarf cypress), strands, and
ponds.
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a Water in ponds d Water over marl prairie

b Water in strands
(or dwarf cypress)

e Water in sloughsc Water standing above rim of

strand when marl prairie

(or dwarf cypress) is flooded
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Marshes, Cypress Strands, and Swamp Hammocks

Areas of major wetlands units were obtained from land

use maps for Hendry, Collier, and Lee Counties (DeBellevue,

1976; Brown,1976; Lehman, 1976). Maximum volumes of water

retained in sloughs were approximated by estimating average

depths of sloughs from elevation profiles CALICO, pers.

comm, and Florida Department of Transportation, pers.

comm.). The profiles are listed in Table 4. Curves of

water depth versus water surface area were developed from

cross-sections from the profiles. Water volume was taken

as the integral of (or area under) each curve, and water

surface area was plotted against water volume.

Ponds of Less than 100 Acres

Area of ponds was obtained by multiplying number of

ponds by average size of ponds. The ponds in each county

were marked and counted on a 1:250,000 scale index sheet of

Hurd infrared photographs from 1S50. Average size of ponds

in sample areas was determined from 1:20,000 scale

Agricultural Soil Conservation and Stabilization (ASCS)

infrared aerial photographs C9" x 9") in Hendry and Collier

Counties. Figures 16 and 17 show the locations of the

areas covered by the sample 9" x 9" photographs. Areas of

circular or near-circular ponds were calculated by

measuring average diameters and using the equation for the

area of a circle. Arens of irregular shaped ponds were

determined by a digital planimeter (Hewlett-Packard
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Table 4. Plan profiles providing relative elevation information for
the study.

Transect Location Source

State Road 833 Portion including 90° angle turn
in the Deer Fence area of southeastern
Hendry County

DOT9

State Road 29 Portion in Cow Slough area, Immokalee
Rise, extreme northern Collier County

DOT'

State Road 84
(Alligator Alley)

Portion in Big Cypress area, west of
Fahkahatchee in western Collier County

DOT

North Boundary
Canal

Devils Garden area between LI Canal and
SR 833 in Hendry County

ALIC0b

South Boundary
Canal

Devils Garden area between LI Canal and
SR 833 in Hendry County

ALICO

aFlorida Department of Transportation
^Atlantic Land Improvement Company



Figure 16. General Highway Map of Hendry County (Florida
Department of Transportation, 1969) showing location of
sample 1:20,000 scale photos used in determining area of
ponds.
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Figure 17. General Highway Map of Collier County (Florida
Department of Transportation, 1966) showing location of
sample 1:20,000 scale photos used in determining area of
ponds.
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digitizer). A total of 751 ponds in Hendry County and 192

ponds in Collier County was used to estimate average pond

size. Lee County ponds were assumed to be similar. Ponds

were counted on the sample 9" x 9M aerial photographs, and

calculations of ponds per mile from the 9” x 9" aerial

photographs were compared with those from the same general

areas on the index sheet to test the accuracy of the

original count. A small correction factor thus developed

was applied to the total count for the counties. Figure 13

shows a sample aerial photograph with ponds out 1ined.

Pond area was subtracted from other wetlands types to

avoid double-counting. The area of ponds in each ecosystem

was approximated from observations made during the count.

The estimated percentage of pond area in each ecosystem is

given at the bottom of the tables describing wetlands area

for each county in Appendix A. Histograms showing the size

frequency distribution of ponds in Hendry and Collier

Counties were prepared.

Maximum capacities of the sample ponds were estimated

by the equation for the volume of a cone. Total capacity

of the sample ponds was multiplied by the total number of

ponds and divided by the number of sample ponds to obtain

the total volume of water the ponds of the two counties

could hold. The total capacity of ponds in Lee County was

estimated as the product of total number of ponds in Lee

County and the average size of ponds in Hendry and Lee

counties.



Figure 18. Copy of 1:20,000 scale infrared aerial photo
BUN-10-97 (U. S. Department of Agriculture. Agricultural
Soi1 Conservation and Stabilization) with ponds outlined.
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Topographic surveys were made on transects across

three ponds of different sizes in Hendry County, using a

surveyor's level and elevation rod. Contour lines of the

ponds were estimated from elevation profiles based on the

surveys. Areas between contour lines were measured with an

automatic area meter (Model AAM-5, Hayashi Denko Co.,

Japan), and curves of depth versus area viere plotted.

Volumes of the ponds were estimated as the areas under the

depth-area curves. Maximum volumes were compared to pond

capacities for the same ponds calculated by the cone volume

equation.

Larger Lakes and Deep Ponds

Acreages of two of the three lakes (water bodies

greater than 100 acres) in the study region was taken from

Florida Lakes (Florida Department Natural Resources, 1969).

The area of the third lake was measured with the digital

planimeter. The largest lake of the study area. Lake

Trafford, is approximately 5 ft (1.5 m) deep (Horel, 1969).

Its capacity was estimated by the equation for

hemispherical objects. Volumes of the other two lakes were

estimated using the cone volume equation. Their maximum

depths were assumed to be 2.5 ft (0.762 m). Volumes of the

three deep ponds also were calculated with the cone volume

equation.
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Wet Prairie

Total acreage of wet prairie was taken from the land

use maps (DeBellevue, 1976; Brown, 1976; and Lehman, 1976).

Elevation transects (Florida Department of Transportation,

pers. comm.) across the Big Cypress at the Alligator Alley

alignment in 1964 provided an estimate of average water

depth over broad areas of wet prairie during the wet season

prior to extensive drainage of the area. Total area of wet

prairie was multiplied by depth to obtain water volume for

that time.

When wet prairies and dwarf cypress areas are covered

with water, the strands and other depressions they surround

are covered to greater depths than their rim height,

therefore an additional depth was added to calculations of

volume for strands and swamp hammocks when surrounding

areas were flooded. Sloughs, which are surrounded by

pineland rather than wet prairie, are not generally covered

beyond their rims, except during extremely high water.

Many strands and sloughs had rims that were slightly higher

than the general land surface outside the depressions,

which complicated the relationship of water depth to area

of water coverage (Figure 15).

General Wetlands Area

Two other methods were used to determine average

maximum wetlands area under natural conditions. The first

was based on the county soi1s-associations maps of the U.
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S. Soil Conservation Service (U. S. Department of

Agriculture. Soil Conservation Service, 1968), which

define several soi1s-associat ions as being "frequently

inundated." For southwest Florida in 1968 these soils

associations were: Pompano-Charlotte-Delray, Manatee-

Felda, Everglades-Brighton, Tucker-Perrine, Okeelanta-

Brighton, and Freshwater Marsh and Swamp. Areas of these

soils associations in Hendry, Collier, and Lee counties

we re determined from the maps using the automatic area

meter.

County highway maps of the Florida Department of

Transportation offered a second alternate means of

determining the area of wetlands in the study region.

These maps indicate areas of "swamp" and "marsh," which

also were measured with the automatic area meter.

The Hvpsographic and Area-Volume Curves

Points on the depth-area curve were approximated by

estimating the amount of surface area covered by water at

different water depths at the site of deepest water (or

lowest relative elevation). The site of lowest relative

elevation was assumed to be the centers of the deeper ponds

in the centers of the larger sloughs. it was assumed that,

as water depth increased, areas became covered by water in

the following sequence: ponds in the centers of sloughs

and strands, sloughs and strands, ponds in wet prairies,

wet prair?es,.ponds in pineland, pineland, and palmetto and
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oak hammock. Pinelands are covered with water Infrequently

and only for brief periods, and palmetto and oak hammock

are almost never flooded. Area covered by water was

calculated at each foot increment in water depth. An area-

volume curve was constructed based on volume estimates

calculated from the areas under the hypsographic curve.

Area of Seasonally Drying Marsh at Lake Okeechobee

A depth-area curve of Lake Okeechobee by the U. S.

Army Corps of Engineers (from Meyer, 1971) was used to

determine the number of acres of seasonally drying marsh

under the present stage regulation schedule and to estimate

the change in acreage with the new stage regulation

schedule, which is approximately 2 ft higher. High water

for the estimate of present area of seasonally drying marsh

was taken to be the actual average high water stage for the

past few years, approximately 14.4 ft MSL, and low water

was taken to be the extreme low water stage for the past

few years, or approximately 10.4 ft MSL (U. S. Department

of Interior. Geological Survey. 1972 -1975). The

difference between the area covered by water at average

high water and the area covered by water at extreme low

water (from the curve) was the estimate of present area of

seasonally drying marsh, which is the area of marshland

available to feeding wading birds. To estimate the acreage

of seasonally drying marsh under the new regime, it was

assumed that prevailing average high and extreme low stages
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under the new regulation schedule will consistently be

approximately 2 ft higher than they would have been under

the old regulation schedule. The estimated acrage of

seasonally drying marsh under the new regulation schedule

was therefore the difference between the new average high

and the new extreme low. The loss in wading bird feeding

habitat was calculated by subtracting the acreage of

seasonally drying marsh under the new regulation schedule

from the acreage of seasonally drying marsh under the

present regulation schedule. Areal estimates were adjusted

to be consistent with recent measurements of the present

size of the marsh by G. Pesnel 1 (pers. cornm.), based on

aerial photographs and vegetation transects.

Field Study in Corkscrew Marsh and Mud Lake Pond

Periodic quantitative sampling of fish and aquatic

invertebrates was carried out from June 1974 through

September 1975 at a site in the northeastern section of

Corkscrew Swamp Sanctuary, the property of the National

Audubon Society. Preliminary to the sampling, a

topographic survey was made of the study site. Previous

topographic work by a professional surveyor (L. L. Hampton,

pers. comm.) made it possible to relate elevations at the

study site to the surrounding area. Periodic measurements

of water levels in a well at the site (M. Duever, pers.

comm.) and at Lake Trafford (U. S. Department of Interior.

Geological Survey. 1975, 1976) allowed seasonal changes in
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aquatic life at the study site to be related to seasonal

changes in water depths.

Topographic Survey and Mapping

A contour map for the general area of the study site

was prepared from topographic survey data collected by L.

L. Hampton in 1962 (pers. comm.). One-half ft (0.1524 m)

contours were mapped from elevation data at 400 ft (122 m)

distances along four parallel lines approximately 2675 ft

(815 m) apart and two connecting lines perpendicular to

them. The contour map covered an area of approximately

2585 ha and included the study pond and marsh transect.

Elevations on the contour map were corrected to mean sea

level based on bench mark information from M. Duever (pers.

comm.).

At the study site, elevations were measured to the

nearest 0.01 ft (3 mm) along two perpendicular transect

lines through the study pond using a surveyor's elevation

rod and a surveyor's level. One transect line extended

1200 ft (366 m) into the marsh from the edge of the pond.

On the opposite side of the pond this line intercepted a

recording well, the ground elevation of which had been

corrected to mean sea level by means of a nearby benchmark.

A contour map of the pond and cross-sectional profiles of

the pond and the marsh transect were prepared from the

survey data.
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Determination of Seasonal Changes In Water Depth

Water level records from the well and from Lake

Trafford (U. S. Department of Interior. Geological Survey.

1975, 1976) during the period of the sampling study were

plotted. Water levels on different dates were superimposed

on the cross-sectional profiles to show water depths in

different parts of the study site on different dates.

Quantitative Sampling of Aquatic Organisms

From June 1, 1974, through September 14, 1975,

periodic quantitative samples of fish and aquatic

invertebrates were taken in the pond and marsh. The marsh

was the focus of the study during the wet season and early

part of the dry season of 1974. Sampling centered on. the

pond during the latter part of that dry season and during

the wet season of 1975. For the marsh sampling, flagged

stakes marking sampling stations were set up at 100 ft

(30.5 m) intervals along the survey line leading out into

the marsh from what was on June 1, 1974, the edge of the

pond (approximately 20 ft into the pond from the border of

Sesban ?a). Stations were designated "Station 100,"

"Station 200," "Station 300," etc. , according to their

distance in feet from the edge of the pond; the stake at

the edge of the pond being "Station 0." From 3 to 10

collections were made at three locations along this

transect at approximately weekly intervals from June 1,

1974, through January 22, 1975. From October 22, 1975,
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through September 14, 1975, sampling was conducted in the

open pond and the emergent vegetation immediately

surrounding the pond. Appendix Table A-l gives the

sampling dates, locations, and number of collections at

each location on each date.

Collections in the marsh and the eulittoral and

1?ttora1 zones of the pond were made with a 1-m ring-framed

throw net (Wegener ejt aJL., 1973) and a dip net, both v/ith

1/16" nylon mesh netting. The ring net was thrown several

feet from the investigator, and the dip net was used to

remove all fish and aquatic invertebrates from the area

inside the ring. The vegetation was removed from the ring

and additional sweeps with the dip net were made until no

more organisms were recovered.

Initial collecting in the open pond (bottom between

4.5 m and 4.9 m MSL) was made with two 16-sq m square¬

framed drop nets (Snedaker and Lugo, 1973), equipped with

1/16" nylon mesh net. The two frames were erected in the

pond, and the nets attached. After 0.5 to 1 hr, the nets

were tripped from a distance of approximately 15 m. Fish

were removed from the area inside the net by seining. A

1/16" nylon mesh seine was used prior to March 21, when a

bloom of phytoplankton clogged the fine mesh and made it

unusable. Thereafter a 1/8" mesh was substituted. Because

no fish small enough to slip through the 1/8" mesh was

caught in the open pond with the 1/16" mesh, no bias in

results with the change in seine mesh size was anticipated.
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A modification of Snedaker's drop net, a floating frame

version easier to erect and move and causing less bottom

disturbance, was designed by sampling assistant E. Sroka

and built by C. Adams. This version of the net was used in

the pond for August and September collections.

Analysis of Data

Lengths (standard length of fish and carapace length

of crustaceans), sex (of Gambus ? a only), reproductive

condition, and wet and dry weights were recorded for

i ndividual specimens i n sma11 col 1 ections. In large

collections, specimens were divided into species and size

classes, which were weighed as units. These data were

compiled to provide the following information for each

sampling date and location: dry weight per square meter,

average dry weight of individuals of each species, number

of individuals of each species per square meter, number of

females per square meter, and number of gravid females per

square meter.

Standard statistical parameters of the normal

distribution (Sokal and Rohlf, 1969) and Morista's index of

distribution (Southwood, 1971) were computed; and analysis

of variance, the G-test, and the Mann Whitney U-test (Sokal

and Rohlf, 1969) were used to help interpret the data.

Stomach contents of representative specimens of Gambusia,

gar and sunfish were examined and recorded.
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Seasonal net production of Gambusia was estimated by

using the Allen curve method (Chapman, 1968), in which

average number of individuals per square meter on each date

is plotted as a function of average dry weight of

individuals that date. Integration of the function between

two dates represents productivity for that period. In this

study, estimating productivity from the Allen curve was

complicated by the existence of more than one period of

recruitment, so a modification of the method was devised:

two areas under the curve were delineated and summed.

Another method of calculating production was to subtract

the natural log of the standing stock (dry weight per

square meter) at the beginning of dispersion (early in the

wet season) from that just prior to concentration (at the

end of the wet season). This method was used to estimate

production rates of Mosquitofish, sunfish, gar, and

crayfish.

The exponential equation approximates the growth of

fish under non-density limited conditions and where there

is an excess of food relative to consumption. Thi s

equation is:

Q = Q ert
t 0

(18)

where Q is initial weight, Q, is instantaneous weight, and
0

t is time. From the above equation the production rate, r,

can be calculated as follows:
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r = (1nQt - lnQo)/t (19)

The growth equation represents the integration of rates of

food consumption, recruitment, migration, respiration, and

mortality.

Total standing stocks of the different species were

estimated by multiplying the grams dry weight per square

meter by the total area of habitat similar in depth and

cover to the sampling site(s).

Group respiration of the Mosquitofish population was

estimated based on von Bertalanffy's (1938) equation

relating rate of oxygen consumption to individual weight:

R = a Wwb (20)

where R is oxygen consumption per hour in m¡11igrams, Ww is
wet weight in grams, and a and b' are constants for a given

species..

Winberg (1956) has shown that numerous species may

share the same coefficient. Hoss's (1968) coefficients for

a similar-size fish, Fundulus heterocli tus, Were used to

estimate respirat ion ■ of Gambus ? a. The equation with the

Hoss coefficients Was:

R 0.339 Ww
0.568

(21)
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Because the Gambusia population was made up of

individuals varying in size from 2 mm to 39 mm and the size

distribution showed a progression from summer to winter of

smaller to larger individuals predominating, a different

respiration rate was calculated for each size class and the

different rates were apportioned among the population

according to the size frequency distribution on each

collecting date. Group oxygen consumption on a per gram

fish basis was then calculated by dividing total group

respiration by total group weight for each date. The

equation was:

0.339 N (W °-568)
«■-mr*— c«,

x d

where N is the number of fish in each size class, VI isx w

the individual wet weight of the size class, and is the

individual dry weight of the size class.

Individual weights were estimated for each length

class using the equation:

W . = a ebx (23)d

where W^ is dry weight and x is length. Coefficients were

obtained from regression analysis of specimens from the

collection (n = 37). This figure was multipi?ed by 4.76 to

obtain the wet weight estimate needed for the von

Bertalanffy equation. The equation was:
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V/ = 4.76 (0.00405 e0J1766x ) (24)w

where 17 Is wet weight and x is length,
w

An "area of attraction" of the pond for fish was

estimated by drawing a line on a scaled map halfway between

Mud Lake Pond and the nearest neighboring ponds (or

ditches). The area of attraction of a pond is defined as

that area of the marsh from which fish are more likely to

move (have a higher probability of moving) into that pond

than jnto any other pond to escape adverse conditions in

the marsh during the dry season.

Food consumption by gar from November 25 to June 12

was calculated as the sum of growth, respiration, and

unassimilated food. Growth of gar during the study period

was calculated using the same equations used to calculate

growth in Gambusia. An estimate of initial (November 26)

weight was obtained by extrapolating backwards from known

values on March 31 and June 12. Winberg's (1956) standard

equation was used to estimate gar respiration. The

standard metabolic rate was .doubled to allow for a low

level of activity by the gar, which was assumed to prevail

under crowded conditions such as those in the pond during

low water. The standard assimilation ratio for fish, 0.8,

was used in these calculations. The simple energy circuit

model and equations used to determine food consumption by

gar are given in Figure 19. Calculated food consumption



Figure 19. Diagram and equation for determining food
consumption by average size growing gar.
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J = rt + 0.3 Qt°'8 + 0.2 J = .r* +-P^üt ■ = Intake of Food
0.8

0.2 J = Unassimilated Food

Q, = Instantaneous average net weight of Individual

In Qt - In Q0
r = = Growth Rate of Individual

0.3Q
0.8

> Instantaneous Respiration Rate per Individual
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for the average size gar was multiplied by the number of

gar in the pond.

Except for weights used in the respiration equations,

all weights presented and discussed throughout this report

are dry weights.

Aerial Survey of Feeding Wading Birds

An aerial survey of feeding activities of wading birds

was made covering a five county area, with emphasis on Lee,

Collier, and Hendry, the three counties immediately

surrounding the rookery area. The survey covered the

winter and spring of 1973-74. Preliminary flights-were

made over seven consecutive days. Then'flights were made

over a 1 or 2-day period approximately every two weeks

throughout the season. Flights were made on December 15

through 21, January 12, January 25 and 26, February 9,

February 23, March 9, March 26, April 16, 17, and 18, May

2, 3, and 5, May 20, and May 26. A total of 101.5 hours

were spent in the air. 7,445 km (straight flight) were

covered. A fixed-wing single engine airplane, Cessna 150,

172, or 175 was used. Most flights were initiated at Ft.

Myers airport in Lee County.

On each flight, the feeding sites of Wood Stories and

other wading birds were located and recorded on maps. The

feeding birds were routinely spotted from an.altitude of

300 m to 500 m. Identification was verified with

binoculars at 150 m to 300 m. Because of the size of
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the study area it was impossible within the limits of time

and money to completely cover the area of interest on each

flight. When possible, flying storks were followed to

feeding areas to locate feeding congregations. On weekend

or 1-day flying sessions, however, it proved more

profitable to make searching flights over areas where water

levels suggested ’Wood Storks might be feeding. As the

season progressed, these areas became more limited. Water

levels in various sections of the study area were spot-

checked by air periodically. Feeding areas also were
é

located by identifying the major flight line of Wood Storks

into and out of the rookery area on a given day and

concentrating the search along that radial.

Observations during the aerial survey led to the

estimate of the total land area in southwest Florida

currently supporting wading birds and the number of birds

supported per unit area. From these estimates,

calculations were made of the number of birds per hectare

and the gram weight of birds per hectare.

Characteristics of the Wood Stork Population

Hypothetical Life Table

The limited information on Wood Stork demography,

supplimented by estimates based on the demography of

related species, formed the background for a life table of

the Wood Stork to provide information for use in Model III.
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The survival equation used to estimate percent survival at

each age stage is similar to that used by Miller .ejt a 1 .

(1972) for the Sandhill Crane in that it combines age

independent and age dependent mortality factors.

Coefficients for adult survivorship used in the life table

are the same as those estimated by Miller et. aj_. (1972)

for Sandhill Cranes. These had been calculated by Miller

ejt a_l. (1972) using demographic information for the White

Stork of Europe. The life table uses a survival rate of

60% for fledging to age 1, an age independent mortality

factor of 6%/ and an age dependent mortality factor of

0.013 x Age. In the life table the number of individuals

surviving to each age stage is per 1,000 cohorts.

Life Equation

A simple equation developed by Henny et. aJL. (1970) was

used to calculate the long term average production rate

(number of female fledglings per mature female per year)

necessary to prevent a population from declining toward

extinction. The information needed for the equation was

taken from the hypothetical life table and from the

literature previously cited. Henny's life equation for a

species that does not reach sexual maturity until two or

more years after hatching, with one half breeding at that

age and all breeding at subsequent ages, is as follows:

1 - S

SQSC(S + p(l-S))
b (25)
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where b is average female fledglings hatched per adult

female to avoid decl i ne, c Is age at sexual maturity minus

one, S0 Is first year survival rate (fledging to age 1),
and S Is average survival rate from second year to age of

sexual maturity, and p Is the proportion of birds that

breed their first year of maturity.

Estimated Female Fledgling: Production Rates at Corkscrew

Actual female fledgling production per female per year

was calculated from the record of breeding success at the

Corkscrew rookery (Table 2) using the following equation:

((eF)/2) / ((zN)/a)
b = ñ (26)

where eN is total number of nesting attempts during a time

period, a is average number of years one female nests

(average life expectancy after first breeding attempt minus

age of first breeding attempt), (EfO/a is number of females

nesting, EF is total number of fledglings produced »-(E F)/2

is total number female fledglings produced, n is the total

number of years of the record, and b is average yearly

female fledgling production. This value was calculated for

the entire 19-yr period, for the first 8 yrs of the record,

and for the Last 11 yrs of the record. The calculations

assmed that sqme females built a second nest later in the

season if their first nest failed.
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Following Age Cohorts

Age cohorts were traced through time on the Corkscrew

nesting history (Table 2) to be sure the survival rates

used in the life table were consistent with the record and

also to determine whether all sexually mature birds

participated in each nesting attempt.

Moving Averages

The method of plotting moving averages was used to

determine whether any long-term trend existed in the

Corkscrew nesting record.

Regression

The moving average of breeding success at the

Corkscrew rookery was regressed against a moving average of

total annual rainfall at a nearby station for the same

period to see if there was any relationship between trends.

A regression also was made of yearly breeding success

versus yearly total rainfall for the total period of

nesting record and for the portions of the record prior to

and following large scale drainage in the study area.
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Models using rainfall data and topographic information

simulated the natural expansion and contraction of wetland

area in southwest Florida and the effect of drainage on the

natural pattern. Field studies, supplemented by material

from previous investigations, provided basic data for

models of the effect of expansion and contraction of

wetland area on concentration and population size of

freshwater fish. Observations from an aerial survey of

Wood Storks and fish-eating wading birds developed

understanding of spatial and temporal patterns of foraging

in relation to the regional-scale dry-down.

Information from this survey, demographic and

biological information on Wood Storks, and the results from

models relating expansion and contraction of wetland areas

to fish concentration were used to simulate the effect of

drainage in southwest Florida on breeding success and

population size of the Wood Stork. The following section

presents the results of these investigations.

Ra? nfal1 Pattern

Moving Averages

Figure 20 is a plot of moving 5-yr averages of total

annual rainfall at Corkscrew grove indicating a downward

112



Figure 20. Moving 5-yr averages of total annual rainfall
1951-1975 at Corkscrew grove.
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trend for the past 15 yrs. Both wet season (June-Oct.) and

dry season (Nov.-May) moving averages (Figure 21) show the

decline, but the wet season drop is more precipitous. (The

increase near the end of the dry season plot reflects the

period of unseasonably intense rainfall in March, 1970).

Total dry season rainfall averaged 18.74 inches (475

mm) and total Wet season rainfall averaged 39.33 inches

(999 mm) for June-May periods from 1951 through 1975 . Viet

season rainfall was less variable (coefficient of variation

=0.309) than dry season rainfall (coefficient of variation

= 0.372).

Frequency Analysis

Six important harmonics were found in the monthly

rainfall record of Ft. Myers. These corresponded to cycles

of 1 yr, 1.35 yr, 6 mo, 4 mo, and 3 mo, with relative

importances given in Table 5. A 6-mo cycle- is often

present in monthly rainfall data; and subharmonics, usually

those of 4, 3, and 2.4 mo, are also necessary to reproduce

most rainfall patterns (Roesner and Yevdjevich, 1966). The

obvious bimodality of the Ft. Myers pattern can be

reproduced by interacting 4 and 6 mo cycles.

Except for the 1.35 -yr cycle, no important cycle

longer than one year was found in 36 yrs of monthly data.

A 9.6 -yr cycle was indicated by analysis of the 82-yr

record of annual rainfall at Ft. Myers.



Figure 21. Moving 5-yr averages of total dry season (Nov.-
May) and total wet season (June-Oct.) rainfall 1951-1975 at
Corkscrew grove.
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Table 5. Fn's, an's, and b 's from Fourier analysis of the most
important frequencies in the 27-yr set of total monthly rainfall data
from Ft." Myers.

Harmonic Length of cycle F(n) V bn
20 1.35 yr 0.78289 -0.17861 0.28361

27 1 yr 3.8465 -0.22482 0.18289

54 6 mo 1.3576 0.34984 -0.32516

81 4 mo 0.67012 -0.10529 0.16781

98 3 mo 0.75329 0.21148 0.14041

F(n,- 1/2 (an-jbn)
j = imaginary number (-1)^
an = coefficient for "real" component of the n

th harmonic

bn = coefficient for "imaginary" component of the n^ harmonic
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Relationship of Water Volume to Water Surface Area

Figures 22 and 23 are depth-area, depth-volume, and

area-volume curves for freshwater areas of the three-county

study area. The relationships in these curves served as

the basis for linking seasonal variation in water surface

area to the monthly rainfall record in the water model.

From the curve in Figure 22 it can be seen that an increase

in depth results in a relatively small increase in surface

water area as ponds and sloughs are filled, but small

increments in depth cause large changes in water surface

area when the water expands into wet prairies and pine

flatwoods. Relationships between the volume of water

standing on the land, the area of land surface covered by

water, and water depth are governed by local variation in

land elevation, or land contours. Following are the

measurements and observations that formed the basis for the

curves in Figures 22 and 23.

Ponds

Table 6 offers for comparison the number of ponds per

square mile counted for different areas on the 1:250,000

scale 1950 Hurd infrared aerial index sheets and ponds per

mile counted on ASCS 1:20,000 scale infrared aerials of
?>

approximately the same areas. According to the index sheet

count, there were 7,573 ponds in Hendry County, 11,894

ponds in Collier County and 5,171 ponds in Lee County. The

difference between the counts on the index sheet and counts



Figure 22. Depth-area curve for freshwater areas

Collier/ Hendry, and Lee counties.
of
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Figure 23. Area-volume (a) and depth-volume (b) curves for
freshwater areas of Collier, Hendry, and Lee counties.
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Table 6. Pond count on 1:250,000-scale 1950 infrared index sheets and spot sample count from
the same area on 1:20,000-scale infrared 9 x 9" aerial photographs.

Photo Ident.
Location

Number of ponds per square mile
"11250,'000 nZDTTMJ

Countv General area Scale Photos Scale Photos

BUN-4D-54 Hendry Between Devil's Garden and
Big Cypress

8.83 16.73

BUN-3D-150 N.E. 7.52 6.94
BUN-4D-37 Devil's Garden 11.82 10.04
BUN-2D-121 Okaloacoochee 12.58 25.65
BUN-2D-130 Collin's Slough 11.81 10.04
BUN-1D-77 N.W. near Caloosahatchee 2.68 8.55
BUN-1D-l03 East of S.R. 29, between Sears

and Keri Roads
10.41 8.41

BUN-5D-93
• Fussell and Gator Sloughs 7.88 10.53

BUN-3D-126 Lime Scale 13.60 10.29
BUN-2D-107 Grahams 15.48 16.10
BUN-1D-97 Cow Slough 14.42 10.90

DSM-2L-181 Collier Catherine Island area 6.82 9.29
DSM-3L-102 South of Big Corkscrew Island 3.93 7.68
DSM-3L-50 West of Fahkahatchee 5.66 0.99
DSM-2L-89 Summerland Swamp 9.55 12.02
DSM-3L-171 Corkscrew Marsh (Mud Lake) 11.76 10.29
DSM-3L-1 Camp Keais area 5.89 9.17
DSM-6L-48 Okaloacoochee 8.03 21.19
DSM-6L-108 Big Cypress (near Tamiami Trail) 8.30 5.21
DSM-6L-51 Okaloacoochee 8.21 7.31

124
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on the sample photographs at a larger scale suggest that

ponds of one acre or less were not seen on the index sheet.

A correction factor based on counts from the larger-scale

photos was used to adjust these values to 3,560, 15,260,

and 6,290 respectively, which gives a total of 30,110 ponds

in the total three county area, and an average density of

8.27 ponds/sq-mi1e (3.19 ponds/sq-km). The greatest pond

density, 25 ponds/sq-mi1e (9.65 ponds/sq-km), was found in

southwestern Hendry County in the area of the Okaloacooche

Slough. Figure 24 is a copy of the acetate overlay used to

count the ponds on the 1:250,000 Hurd index sheet.

According to measurements from the sample photographs,

the average size of ponds in Hendry County is 11.1 acres

(4.5 ha) and the average size of ponds in Collier County is

7.99 acres (3.23 ha). Sixty-one percent of the ponds in

Hendry .County and 79% of the ponds in Collier County are

less than 10 acres (4.05 ha). Florida Department of

Natural Resources (1969) states that only 29 ponds in

Collier County are 10 acres or greater, which is at

variance with the results of this study. Methods of

measurement used by the Department of Natural Resources

were not published, so it was not possible to reconcile

their low figure with the results of the present study.

Histograms in Figure 25 illustrate the size frequency

distribution of ponds from the sample photographs in Hendry

and Collier counties.



Figure 24. Copy of acetate overlay of a 1:250,000 scale
1950 Hurd infrared photo Index sheet used to count the
ponds of lower southwest Florida (Lee, Hendry, and Collier
counties).
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Figure 25. Size (area) frequency histogram of sampled
ponds in Hendry and Collier counties.
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A field survey was made of three ponds; a 1.85-acre

(0.75 ha) pond, a 4-acre (1.6 ha) pond in the Big Cypress

region of Hendry County, and a 31-acre (76.6 ha) pond in

eastern Hendry County, north of the Corkscrew area in the

sandy flatlands region. The 1.85-acre pond had a maximum

depth of 1.50 ft (46 cm). Both the 4-acre and the 31-acre

pond had maximum depths of 1.55 ft (47 cm). All three

ponds conformed, more or less, to the shape of a flat-

topped, wide-based, inverted cone with concave sides. The

1.85 acre pond was a cypress dome. Predominate species of

•the 4-acre and 31 -acre ponds were pickerel weed,

maidencane, and other marsh plants. The 31-acre pond had a

floor of peat 6-ft thick at the center.

Depth-area, depth-volume, and area-volume curves were

made for each pond. Depth-area and depth-volume plots for

the smaller ponds approximated exponential curves. Depth-

area and depth-volume plots for the larger pond were

straight -lines. All three ponds had a straight-line

relationship between area and volume (V = A/2) over most of

the range of water volume (Figures 26, 27, and 28).

Sloughs and Strands

An elevation profile of an 11 mile (18 Km) strip

running east and west across the western part of the Big

Cypress (the Alligator Alley alignment) is shown in Figure

29. Wet prairie areas were approximately 1 ft higher than

the strands embedded in them. In some but not all strand



Figure 26. Elevation profile and depth-area, depth-volume,
and volume-area curves for a 1.85 acre cypress dome on the
Big Cypress Indian Reservation, southeastern Hendry County.
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Figure 27. Elevation profile and depth-area, depth-volume,
and volume-area curves for a 4 acre pickerel weed pond on
Jack Fry's ranch, southeastern Hendry County.
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Figure 28. Elevation profile and depth-area, depth-volume,
and volume-area curves for a 31 acre pickerel weed pond on
the Red Cattle Ranch, near Gator Slough in western Hendry
County.
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Figure 29. Elevation profile across Big
Collier County (Florida Department of
1964).
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areas surface depressions reflected larger depressions in

the under 1ying 1imestone substrate, only partially filled

wi th organic soiIs.

Elevation profiles for other representative strands

and sloughs are given in Figure 30. Depth versus area and

depth versus volume in one of these sloughs are plotted in

Figure 31. Area increased more rapidly than volume with

depth (Figure 32). in general sloughs were deeper than

strands, and, up to a point, the broader the slough the

greater its depth. This relationship is expressed in

Figure 33, which gives a plot of depth-at-deepest-point

versus width of sloughs. Area is roughly proportional to

width.

Water Depths

Prior to drainage, sheet water over wet prairie areas

of Collier County was sometimes 1.5 ft (45 cm) deep or

deeper (Figure 29). Water depths were probably si ightly

less over wet prairies in Lee and Hendry counties; 1 ft (30

cm) in Lee and 0.5 ft (15 cm) in Hendry. Dwarf cypress

areas have approximately the same relative elevations as

wet prairies. Cypress strands and swamp hammock areas are

slightly shallower than sloughs and marshes, but have a

greater average depth than sloughs when surrounding areas

are flooded. This is because cypress strands and swamp

hammocks generally cut through wet prairies of dwarf

cypress, which are regularly flooded, while sloughs and



Figure 30. Elevation cross-sections of sloughs and strands
in the sandy flatlands and the Big Cypress.
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Figure 31. Depth-area and depth-volume curves for Double
Gap Cowpens Slough in the sandy flatlands area of Hendry
County.
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Figure 32. Area versus volume in Double Gap Cowpens
slough, sandy flatlands, Hendry County.
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Figure 33, Average depth versus width of sloughs andstrands in the sandy fiatiands and Big Cypress.
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marshes usually are embedded in pineland, which is flooded

only during periods of exceptionally high rainfall (Figure

15).

Strands and swamp hammocks are approximately 1 to 2 ft

(30-60 cm) lower (average depth) than surrounding wet

prairies, with their deepest points, excluding ponds, at

least 2 ft lower than surrounding land. Although depths

vary according to area, sloughs average 2 ft lower than

surrounding land, and their lowest points are three or more

feet lower than surrounding land.

Ponds in upland areas and in wet prairies are

approximately 1.5 ft (45 cm) deep at their deepest point

•regardless of the area. Ponds in sloughs, strands, and

swamp hammocks tend to be deeper than upland ponds. The

field study pond in Corkscrew marsh is approximately 4 ft

(1.2 m) deeper than the surrounding marsh bottom.

Area of Wetlands

According to the pond count and measurements of

different vegetation communities on the ecosystems maps

prepared at the Center for Wetlands, freshwater wetlands

comprised approximately 62% of total land area in Hendry

and Collier counties, and 26% of total land area in Lee

County before any drainage of the area (circa 1900).

Freshwater wetlands comprised an even greater percent of

land area in Collier and Lee counties, 69% and 40%

respectively, . if coastal wetlands were excluded from
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estimates of total county land area (Table 7 6and Append i x

Tables A-2, A-3, and A-4). Approximately 1.4 million

acres, (0.57 million hectare) of the three county area of

2.7 million acres, (1.1 million hectares), once were

freshwater wetlands.

For comparison with the above measurements, Table 8

gives areas of wetlands measured from county soils-

associations maps prepared by U.S. Department of

Agri cu 1 ture So i 1 Conservation Service (1968), and Table 9

gives areas of wetlands measured on county highway maps

prepared by the Florida Department of Transportation (1966,

1969, and 1971). The soils-associations maps yield results

similar to those obtained from the pond measurements and

measurements from vegetation maps prepared at the Center

for Wetlands. The DOT maps, which were prepared after many

wetlands had been drained, greatly underestimate natural

wetlands area.

Approximately 860,000 acres (0.35 mi 11 ion hectare) of

wetlands have been eliminated by drainage, which has

occurred most extensively in southwest Collier County,

east-central Lee County, and northeastern Hendry County.

Surface Water Storage Capacity (above nround storage)

The combined storage capacities of each of the

different wetlands in southwest Florida are shown in Table

Details of the volume calculations for each wetlands10.
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Table 7. Area of freshwater wetlands in lower southwest Florida from
pond count, pond measurements, and ecosystem maps.

County
Total Area

acres
Wetlands

acres

Area
percent

Hendry 735,000 454,000 61.78

Collier 1,303,000 809,000 62.10

Lee 651,000 170,000 26.08

Total 2,689,000 1,433,000 53.29

NOTE: Ecosystem maps are from Brown, 1976; DeBellevue, 1976; and
Lehman, 1976.
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Table 8. Area of.Collier, Hendry, and Lee counties covered by water
at least six months of the year under natural conditions from Soils-
Associations Maps.

County

Total Area

acres

Area

acres

Inundated

Percent

Collier 1,360,000 850,000 62.74

Hendry 760,000 450,000 59.30

Lee 640,000 160,000 25.16

Total 2,760,000 1,460,000 52.90

aThe maps classified the following soils associations as covered by
fresh water at least six months of the year:

Pompano - Charlotte - Delray
Manatee - Felda
Tucker - Perrine
Everglades - Brighton and Okeelanta - Brighton
Freshwater swamp

Additional sloughs and ponds comprise approximately 15% of total
area of remaining soil associations (D. Powell, pers.comm.)
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Table 9. Area of swamps and marshes on general highway maps of
Collier, Hendry, and Lee counties.

County Major Wetland Acres

Collier9

Hendry^
Leec

820,000

240,000

90,000

Corkscrew 60,000

Okaloacoochee 90,000

Fahkahatchee 30,000

Big Cypress 620,000

Total 1,150,000 800,000

aApri1 1966

bJune 1969

cJune 1971



Table 10. Relationship of area inundated to volume of water stored in freshwater wetlands of Lee,
Hendry, and Collier counties.

Area
Acres

a

Cumulative Area Volume
Acre ft

Cumulative Volume

Acres Percent Acre ft Percent^

Pondsb 277,323 277,323 10,31 144,143 144,143 2.68

Major Depressions0 547,981 825,304 30.69 978,255 1,122,398 20.87

Wet Prairies 605,939 1,431,243 53.23 1 ,330,005 2,452,403 45.60

Upland 1,257,549 2,688,792 100.00 2,925,181 5,377,584 100.00

aPercent total county area minus mangrove and coastal marsh area

bPonds situated in other depressions add to volume capacity, although not to wetland area

cCypress strands and swamp hammocks embedded in wet prairie become covered with water above their size
capacity when adjacent wet prairies are flooded (see methods for complete explanation)

^Percent total volume of water stored

153
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type in each county are shown In Appendix Tables A-5, A-G,

and A-7.

The total capacity for surface v/ater storage in Hendry

County was approximately 18.3% of the estimated total

average annual rainfall for the county. The capacity for

surface water storage in Collier County was much higher:

30.10% of total annual rainfall over the inland county

area. Only 14.3% of the rain that falls annually (average)

over inland Lee County could be stored as surface water in

inland areas. In the entire southwest Florida region, 24%

of the average annual rainfall over inland areas could be

contained in ponds, marshes (including sloughs), cypress

strands, swamp hammocks, and wet prairies.

New Regulation Schedule for Lake Okeechobee —'

Under the stage regulation regime maintained in recent

years, approximately 94,000 acres (38,000 ha) of marsh on

the northwestern and western shores of Lake Okeechobee and

on islands dried to concentrate fish in isolated pools in

dry years, which were the years of successful Wood Storks

nesting. In Figure 34 is a depth-area curve of Lake

Okeechobee by the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers (Meyer,

1971), with brackets added to delineate the area of

seasonally-drying marsh under the lake regulation schedule
t

of the past few years, the area of seasonally-drying marsh

if water fluctuation were 2 ft (60 cm) higher, and the



Figure 34. Depth-area curve for Lake Okeechobee, showing
approximate area of seasonally drying marsh in dry years
under present stage regulation schedule (A) and projected
area of this type of marsh under new regulation schedule,If there were a 2-ft rise in fluctuation levels (B). The
approximate location of the Hoover Dike is designated with
the ,!C " (from a graph from Meyer, 1971).

NOTE: Curve was drawn by the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers
in 1962 and includes update from 1968.

t
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approximate elevation of the Hoover Dike that surrounds the

lake.

Under the new stage regulation schedule that will soon

go into effect, an estimated 56,000 acres (22,800 ha) of

marsh will be exposed in driest years. The area of

seasonally-drying marsh will be reduced by more than 40%,

and approximately 37,000 acres (15,200 ha) of wading bird

feeding habitat will be lost.

Relationsh?p Between Water Levels and Fish Populations

Land morphometry and fish populations were studied in

a typical marsh-pond system during its seasonal cycle of

expansion and contraction.

Contours

in Figure 35 is a contour map of the Corkscrew area

that includes the study site, located in the approximate

center of the map. The map includes the higher land that

borders the marsh on the north. Elevations on the map

range from 16.5 ft (5 m) MSL at the edge of the pond to a

high of 29 ft (8.8 m) MSL. The marsh lies within the 18 ft

(5.5 m) contour line, and general elevations over the marsh

vary between 17 and 18 ft (5-5.5 m) MSL.

Contours of the pond and a portion of the marsh

transect are shown in Figure 36. The contour map of the

pond is based on two perpendicular topographic survey lines

through the center of the pond and water lines determined



Figure 35. Contour map of Corkscrew marsh and adjacent
upland showing Mud Lake Pond and marsh study transect (from
1962 elevation transect of L. L. Hampton, pers. comm.).
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Figure 36. Bathymetric map of Mud Lake Pond.

NOTE: Perpendicular lines indicate survey transects.
Solid line between 16 and 16.5 ft contours indicates water
line May 1, 1975 (from vertical aerial photographs).
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from vertical low-level photographs on two different dates:

July 1, 1974, and May 1, 1975. Line "a" extends through

the pond from a recording well on the southeast side to a

point 1,200 ft (366 m) into the marsh on the northwest

side. Line "b" stretches between the two islands adjacent

to the pond.

Based on contours, the pond can be separated into five

major habitats: the vegetated eulittoral zone, the

vegetated (Sesban?a) littoral zone, the open water-littoral

zone (bottom above 16 ft, or 4.9 m, MSL), shallow open

water (bottom between 15 and 16 ft MSL), and the deeper

open-water zone (bottom below 15 ft, or 4.6 m, MSL), which

includes a deep hole. The approximate areas of these

habitats is given in Table 11. Between the two small

islets is a dredged hole several feet deeper than the rest

of the pond (exact depth cannot be determined because a

soft, flocculent bottom prevents accurate measurement).

The hole was dredged several years ago to assure a constant

supply of water for range cattle that graze in the marsh.

The islets are 1imestone, sand, and marl spoil from the

hole.

Water Levels

Water levels at the well when quantitative sampling

was conducted are indicated on cross-sectional profiles of

the pond and marsh in Figure 37. Profiles are from

transect lines "a" and "b" in Figure 36. Water levels,
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Table 11. Area of Mud Lake Pond habitat.

Area
Description Acres Hectares

Vegatated eulittoral zone 0.49 0.198

Vegetated (Sesbania) littoral zone 0.25 0.101

Open water littoral zone 0.74 0.299

Open water between 15 and 16 ft MSL 0.35 0.142

Open water below 15 ft MSL 0.17 0.069

Total Pond Area9 (open water and
vegetated border) 2.00 0.809

Total Area of Por.d Depression
(400 ft radius minus island) 10.00 4.670

Total Area of Attraction of Pond*3 218.00 88.219

aopen water and vegetated border
L

Darea within a 400 ft radius of the pond., minus the area of the small
island on the south side.



Figure 37. Elevation profiles from two perpendicular
cross-sections (SE-NW and NE-SW) of Mud Lake Pond.

NOTE: SE-NW profile includes marsh transect.
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Indicated by the dated horizontal lines, were provided by

M. Duever (pers. comm.).

Water levels in the study area over the sampling

period can be seen in Figure 38. Elevations of the pond

bottom at each station along the transect are indicated by

a labeled horizontal line. The hydroperiod, or period of

flooding, of any station is shown by the distance on the

horizontal scale between the points where the ascending and

descending water table line crosses the horizontal line

representing that station's elevation. Water depth is the

difference between the water-level line and the station

line at any point. According to the graph, the entire

transect was flooded from June 25, 1974, until early

February, 1975. Water depths along the transect remained

about 2 ft (60 cm) from late June through September 10,

1974. By October 29, they had receded to about 1 ft (30

cm), where they remained through early January, 1975. The

emergent vegetation bordering the pond (Station 100) was

the only remaining vegetation in standing water by February

25. The water line had receeded from the vegetation line

by early March, and the littoral zone was exposed by early

May. Only the center of the pond held water from May

through June 12. Water levels began rising in mid June,

1975, and the entire marsh transect had a shallow cover of

water by mid July.

A comparison of Figure 38 with Figure 39, which is

based on water levels at Lake Trafford (U. S. Department of



Figure 38. Water levels In well near Mud Lake Pond duringstudy period.

NOTE: Horizontal lines Indicate land surface elevations Inthe pond and at different sampling stations along the marsh
transect.
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tj

Interior Geological Survey, 1975 and 1976) for the same

period indicates that conditions in the study area were

representative for the entire marsh between'the lake and

the pond. According to a USGS quadrangle sheet, the rim of

Lake Trafford is less than 20 ft (6.1 m) MSL, suggesting

that the lake is connected to Corkscrew marsh-strand system

when water levels are above approximately 19 ft (5.3 m).

Area of Attraction

The area of attraction of a pond is that area which

provides food for maintenance and growth of the fish that

concentrate in the pond during the dry season. The area of
/■

attraction of the study pond is estimated to be 218 acres

(88.2 ha). Figure 40 is a copy of the photographic overlay

used to make this estimate.

Species Composition and Relative Contribution to Biomass

The most important species in the study area were

Mosquitofish (Gambusi a a f finis), crayfish (Procambarus

al 1 eni). Bluegill and Redear sunfish (Lepomis macrochi rus

and Lepomis micro 1ophus). and Florida gar (Leo i sos teus

pi atvrh ? ncus). Mosquitofish and crayfish were the most

frequent and abundant species in the collections from the

marsh, and had the greatest biomass for the area of

attraction. Florida gar made up most of the weight of the

combined samples for all collecting dates because of the

heavy concentration in the pond during the dry-down. Table



Figure 40. Area of attraction of Mud Lake Pond.

NOTE: Straight lines connect Mud Lake Pond to the nearest
neighboring pond in a 11 directions. Lines drawn between
half-way points on each connecting line delineate the area
of attraction/ which is defined as that area of marsh from
which fish are more likely to move (have a higher
probability of moving) into that pond than into any other
pond during dry-down. The area of attraction is roughly
equivalent to the area of production of the fish that
concentrate in a pond.
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12 shows the percent dry weight composition of the major

organisms in the combined samples. Table 13 shows the

estimated biomass of Mosquitofish, sunfish, and gar for the

area of attraction. Table 14 lists the fish species

occurring in the samples. Of the 43 native freshwater

fishes of south Florida (Kushlan and Lodge, 1974), 16

species, or 37%, viere collected in Corkscrew marsh.

Invertebrates collected, in addition to crayfish, included

prawns (Palaemonetes paludosus), Odonata and Chironomid

larvae, and a few Dytiscid beetles, water scorpions,

leeches, and snails. Tadpoles viere also collected.

Figure 41 is a simplified energy-flow diagram showing

the web-like trophic relationships of these species, based

on the literature (Gerking, 1962; Hunt, 1952; and Wilbur,

1969) and on stomach analyses of specimens ^col 1 ected during
this study. As the diagram suggests, gar feed on both

Mosquitofish and sunfish, as well as on crayfish and

prawns. Redear and Bluegill sunfish eat dragonfly larvae,

prawns, and planktonic crustaceans.

This study examines Mosquitofish, sunfish, and gar in —
/

greater detail than the other organisms because they were

the only ones of frequent occurrence in the collections

considered important to Wood Storks. KahJ (1964)
emphasized the value of Mosqu i tof ish to 'Wood Storks at

Corkscrew, and the Mosquitofish was the second most

abundant species in a collection by J. Hansen (pers. comm.)

of fish dropped from Wood Stork nests at the Corkscrew
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Table 12. Percent composition of combined samples from Mud Lake Pond
and Corkscrew marsh transect for period of study.

Species Common name % Composition3

Lepisosteus platyrhincus Florida gar 89.2

Palaemonetes paludosus Freshwater prawn 2.30

Lepomis macrochi rus
and

Lepomis microlophus

Bluegill sunfish
and

Redear sunfish
2.24

Amia calva Bowfin 1.79

Procambarus alleni Crayfish 1.62

Micropterus salmoides Largemouth bass 1.23

Gambusia affinis, etc. Mosquitofish and other
small forage fish

1.11

letalurus nebulosus Brown bullhead 0.23

Erimyzon succetta Lake chubsucker 0.23

adry weight

I
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Table 13. Estimated maximum standing stock of important species in the
marsh area of attraction of the pond.

Species
kg/total area
of attraction3

g/m2
of marsh

%
Biomass

Mosquitofish 424.0 0.49 7.51

Crayfish 5080.0 5.81 90.1

Freshwater prawn 24.9b 0.03 .44

Bluegill and Redear sunfish 18.0 0.02 .32

Florida gar 94.0 0.11 1.67

5640.0 6.46

a874100m2 area
L

°This value based on quantitative measurements may be low because this
organism was found in examination of the stomach contents of all other
primary species except mosquitofish and crayfish.
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Table 14. List of fishes of Mud Lake Pond and surrounding Corkscrew
Marsh.

Family Scientific Name Common Name

Amiidae: Amia calva Bowfin

Lepisosteidae: Lepisosteus plat.yrhincus Florida gar

Cyperinidae: Notemigonus chrysoleucas Golden shiner

Notropis (maculatus?) Lariligut shiner
Catastomidae: Erimyzon succetta Lake chubsucker

Ictaluridae: Ictalurus nebulosus Brown bullhead

Cyprinidontidae: Fundulus chrysotus Golden topminnow
Jordanella floridae Flagfisn
Lucania goodei Redfin killifish

Atherinidae: Labidesthes sicculus Brook silverside

Centrarchidae: Enneacanthus gloriosus Bluespotted sunfish
Lepomis gulosus Warmouth

Lepomis macrochi rus Bluegill
Lepomis microlophus Redear

Micropterus salmoides Largemouth bass
Percidae: Etheostoma (fusiforme?) Swamp darter



Figure 41. Energy flow web for Mud Lake Pond and Corkscrew
marsh.
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rookery; although Ogden e£ aj.., (In press) demonstrated

that sunfish and other species are a more significant

source of food to the storks in Everglades National Park.

Observations during this study led to the conclusion that,

at least under some circumstances, Wood Storks eat gar. It

also appears from this study that gar are the major

competitors of the birds for other prey species, and

therefore important to this study.

Mosqu ? tofish

Figures 42 and 43 show the standing stock (grams dry

weight per square meter) of Mosquitofish in the marsh on

each sampling date. Points are the averages of mean dry

weight per square meter from three different locations

(with five to 10 collections at each location). There were

no significant differences between means at the different

locations at the 95% confidence level. Figure 44 shows the

standing stock of Mosquitofish in the vegetated border of

the pond, measured after concentration of fish had begun.

The high variances and large confidence intervals

exhibited by the Mosquitofish data were not unusual for

animal populations, which are often patch i 1 y distributed,

even in homogeneous habitat. Computed Morista indices

(Southwood, 1971) showed that Mosquitofish distribution

over the marsh was never "uniform" but varied from "random"

to "aggregated" with no apparent pattern in space or time.



Figure 42. Standing stock of Mosquitofish in the marsh at
each location on each sampling date.

NOTE: Vertical bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.
Broken line connecting points indicates period of
concentration.
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Figure 43. Standing stock of Mosquitofish for combined
marsh samples on each sampling date.

NOTE: Vertical bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.
Broken line connecting points indicates period of
concentration. January value was too large for scale.
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Figure 44. Standing stock of Mosquitofish in vegetated
border of pond.

NOTE: Vertical bars represent 95% confidence intervals.
Broken line indicates period of concentration.
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Table 15 presents a summary of the seasonal change in

water area at the study site and the concurrent change in

fish biomass at different sampling locations. Average

concentrations in different zones of known area served as

the basis for estimates of total dry weight biomass of

Mosquitofish for the entire area. By relating the fish

concentrated in the reservoir back to the area that had

produced the fish it was possible to follow the change in

total population biomass over time and space. Table 16

shows the estimated total biomass for the pond's area of

attraction and the average biomass per square meter of

surface water area. The maximum estimated total biomass

was 424 kg dry wt on January 22, 1975. It declined to 82

kg by February 25, was only 1.81 kg on March 31, and 1.57

kg on April 28, but was 3.8 kg on June 12. The high

biomass on June 23 suggests that some recruitment and

growth in the Mosquitofish population occurred in the late

spring under concentrated conditions before the surface

water area increased. The June 12 figure represented the

amount of Mosquitofish available to repopulate the marsh

when it was reflooded.

The area of marsh repopulated by fish from the study

pond had to have been much larger than the area of

attraction of the pond, because other ponds in the vicinity

attracting fish during the dry-down dried completely in the

spring of 1975. The study pond served as a source of fish

for at least 10,000 acres (4,047 ha) of marsh, and the



"15* Summary of seasonal changes in water conditions and concurrent changes in fish biomassat Mud Lake Pond and Corkscrew marsh, July 1974 to September 1975.

Period Water Conditions Date
Sampling
Location

Fish
aBiomassd

g/m2
early July - early September 2 foot depths over most July 30- 400 0.03-0.43

of marsh Sep. 3
July 9- 1200 0.02-0.14

Sep. 3

mid September - late October declining water levels Oct 1 400 0.12
1200 0.39

Oct 22 400 1.20
1200 0.56

early December - mid January 1 foot depths over most
of marsh

Dec 10 300 1.49

mid January - late February declining water levels Jan 22 100 9.44
300 1.30

1200 0.41

late February only vegetation left with Feb 25 veg. 13.6
standing water is at
border of pond

edge

late February -late March generally declining
water levels

188



Table 15 - continued.

■

Sampling

Fish
Biomass

Period Water Conditions Date Location g/m

late March no vegetation with Mar 31 open wat. 0.56
standing water (deeper)

open wat. 0.34
(shallow)

late April slightly lower Apr 28 open wat. 0.03
(shallow)

on shoal 2.18

late April - late May generally declining
• water levels

May and early June wide ring of mud between June 12 pond 7.30
circle of water in pond
and vegetated border

(behind shoal)

late June - mid July water levels rise rapidly Aug 2 veg. edge 0.12
to cover marsh with a few
inches of water

unveg.edge 0.11

mid July - mid Sep. water rises slowly to one Sep 14 veg. edge 0.25
foot depth unveg.edge 0.07

adry weight

189



Table 16. Local average concentration and total biomass of Mosquitofish during contraction of water area.

Local average
concentration

Area
of habitat

9

Total
biomass

Average
biomass

for water?
Date Station q/nr m kq area q/nr

Jan. 22 100 9.44 2,990 28.2 0.47
300 1.30 38,600 50.2

1200 0.41 842,000 345.0

Total 423.4

Feb. 25 Pond (veg. and
open shallow

13.63 5,980 81.5 11.0

March 31 Pond (deeper
water)

0.56 1,420 0.8 .408

Pond (open 0.34 2,990 1.0
shallow) Total 1.8

April 28 Pond (all open) 0.03 690 0.02

Pond (on shoal) 2.18 710 1.55 1.12

Total 1.57

June 12 Pond (behind
shoal)

7.30 520 3.8 5.14

190
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average biomass of fish per square meter of surface water

area when the marsh was Initially flooded in late June was

0.09 mg dry wt/sq-m.

Figure 45 shows the seasonal change in the length-

frequency distribution of Mosquitofish in samples from July

9, 1974, through June 12, 1975. Smaller individuals

predominated from June through September 1974. A higher

percentage of larger individuals was found October 1974

through June 1975. Two periods of Mosquitofish recruitment

were observed during the wet season of 1974. The first

occurred at the beginning of sampling in early June and the

second was obvious by August.

Percent females and percent gravid females on each

sampling date are shown in Figure 46. There were more

females than males in almost every collection. Ninety

percent of several collections were females. More males

were collected during July and August than in other months.

The high percentage of females encountered in this study is

consistent with the preponderance of females in

Mosquitofish populations in Louisiana reported by Barney

and Anson (1921).

The maximum incidence of gravid females was during the

month of June in both 1974 and 1975. Gravid females were

present from July through October, 1974, but were absent

from November, 1974, through February, 1975. Gravid

females began reappearing in the samples in March. The

occurrence of gravid females in the samples preceded the



Figure 45. Length frequency histogram for Mosquitofish at
Mud Lake marsh/ July 9, 1974, through June 12, 1975.
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Figure 46. Percent females and percent gravid females In
total Mosqultofish collected on each date.
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commencement of the wet season by several months,

suggesting that reproduction in this species so wel1

adapted to south Florida's wet season-dry season regime may

be keyed to some factor other than rain--perhaps

photoperiod, temperature, or crowding. Recruitment, or

effective survival of fingerlings, must be a function of

water surface area. Reduced population density reduces the

probability of encounter between fingerlings and potential

predators, which, in the case of Mosquitofish, includes

their parents.

In the Allen curve (Figure 47) the sum of the areas

under the curve from July 9 to August 6, 1974, and from

September 17 to October 22 provides a crude estimate of

production for the period from July 9 through October 22

(105 days, or 3.45 mos). A second recruitment is evident

at the point where the number of fish begins to increase

and the average size of fish declines. The increase in the

average number of fish that occurred simultaneously with

the continued increase in the average size of fish

beginning around October 22 suggested that concentration as

well as production had been taking place in October;

therefore, a correction was made in the curve from October

1 through October 22, shown by a dashed line. Since

production is probably minimal during the dry season, no

attempt was made to extend the line beyond October.

According to the Allen curve, Mosquitofish production

for the 1974 wet season was approximately 0.4 g dry wt/sq-



Figure 47. Alien curve of Mosquitofish in marsh from July
9 through December 10, 1974.

NOTE: Cross-hatched area represents production from July 9
through August 6. Lined area represents production from
September 17 through October 22.
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m. The difference between standing stock in the marsh

shortly after the marsh was flooded, July 9, and that when

the water level began to fall, around October 22, provides

another estimate of Mosquitofish production in the marsh

during the wet season, 0.42 g/sq-m. Values calculated by

the two methods show excellent agreement. Based on these

values and a growing time of 105 days (3.45 mos), the

production rate, or "r" in the growth equation (equation

19) in the Methods section, was 1.73.

Table 17 shows respiration rates per milligram dry

weight fish for different size classes of Mosquitofish.

Table IS shows the seasonal variation in calculated group

respiration over the period of study. A high negative

correlation (R = -0.S4) was found between calculated group

Mosquitofish respiration rates for each sampling date and

Mosquitofish density (g/sq-m) on the same date. The

equation relating group respiration to biomass was:

r = 2.846 - 1.037 B (26)

This equation, however, did not give a good fit to the data

at highest densities. A better approximation was provided

by the equation:

r = 2.6644 - 0.4454 B + 0.03143 B2 (27)
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Table 17. Calculated respiration rates for different length classes
of Mosquitofish.

Length Class
Calculated9 Respiration Rate

K

mm mg /mg dry weight fish

2, 3 5.57
4, 5 5.03
6, 7 4.55
8, 9 4.11

10, 11 3.71
12, 13 3.35
14, 15 3.03
16, 17 2.73 •

18, 19 2.47
20, 21 2.23

22, 23 2.02

24, 25 1.82
26, 27 1.65
28, 29 1.49
30, 31 1.34
32, 33 1.21
34, 35 1.10
36, 37 0.99
38, 39 0.89

afrom von Berta!anffy's (1951) equation: a Wb using Hoss' (1968)
coefficients for a similar-sized species. W is wet weight.

bIn respiration, oxygen consumed (mg) is approximately equal to
organic matter consumed (mg dry weight).
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Table 18. Calculated group Mosquitofish respiration rates on
different sampling dates, based on length frequency histograms
from collections.

Calculated9 Respiration Rate
Date mg C^/mg dry weight fish

July 9, 1974 3.20

July 16 3.03

July 23 3.20
July 30 2.93

Aug 6 1.99

Aug 13 2.56

Aug 27 2.38

Sept 3 2.59

Sept 17 2.95

Oct 1 2.39
Oct 22 2.15
Oct 29 2.02

Nov 29 1.59

Dec 10 1.58

Jan 22, 1975 2.11

Feb 25 2.41

Mar 31 2.37

Apr 28 2.46

June 12 2.36

L

afrom von Berta!anffy's (1951) equation: a W , using Hoss' (1968)
coefficients for a similar-sized species. W is wet weight.

^In respiration, oxygen consumed (mg) is equal to organic matter
consumed (mg dry.weight).
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The positive square term on the equation accounts for the

decrease in frequency of larger fish at highest densities,

an observed phenomenon believed to have been caused by

differential selection, or the selection of larger

individuals by predators, which fed most efficiently at

high dens¡ties.

Other Small Forage Fish

Mosquitofish made up Zl% of the dry weight of fish in

their size group. Other similar-size fish species were

relatively unimportant in the samples. Heterandria formosa

was the second most abundant. Lucan i a goode ? was the only

fish of this size group which occurred frequently in

samples from the open pond.

Cravfish

The standing stock of crayfish in Corkscrew» marsh grew

from 0.06 g/sq-m on July 9 to 5.87 g/sq-m on October 22,

declining thereafter. The maximum standing stock of

crayfish was approximately 14 times the maximum standing

stock of Mosquitofish prior to the concentration of

Mosquitofish. Crayfish were completely absent from samples

taken in the pond during March, April, and June, 1975, but

reoccurred in samples from the zone of emergent vegetation

at the edge of the pond in August and September. The

calculated rate of crayfish production, "r" in equation 19
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In the Methods section, at Corkscrew during the 105 day wet

season was 1.84.

Spot samples on the western edge of the Kissimmee

Billy cypress strand in Hendry County on August 17, 1974,

netted a mean crayfish standing stock of 3.48 g/sq-m inside

the strand, 3.81 g/sq-m in the dwarf cypress outside the

strand, and 1.62 g/sq-m in the shallow water (10 cm) of the

marl prairie extending west of the strand. Standing stocks

at the edge of the Kissimmee Billy strand were

approximately 10 times higher than that in Corkscrew marsh

at about the same time (0.31 g/sq-m on August 13).

Sunfish

Although a few small Warmouth (Leporni s gul osus) and

numerous Bluespotted sunfish (Enneacanthus gloriosus) were

found in the emergent vegetation bordering the pond,

Bluegills and Redears were the only sunfish found in the

open pond. Table 19 shows the total number and percent

composition of the Redears and Bluegills in col 1ections for

each date. Changes in the populations of these species

over the sampling period made it obvious that the fish were

moving into the pond from the marsh and that they

represented the fish production of the marsh rather than

the pond. Bluegills greatly outnumbered Redears in the

October 22 and November 26 collections, but Redears were

more numerous than Bluegills in the February 25
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Table 19. Total number and percent species composition of sunfish
from Mud Lake Pond on each sampling date.

Sampling Total Number in Collections Percent Composition
Date Redear Bluegill Redear Bluegill

Oct. 22, 1974a 12 27 30.0 70.0
Nov. 25 31 82 27.4 72.6

Jan. 21, 1975 18 11 62.1 37.9
Feb. 25 55 2 96.5 3.5

Mar. 31 1 2 33.3 67.7

Apr. 27 0 0
June 12 0 0

Aug. 2 0 0

Sept. 14 19 0 100.0 0.0

a ?
Represents number of individuals from a 64m area, whereas collections
on other dates represent individuals from a 32nr area.
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collections, suggesting that Bluegills moved into the pond

from the marsh at least two months before Redears.

Figure 48 shows length frequency histograms for Redear

and Bluegill on each sampling date. Table 20 gives the

mean lengths and numbers of the two species in collections

on each sampling date. The Bluegills in the pond on

November 26 were much smaller than those taken on the

previous sampling date, October 22, suggesting that the

larger Bluegills moved into the pond before the small ones.

None of the individuals of either species in any collection

exceeded 5 in (127 mm) in length, and most were much

smaller. Few Bluegills were taken in the February

collections, suggesting a decimation of the Bluegill

population after November. Very few sunfish were taken in

the marsh samples, none before October 22, 1974. Table 21

shows the average dry weight of sunfish per square meter

area for each collection and the mean dry 'weight per square

meter on each sampling date. Maximum biomass of sunfish

was measured on February 25, 1975, immediately preceding an

abrupt decline, evident on March 31. The decline in

sunfish biomass in the pond coincided with 'a period when

feeding aggregations of Wood Storks were sighted at the

pond.

Total Bluegill production for the area of attraction

was approximately 9.73 kg (sum of October and November

totals), and total Redear production was approx imate 1y 9.12

kg (February total) (Table 22). Bluegills in the October



Figure 48. Length frequency histograms 'for Redear and
Bluegill sunfish from Mud Lake Pond on four sampling dates.

NOTE: Numbers on the abscissa are averages for each length
group.
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Table 20. Mean length and number of sunfish in collections on each sampling date.

Date

Sample
area

Number
samples Mean S.e. of mean Mean S.e. of mean

2
Number/m

Redear:

Oct. 22, 1974 16 ml 4 84.3 9.08 3 .81 0.188
Nov. 26 16 mi 2 77.2 16.3 15.5 1.5 0.969
Jan. 21, 1975 16 mi 2 80.6 7.97 9 7.0 0.563
Feb. 25 16 mi 2 70.8 14.9 27.5 4.5 1.72
Mar. 31 16 mi 2 26 0.5 0.031

Apr. 27 16 mi 2 0
June 12 16 fíá 2 0
Aug. 2 16 mi 2 0
Sept. 14 16 mi 2 30.7 4.39 9.5 9.5 0.594
March 31a 1 m 5 15.9 1.47 1.4 0.8 1.4

'Blueqill:

Oct. 22, 1974 16 m? 4 84.3 7.76 6.75 1.93 0.422
Nov. 26 16 mi 2 70.8 11.2 41.0 8.0 2.56
Jan. 21, 1975 16 mi 2 78.8 14.2 5.5 1.5 0.344
Feb. 25 16 m. 2 66.5 18.5 1 0.063
Mar. 31 16 mi 2 16.0 1 1

Apr. 27 16 mi 0
June 12 16 mi 0
Aug. 2 16 mi 0
Sept. 14 16 m¿ .

aSpecies unknown.
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Table 21. Dry weight of sunfish in Mud Lake Pond on each sampling date.

Date
Sample
area

Dry Weight9
g/m2

Coll. 1 Coll. 2 Coll. 3 Coll. 4 Mean
Standard
deviation

Oct. 22, 1974 16 m2 0.848 7.01 6.10 2.89 4.21 1.43

Nov. 28 16 m2 2.29 2.98 2.64 0.347

Jan. 22, 1975 16 m2 1.16 7.95 4.56 3.39

Feb. 25 16 m2 4.72 8.12 6.42 1.70

Mar. 31 16 m2 0.009 0.033 0.021 0.012

April 28 0 0

June 12 0 0

Aug. 2 0 0

Sept. 14 16 m2 0.365 0 0.183 0.183

a 2
Converted to m basis.

N)
O
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Table 22. Total number and dry weight of Redear and Bluegill in
Mud Lake Pond on each sampling date.

Open Pond

Date
Dry Wt/m^

(q) No/m^
Area of

Av Dry Wt Habitat
(q) (ha)

Total
no i n

Habitat

Oct. 22, 1974 4.21 0.625 6.74 0.142 888

Nov. 26 2.64 3.53 0.747 0.142 5010

Jan. 21, 1975 4.56 0.906 5.03 0.142 1290

Feb. 24 6.42 1.78 3.61 0.142 2530

March 31 0.02 0.031 0.674 0.142 44

April 27 0 0.142

June 12 0 0.142

Aug. 2 0 0.142

Sept. 14 0.18 0.594 0.308 0.142 843

Predominantly bluegill
^Almost entirely redear
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Table 22 - extended.

Open Littoral Total Dry
Total No Weight of
Sunfish Fish in Pond
in Pond (q) (lb)

Dry Wt/m^
(g)

7 Av Dry Wt
No/nr (q)

Area of
Habitat

(ha)

Total
no in

Habitat

Not measured 888 5990 13.2

0 5010 3750a 8.26

0 1290 6470 14.3

0 2530 9120b 20.1

0.025 1.4 0.018 0.299 4190 4230 102 0.23

0

0

0

0 843 260 0.57
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collections were much larger than those collected in

November, indicating that different segments of the total

population were in the pond on the different dates;

therefore, both segments were summed. According to these

estimates, the total wet season production per square meter

of marsh was 11.0 mg Bluegill and 10.3 mg Redear. The

production rate, "r" in equation 19 of Methods, was 0.219

for the two species combined.

Florida Gar

Top carnivores such as gar, bass, and Bowfin were

found in quantity only in the pond during low water

periods. A few fingeríing gar (20-60 mm) were taken in

marsh samples as early as June 15, 1974, and were found at

the most distant location in the marsh (Station 1200) on

July 30. A1though one large gravid female was removed from

the pond on October 22, the majority of th.e gar viere

collected on March 31, April 28, and June 12, 1975, when
#

the open area of the pond was the only standing water in

the area. Fifty percent of the gar on April 28 had eggs.

Figure 49 is a length frequency histogram for the gar taken

on each date, ranging from 18 to 58 cm in length. Table 23

shows the mean dry weight per square meter of gar taken in

the samples and estimates of total dry weight of gar in the

pond on each date. Several stomachs were examined.

Contents included Mosquitofish, crayfish, and fish eggs.

Stomachs of all gar collected on April 28 viere empty.



Figure 49. Length frequency histogram for Florida gar from
Mud Lake Pond on March 31, April 28, and June 12, 1975.

NOTE: Numbers on the abscissa are average lengths for each
size class.
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Table 23. Mean dry weight per square meter area and dry weight of
Florida gar in total flooded area of attraction and pond.

Date
Number of
samples Mean S.e.

Area of
habitat

ha

Total
dry weight

in pond
i<g

June 15a 20 .0009 .0006 .794

July 30a 20 .001 .001 .882

Aug. 13a 20 .018 .018 15.9

Oct. 22b 4 3.34 3.34 . 211d 7.05

Nov. 26c 2 3.73 3.73 . 211d 7.87

Jan. 21b o

Feb. 25b 0

March 21b 2 66.5 66.5 . 542e 360.0

April 28b 7 126.0 79.4 . 142f 180.0

June 12 2 111.0 6.50 .0499 54.2

amarsh
Vn pond
cvegetated border of pond
^all open water below 16 ft MSL
includes vegetated and open water littoral zones and open water,
bottom between 15 and 16 ft MSL

^open water, bottom between 15 and 16 ft MSL
9open water, bottom below 15.2 ft MSL, excluding 0.043 ha area of
deep hole
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The estimated total dry weight of gar in the pond is

given in Table 23. The average dry weight of the gar

collected in the pond on each date is -shown in Table 24.

The approximate number of gar in the pond was: 750 on

March 31, 256 on April 28, and 106 on June 12. A decline

in total number could be expected, since at least one

alligator resided in the pond. One anomaly was that the

gar collected on April 28 averaged 46% larger than those

collected on March 31 and 37% larger than those col 1ected

on June 12. This size fluctuation may have been due to

differential predation by predators. The larger average

weight of the gar collected on April 28 also might have

been due to ha 1f the gar being heavy with eggs. Spawning

prior to June 12 would explain why the average weight of

gar collected on June 12 was lower than that on April 28.

The energy-flow diagram and equations used to model

food intake, growth, and consumption by an average-size gar

were given in the preceding section. Assuming the gar were

maintaining a low level of activity, double the resting

metabolism, the total population requred a minimum of 385

kg dry wt of fish, or the caloric equivalent of other

organisms, to survive the dry season and increase their

weight by the measured 18% during the period from November

26, 1974, to June 23, 1975. This energy demand more than

accounts for the loss of Mosquitofish biomass from the pond

area between January 22 and March 31 and the depredation of

the population of small Bluegill between November 26 and
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Table 24. Mean weights of Florida Gar collected in Mud Lake Pond.

Date

Days since
beginning
of study

Number of
fish in

collection3

Mean
wet wt

qrams

Standard
error of

mean

qrams

Mean^
dry wt

grams

March 31, 1975 304 16 481 79.9 133

April 28 377 29 703 52.0 194

June 12 428 25 510 53.0 141

a2 - 16 m^ drop nets.
^Conversion factor: (dry weight/wet weight)100 = 27.7%.
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February 25. The stomachs of all gar collected on April 28

were empty, suggesting that gar consumed the bulk of their

food requirements in the middle part of the dry season and

lived on stored energy during the latter part of the dry

season.

Predation by Wood Storks

Wood Storks were first seen feeding at Mud Lake Pond

on February 25 and are believed to have started feeding at

the pond at about the time the water line receded from the

vegetation line to leave a ring of bare mud around the pond

with no vegetation in which fish could hide. Approximately

75 Wood Storks were feeding at the pond when the study team

arrived on March 31, 1975. On April 28, the sampling team

again flushed a feeding aggregation of Wood Storks, this

time numbering about 100. Wood Storks probably fed in the

pond from late February through April and may have been

responsible for the disappearance of Redear from the pond,

which was noted on March 31. Gar appeared to be the only

fish species of significant biomass in the pond after March

31, suggesting‘that Wood Storks at the pond in April may

have been harvesting gar. The increase in the average size

of gar in the pond from March to April may have been caused

by Wood Storks selecting for smaller individuals.
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Spat i al-Temporal Aspects of Wading Bird Feeding

Observat!ons

The 1973-74 dry season, v/hich was the driest on record

(since . 1892) reported at Ft Myers, was a successful

breeding season for the ’Wood Stork colony at Corkscrew

Swamp Sanctuary. Approximately 2,000 nests were occupied

and two to three young were fledged per nest. The birds

began congregating in the nesting area in December 1973 but

did not begin building nests until late January. A hard

freeze in December may have delayed nesting. Hatching

started, in late February. The young storks required the

.greatest amount offood during March and April. By early

May some of the young were flying but still were dependent

on their parents for food. Many were feeding themselves at

the end of May, and the rookery area was gradually

abandoned as the birds ranged farther and farther away to

feed, most completely leaving south Florida as feeding

conditions deteriorated with the summer rains. Figure 50

shows the rookery activity in relation to monthly rainfall

records at two stations of the study area.

Feeding activites of the nesting birds were centered

on 36 well-defined areas which were used sequentially over

the period of the nesting season. The most important areas

and the order in which they were used by the birds are

shown in Figure 51. Locations of the feeding areas and

other major wetlands of southwest Florida are shown in



Figure 50. Monthly rainfall at two stations in lower
southwest Florida in 1973-74 and the schedule of breeding
activities of the Wood Stork rookery at Corkscrew Swamp
Sanctuary.
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Figure 51. Spat i al-témpora 1 aspects of energy flow to a
Wood Stork rookery in lower southwest Florida during the1973-74 nesting season.
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Figure 52. The 36 sites and the number of birds seen at

each site on each date are given in Appendix Table A-3.

The number of birds seen on each flight, with estimated

number of hours of flight, number of miles covered, number

of Wood Storks per hour, and number of Wood Storks per mile

is given in Appendix Table A-9.

The map in Figure 53 shows observed feeding areas and

nesting sites of 'Wood Storks and other wading birds in the

study area. Corkscrew was the only nesting site of the

Wood Storks. The Okaloacoochee slough and Corkscrew marsh

were used extensively by Wood Storks almost throughout the

breeding season. Intensive use by the storks was made of

the Big Cypress in March and the Fahkahatchee strand in

April. During late April and throughout May, when the rest

of the southwest Florida area had dried, the Wood Storks

depended heavily on the marshes bordering Lake Okeechobee.

Important feeding areas of Wood Storks and other wading

birds are listed according to the county in which they

occur in Table 25.

The Wood Storks followed the dry-down in the southwest

Florida region, feeding in upland ponds at the beginning of

the dry season and in lowland ponds in the latter part of

the season. When the ponds of one area dried completely

the birds moved to another area where the dry-down was

still in progress and thereby utilized and benefited from

both temporal and spatial variations in water levels. The

sequence generally followed the primary slope of the land



Figure 52. Major wetland areas of southwest Florida.

NOTE: Numbers correspond to those in Appendix Table A-8.
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Figure 53. Observed feeding sites and
Wood Storks and other wading birds in
Florida during the 1973-74 dry season.

nesting sites of
lower southwest
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Table 25. Feeding areas of Wood Storks in southwest Florida during
the 1973-74 breeding season.

Collier County Hendry County

Corkscrew Swamp
Bird Rookery Strand
Okaloacoochee Slough
East Henson Marsh
Fahkahatchee Strand
Big Cypress Swamp
Catherine Island area

Shaggy Cypress
Camp Keais Strand
Baucom Cypress Strand
Rice Straw Strand
Kissimnee Billy Strand
South Coast Mangroves

Okeechobee County

Lake Okeechobee Marshes:
King's Bar
Northeast Shore

Okaloacooche Slough
(Upper and Lower)

Sears-Keri area

Graham Marsh
Collins Slough
Lime Slough
Hog Cypress
Fussell Slough
Kissimmee Billy Strand

Glades County

Fisheatihg Creek
Jack's Branch
Chaparral Slough
Lake Okeechobee Marsh:

West of Observation Island
Moonshine Bay
Mouth of Indian Prairie Canal

Charlotte County
Lee County

Telegraph Swamp
South Central Marshes
Six Mile Cypress
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from the edge of the Florida ridge to the sea. Feeding

centered first near Fisheating Creek, then on and near the

Imrnokalee Rise, and finally in the Big Cypress and the

Fahkahatchee. The birds fed last in the lowland

(predominantly Eleochar ? s cel 1ulosa) marshes inside the

dike at the edge of Lake Okeechobee, which were the last

marshes in south Florida to dry. The lake is managed as a

reservoir and water levels are artificially high there at

the beginning of the dry season, even in dry years. By

feeding a few weeks in one place and a few Weeks i n

another, the Wood Storks found food for themse1 ves and

their nestlings throughout the entire nesting period.

Aggregations of Wood Storks were seen foraging at

great distances from the rookery at the beginning of the

season, before eggs were layed, and near the end of the

season, when the young Were large, but the birds stayed

nearer the rookery during incubation and the early stages

of raising young. The nearness of many large marshes such

as Corkscrew and the Okaloacoochee to Corkscrew Swamp

Sanctuary is probably the reason the 'Wood Storks selected

the area as a nesting site.. Although the birds can fly

long distances for food they need nearby sources during the

first stages of raising young.

Wood Stork Feeding in Man-Made Areas

Wood Storks also foraged jn man-made structures,

particularly near the beginning and the end of the dry
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season. They often fed in perimeter ditches surrounding

truck farming fields or pastures adjacent to natural

wetlands. Later in the dry season, when ponds in the

centers of sloughs were drying, thepercentage of Wood-

Storks • found in man-made and man-inf1uenced areas was much

1 ower. Table 26 gives the percentage of the Wood Storks

sighted on each date that were feeding in man-made wet

areas. In areas of more intensive agriculture such as

northeast Hendry County where there is less of an interface

between natural areas and those of man, no feeding wading

birds were seen. Wood Storks were not observed using

perimeter ditches around citrus fields, which are deeper

.than those around/truck crop fields. The deeper canals of

the study region were not used by flood Storks at the

beginning of the season, but toward the end of the dry

season they were among the few places where Wood Storks

could feed. Especially on the coastal ridge, many canals

dried to puddles, concentrating fish late in the dry season

of 1973-74.

Soaring

Flying Wood Storks were observed at altitudes of 300 m

to 600 m from December 1973 through March 1974. In late

April and throughout May when the birds were flying to Lake

Okeechobee to feed they soared as high as 1500 m above the

rookery.
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Table 26. Percentage of feeding Wood Storks seen in irrigation
ditches or other man-made facilities.

Date
Percent Total
Birds Seen

December 15-21, 1973 34

January 12, 1974 42

January 25, 26 27

February 9 20

February 23 4

March 9 3
March 26 10

April 16, 17, 18 17

May 2, 3, 5 38

May 20, 26 9
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Other Wading Birds

Table 27 gives the number of Wood Storks and the

number of other wading birds seen on the survey flights.

Since the number of Wood Storks that were nesting at

Corkscrew (4,000) is known (Table 2), the ratio of Wood

Storks to other wading birds seen in the area can provide

an estimate of the total number of other wading birds. The

higher proportion of Wood Storks seen in March could be

explained by spring migration of some populations of the

other species and by the concentration of feeding wading

birds in the Lake Okeechobee marshes, which March flights

did not cover. Large numbers of White Ibis, Wood Storks,

and other wading birds were found in the marshes of Lake

Okeechobee in April and May and may have been there in

March. An average of the ratios of Wood Storks to other

wading birds from January and February flights (0.06) was

used to estimate that 65,000 wading birds other than Wood

Storks were feeding in southwest Florida during the 1973-74

dry season.

Wood Stork Production per Hectare ’Wetlands

Using nesting records from Table 2 and Kahl's (1963)

estimate of the average weight of Wood Storks (2.5 kg wet

wt), the number of adult storks supported and fledglings

produced per hectare of southwest Florida's wetlands were

calculated for the breeding seasons of 1969-61, 1973-74,

and 1974-75. In 1960-61, when an estimated 0.49 million
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Table 27. Comparison of number of Wood Storks to number of other
wading birds sighted.

Number
Wood Storks3

Number Other
Wading Birds

Ratio
Other Waders
Wood Storks

Dec. 15-21 742 20,875 27.77

Jan. 12c 244 3,156 12.99

Jan. 25, 26c 379 6,300 16.67

Feb. 9 328 5,800 17.54

Feb. 23c 275 4,130 14.93

Mar. 9C 390 620 1.59

Mar. 26C 416 845 2.03

April 16, 17,18 459 5,575 12.50

May 2, 3, 5 232b 10,383 55.56

aother than at the rookery

^counting approximately 50 seen flying
c

no flights covered Lake Okeechobee
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hectares of the original 0.58 million hectares remained,

southwest Florida supported 0.025 nesting birds per hectare

wetlands (approximately 21,6 g dry wt/ha) and produced

0.035 fledglings (approximately 30.7 g dry wt/ha). in

1973-74, when only 0.22 million hectares of wetlands

remained, the area, including the marshes of Lake

Okeechobee (0.04 million hectares), supported 0.015 adults

per hectare (approximately 13.5 g/ha) and produced 0.017

fledglings per hectare (approximately 14.3 g/ha).

Production was improved the following year, with 0.23

breeding adults (approximately 20.2 g) and 0.025 fledglings

(approximately 22.2 g) per hectare.

Wood Stork Population Dynamics

The life table (Table 28) shows Wood Storks having a

maximum age expectancyof-2ir'yrs~, an average age expectancy

from fledgling jpJ—7t2T3’yrs, and an average age expectancy

from maturity (4 yrs and over)of 9.08 yrs. The table was

based on estimated—-strrvTvál rates that will serve until

more is known about the demography of this species. The

life table was used to provide the initial age structure of

the population and survival rates for Model III of water

area, fish, and storks.

Life Equation

Table 29 shows the number of years that can pass

between successful nesting attempts without a gradual long-
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Table 28. Hypothetical life table for Wood Stork population combining
age independent and age dependent survival rates.

age
(X)

0/0
a

surv

(s)

* b
surv

(lx)

# u

dying0
(dx)

bird
J

years (Xdx)

0-1 .6 600 400 400
2 .914 548 52 104
3 .901 494 54 162 •

4 .888 439 55 220
5 .875 384 55 275
6 .862 331 53 318
7 .849 281 50 350
8 .836 235 46 368

9 .823 193 . 42 378
10 .810 157 36 360
11 .797 125 32 352

12 .784 98 27 324

13 .771 75 23 299

14 .758 57 18 252

15 .745 43 14 210

16 .732 31 12 192

17 .719 22 9 153

18 .706 16 8 144

19 .693 11 5 95

20 ■ .680 8 3 60

21 .667 6 2 42

22 .654 4 1 22

23 .641 3 1 23

24 .628 1 1 24

aS = y + aX
y = age independent mortality
1-2 = .06
2-25 = .06

a* age dependent mortality
2-25 = .013

x *'age
kper 1000 cohorts

caverage life expectancy = 7.26
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Table 29. Maximum number of years between successful nestings necessary
to maintain long term stability in Wood Stork population, calculated from
Henny's (1970) life equation, under four different survival rates for
fledglings to age 1.

Fledgling
survival
rate
to age 1

So

Average
survival
rate,
age 1-4

S

Portion
females
breeding
1st mature
year

P

Female
fledglings
per year
per mature
female for
long term
stable pop

ba

Allowable number
years between
successful nestings
at production rate
of 1.40 female
fledglings per
successful nest

1.40/b

0.6 0.9 0.5 0.2407 5.82

0.5 0.9 0.5 0.2887 4.85

0.4 0.9 0.5 0.3610 3.88

0.2 0.9 0.5 0.7220 1.94

ab = (l-S)/SoS3(S + p(l—5))
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term decline in the Wood Stork population, providing the

average yearly survival rate of birds that have passed

their first year is 90% and the female fledgling production

rate per successful nest is 1.4, or one-half of Kahl's

(1963) estimate of 2.8 male and female fledglings per

successful nest. The table shows the effect of different

fledgling (leaving the nest to age 1) survival rates in

different years. With an average fledgling survival rate

of 60%, successful nesting is necessary only once every 5

to 6 yrs, but an average fledgling survival rate of 20%

requires that the birds have a successful nesting season

every 1 or 2 yrs. The average number of female fledglings

that must be produced per year per female to prevent a

long-term decline in population ("b") varys from 0.24 with

60% fledgling survival to 0.72 with 20% fledgling survival.

Estimated Female Fledgling Production Rates at Corkscrew

Table 30 gives estimates of the actual average number

of female fledglings produced per breeding female per year

at Corkscrew Swamp sanctuary for the total period of record

(1956-57 through 1974-75), for the first 8 yrs of record,

and for the last 11 yrs of record. Comparison of these

figures with the "b" values in Table 29 indicates a stable

population during the first 8 yrs, even under the worst

(20%) tested fledgling survival rates, but a declining

population during the last 11 yrs at even the best (60%)

tested fledgling survival rate. Actual fledgling survival



Table 30. Estimated average number female fledglings per breeding female at Corkscrew Swamp Sanctuary,
based on nesting history in Table 2.

Period

Number
years

n

Total Pair
nesting

zN

Estimated
number

9
nesting
(iN^/a1

Total
fledglings

Produced
Z F

Total
fledglings

Produced
(zF)/2

<¡> fledglings
per mature

9
((zF)/2)/((zN)/a)

9
fledglings

per 9
per year

1957-64 8 18500 4111 44425 22213 5.403 0.6754

1965-75 11 27700 6156 28390 14195 2.306 0.2096

1957-75 19 46200 10267 72815 36408 3.546 0.1866

]a = 9.0 - 4.5 = 4.5

V.-
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during these years is unknown, but the same conditions that

cause poor nesting success probably also result in low

fledgling survival.

Age Cohorts

The exact age of first breeding in Wood Storks is not

known. Kahl (1963) estimated that they first breed at 3 or

4 yrs. Age cohorts followed from one nesting season to the

next in the Corlkscrew breeding record gave a better fit to

first breeding at age 4 or 5. Neither fit, however. was

very good. Two paradoxes were evident: In 7 yrs of

successful nesting not al1 the adult birds i n the

population nested, and in at least 1 yr more adult birds

nested than could be accounted for in the population by the
e

Corkscrew breeding record. This possibly could mean that

the birds that nest at Corkscrew Swamp Sanctuary are not a

"closed" population but rather a group of birds that

interchanges with an other group or groups. An alternative

explanation is that the number of breeding pairs for a

given year is in some way adjusted to fit prevailing

conditions and that not all the birds that are capable of

breeding in a given year always actually do so. This

mechanism was suggested previously (page 33) as one way in

which available energy controls the size of a population.

It was difficult to test the suitability of a selected

adult survival rate because of the movement of birds into

and out of the breeding group each year. it appeared that
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in some years the estimated fledgling production rate was

too high to be accounted for by the number of breeding

birds appearing in the population 4 or 5 yrs later. Either

recruitment was overestimated, fledgling survival was very

low, or this group was supplying a large number of recruits

to other areas. The age cohort chart is Table 31.

Rainfall and Breeding Success

Figure 54 allows the comparison of Wood Stork breeding

success (total young produced per season) at the Corkscrew

rookery for the past 20 yrs with total rainfall for the 12

mo period (wet season and dry season) from June through May

that precedes and coincides with each nesting season. in

the early part of the record, highest levels of nesting
€

success coincided with highest levels of rainfall, but in
>

the latter part of the record, except for 1974-75,

successful nesting occurred only during years of very low

rainfal 1.

Rainfall and Breeding Success

A regression of fledgling production on total annual

rainfall, June through May, for the years 1956-57 through

1965-66 shows fairly high positive correlation (R = 0.74)

of breeding success with rainfall. A regression of

fledgling production on total annual rainfall for the years

1956-67 through 1974-75 shows low negative correlation (R =
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Table 31

1959-60

1960-61

1961-62c1962-63d •

1963-64c1964-65c '

1965-66e

1966-67d

1967-68e1968-69f '1969-70d '1970-71d '1971-72d '

1972-73c

1973-74d

1974-75d

1975-76

. Age cohorts chart.

Mature 4 yr olds ^
Females (some may be breeding) 3 yr olds 2 yr olds 1 yr olds
Nesting N(S0S1S2S3) N(S0S1S2) NCSqS^ N(Sq)

I (4860)
i 3500 43500

| (4374)
I (3937)
* 1300

I (3543)
l 6000

7250

8500

(5400)
^ 3680

(4860)
v 5000

(4500)
5700

(5130)
1900

(4617)
3000

(4155)
1500

(3740)

(3366)
2000

(30¿9)
3000

170

I'
3000

0

412

4500

7250

8500

1500

170

0

3000

412

4500

7250

8500

1500

3000

0

4500

7250

8500

0

1500

^ 1500 0 0 1750

0 1750 3675

1750 3675 0

^1750

J¡^ ’
3675 0 170

0 Í70 0

3000

aestimated fledgling to first year survival rate (So) of 50% has been applied
so N(So) " number

^older bird survival rate not applied so, N - number

cno birds nested

dall adult birds did not nest

possibly almost all adult birds nested

^more birds nested than were available

g
assumes 907. yearly survival for adults



Figure 54. Fledgling production at Corkscrew rookery for
the period of record (J, Hansen, pers, comm.) and total
annual rainfal 1 at representative stations in the southwest
Florida region for the June-May years 1951-52 through 1974-
75 (Corkscrew grove data from ALICO, pers. comm.; and Ft.
Myers data from U. S. Department of Commerce, National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, 1950-1975).
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-0.36), indicating that the breeding pattern with respect

to rainfall changed sometime in the 1950's.

The plot of moving-5-yr averages of Wood Stork nesting

success (number of fledglings produced) at the Corkscrew

rookery from 1957 to 1975 shows a precipitous dec!ine in

the 1960's and a modest increase in the 1970's (Figure 55).

Figure 56 is a plot of moving-5-yr averages of nesting

success versus moving-5-yr averages of total annual

rainfall at Corkscrew grove. The regression line has a

slope of 451.06 and an unrealistic "y" intercept of -

22,840. The correlation coefficient is 0.92, suggesting

that 84.6% of the trend in nesting success may be explained

by the trend in rainfall. An exponential regression gives

a more realistic relationship because the "y" intercept is
<■

at zero, and the correlation coefficient's approximately

the same. The years that show the poorest fit to the

curves are 1964 and 1965.



Figure 55'. Moving 5-yr average of nesting success (number
of fledglings produced) at Corkscrew Swamp Sanctuary Wood
Stork colony, 1956-57 through 1973-74.
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Figure 56.' Regression of moving 5-yr average of Wood Stork
nesting success on moving 5-yr average of total annual
rainfall at Corkscrew grove.
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QUANTIFICATION AND SIMULATION OF MODELS

The expansion and contraction of wetlands in southwest

Florida was simulated using topographic and hydrologic

information and the monthly record of rainfall in the area

for the 25-yr period from June 1950 through May 1975.

Seasonally and annually varying surface water area was

simulated under two conditions: the present (postdrainage)

condition (1975)/ as if the present drainage works of the

area existed for the entire 25-yr period; and the primitive

(predrainage) condition (circa 1900)/ as if the area were

in its pristine state for the entire 25-yr period. Results

of the water model were used to develop sinewaves

approximating the seasonal patterns of expanding and

contracting water area. The sinewaves became the forcing

functions of two simple analog models (Models I and II) of

water area/ fish, and Wood Storks. The 25-yr monthly

digital output of the water model was used as the forcing

function of a digital model of water area, fish, and Wood

Storks (Model III) that incorporated the demographic

structure of the Wood Stork population.

The analog models were developed to test basic

characteristics of the model in response to different

averages and ranges of an oscillating forcing function

representing seasonal variation in water area. The digital

250
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model was developed to examine the response of the system

to yearly-varying patterns of the seasonal oscillation and

the long-term effect of drainage on the Wood Stork

population, with demographic as well as bioenergetic

parameters incorporated.

Water Model

To determine the effect of seasonal and annual changes

in rainfall and drainage on the wetlands of southwest

Florida and the biological communities they support, a

model was designed to use actual rainfall data for the

simulation of predrainage and postdrainage conditions of

runoff, evapotranspirat ion, surface and groundwater-level

fluctuation, and surface water area. In Figure 57 is the

water model with inputs, flows, and storages quantified for

present (postdrainage) conditions for the year from June

1974 through May 1975. Simulated total annual runoff was

approximately 28% of total annual rainfall and simulated

total annual evapotranspirat ion (ET) was 69% of rainfall.

The year ended in May with approximately 3% of the year’s

rainfall added to storage. During the year, soil water

varied from a low of 1.4 million acre ft at the beginning

of June to a maximum of 3.8 million acre ft in August.

Surface water volume varied from a minimum of 0.15 million

acre ft at the beginning of June to a maximum of 2.2

million acre ft in July. The area of land covered by water

varied from a minimum of 0.15 million acres (6.4% of total



Figure 57. Water Model with inputs, flows, and storages
quantified for the rainfall year from June 1974 through May
1975 under present (postdrainage) conditions (see Figure 14
for equations).
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land area) at the beginning of June to 1.3 million acres

(55% of total land area) in July.

Figure 58 gives the water model with input and

simulated total annual values as they might have been for

the same year (1974-75) under primitive (predrainage)

conditions. Simulated total annual runoff was

approximately 13% of total annual rainfall and simulated

total annual ET was 80% of rainfall. The year ended in May

with 7% of rainfall added to storage. During the year soil

water varied from a low of 2 million acre ft at the

beginning of June to a maximum of 3.8 million acre ft (same

as under "present" conditions) in August. Surface water

volume varied from a minimum of 0.46 million acre ft at the

beginning of June to a maximum of 3.7 million acre ft in
t

August. Land area covered by surface water varied from a

minimum of 0.46 million acres (19% of total land area) at

the beginning of June to a maximum of 2 million acres (83%

of total land area) in August.

Constants

Given in Appendix Tables C-l through C-5 are the

constants used as coefficients and thresholds in equations

for the water model in Figure 14 of Methods (see also

Equation 9 through 15). Table C-l shows values used in the

equation for interflow. Table C-2 shows values used in the

equation for groundwater flow to sea. The values used in

the surface water runoff equation are given in Table C-3.

Appendix Table C-4 gives threshold values of the equations.



Figure 58. Water Model with inputs, flows, and storages
quantified for the rainfall year from June 1974 through May
1975 under primitive (predrainage) conditions (see Figure
14 for equations).
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Sources of the values are shown in footnotes to the tables.

Constants changed to reflect present and primitive

conditions are indicated.

Simulations

Given in Figures 59 through 61 are monthly values for

the forcing function and important hydrologic parameters of

the system simulated on the digital computer under

primitive (predrainage) and present (postdrainage)

conditions for a 25-yr period. Figure 59A is a plot of

monthly rainfall over the study area based on recorded

rainfall at Ft. Myers from June 1950 through May 1975

(indicated year intervals are from June through May).

Figure 59B presents digital simulations of monthly runoff
€

and ET from the study region under fjredrainage and

postdrainage conditions. Runoff is higher and ET lower in

the postdrainage state. Simulations of monthly stages of

surface water (depth at the deepest local point) and

average depth of surface water over the entire surface

water area are given in Figure 60A. In the case of both

parameters depth is greater under primitive than under

present conditions. Surface water seldom reaches the depth

under present conditions that is reached under primitive

conditions, and the water surface falls lower under present

conditions than under primitive conditions. Under present

conditions, simulated depth at the deepest point falls

below 3.5 ft (1.1 m) on four occasions; May 1962, 1967,



Figure 59. Digital input and simulation results of Water
Model (Model in Figure 14).

A. Actual monthly rainfall at Ft. Myers times total
land area;

B. Simulated runoff and evapotransporation under
present (drained) and primitive (predrained)
conditions. ^

(a) evapotranspiration, primitive
(b) evapotranspiration, present
(c) runoff, present
(d) runoff, primitive
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Figure 60. Digital simulation results of Water Model
(Model in Figure 14).

A. Depth of surface water at local deepest point and
average depth of surface water for present
(drained) and primitive (predrained) conditions.

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

depth at local
depth at local
average depth,
average depth,

deepest point,
deepest point,
primitive,
present.

primitive,
present.

B. Depth of water table below surface for primitive
(a) and present (b) conditions.
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Figure 61. Digital simulation results, of Water Model
(Model in Figure 14). Area of surface water under
primitive (a) and present (b) conditions.
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1971, and 1974. Simulated surface water falls as low under

primitive conditions as under present conditions only in

1957 and 1965, both dry years occurring at the end of long

dry periods. Simulated water levels hold at maximum levels

for a longer period of time under primitive than under

present conditions. In general the fluctuation is less

under primitive conditions than under present conditions.

Figure 60B shows the monthly variation in the depth of

the water table (water in soil and substrate) from ground

surface as simulated under present and primitive

conditions. As in the case of surface water, the water

table is general 1 y higher and more stable under predrainage

than under postdrainage conditions. Soil water is within

the reach of tree roots at 6 ft or less (1.83 m) or less

(M. Duever, pers. comm.), throughout the year under both

postdrainage and predrainage conditions, but may fall below

the reach of grass roots when it declines below 3 ft (91

cm) for several months almost every year under postdrainage

conditions. The soil water may be inaccessible to grass

roots only during tv/o months in 1967 and 1974 under

simulated predrainage conditions.

Simulated land surface area covered by water is

plotted for each month of the 25-yr period under present

and predrainage conditions in Figure 61. Greater

differences between simulated predrainage and postdrainage

conditions are demonstrated in the values for this

parameter than in any other. Both the yearly mean and the
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seasonal range in variation are greater under primitive

than under present conditions.

Figures 62 and 63 give yearly totals for the forcing

functions and simulation results of the model for the 25-yr

period under primitive and present conditions. Each "year"

of the model is the 12-mo period from June through May,

starting with June 1950 and running through May 1975.

Figure 62a shows annual rainfall in the study region, based

on the rainfall record at Ft. Myers from June 1950 through

May 1975. Simulated annual runoff is given in Figure 62b

and simulated annual ET is given in Figure 62c. Variation

between extrenes, i. e. wet year and dry year values for

the parameters, is greater under postdrainage than under

predrainage conditions.

In order to quantify the regional-scale hydroperiod so
>

that it could be compared from one year to the next and

under two different conditions, the sum was taken of

surface water area each month for one year#s period. The

equation was:

12
A = i A At (28)

c i=l mi

where A is simulated water surface area each month; t is
m

1 mo (time step); and Ac is cumulative acres of water
coverage in acre-rrto for a 12-mo period. This quantity for

primitive and present conditions is graphed for the 25-yr

period of the simulations in Figure 63.



Figure 62. Digital results of Water Model (Model in Figure
14). Total annual rainfall over study region (based on
data from Ft. Myers), simulated total annual runoff, and
simulated total annual evapotranspirat ion from the study
region under present (drained) and primitive (undrained)
conditions for the 25-yr period of the simulations.
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Figure 63. Digital results of Water Model (Model in Figure
14). Simulated annual total cumulative acres (in acre-mo)
of area covered by water under present (drained) and
primitive (undrained) conditions for the 25-yr period of
the simulations.
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The cumulative acreage of water coverage under

primitive conditions is greater than double that under

present conditions in wet years, but there is less

difference in cumulative acreage between the two conditions

in dry years. When a series of three or four dry years

occurs, there is greater cumulative water coverage under

primitive conditions than under present conditions for the

first few years, but about the same regional-scale

hydroperiod under the two conditions for the last year or

two of the drought (Figure 63). This is apparent in the

graph for the years 1954-55, 1955-56, and 1956-57 and for

the years 1963-64, 1964-65, and 1965-66. Fluctuation

between extremes in wet years and dry years is greater

under primitive than under present conditions.
r

Figure 64 indicates the net annual change in water in

storage in the soil and substrate and in the ponds,

sloughs, and strands under present and primitive conditions

as simulated by the model. Water in storage is the

difference between the total rain received in a year and

the total water that leaves the system through runoff and

ET.- Although values for the two parameters, runoff and ET,

fluctuate more from one year to the next under present

conditions than under primitive conditions, change in

storage is just the opposite. Change in storage fluctuates

less under present conditions. The natural system, without

drainage, is able both to store more water and to release



Figure 64. Digital results of Water Model (Model in Figure
14). Simulated total annual change in storage each year
under present (drained) and primitive (undrained)
conditions for the 25-yr period of the simulations.
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more water than the drained system; therefore the potential

for fluctuation is greater.

Shown in Table 32 is the sum of simulated runoff and

simulated ET each year under predrainage and postdrainage

conditions. Except in dry years the total water loss is

greater under drained conditions than under undrained

conditions. In dry years, however, total water loss from

the system under primitive conditions exceeds water loss

under present conditions. This occurs because, in the

undrai'ned system, water received during wet years is

carried over into dry years and becomes subject to ET a

year or more after it falls.

Table 33 compares simulated total annual runoff and

simulated total annual ET under drained and undrained

conditions. Runoff is presented as percent of total annual

rainfall. ET is presented as percent of total annual

rainfall and also in inches. The carry-over of water from

wet years into dry years in the undrained system allows

simulated total annual ET to exceed total annual rainfall

in 1950-51, 1954-55, 1963-64, 1964-65, 1966-67, 1970-71,

and 1973-74. Total annual ET exceeds total annual rainfall

only in 1970-71 in simulations under drained conditions.

According to the simulations, runoff removes an average of

25% of yearly rainfall under present conditions, whereas

runoff is only 13% of yearly rainfall under primitive

conditions. ET is 77% of rainfall under present conditions

and 90% of rainfall under primitive conditions.
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Table 32. Total annual rainfall over study region (based on Ft. Myers
rainfall record) and total annual removal of water from the study
region as runoff and evapotranspiration, primitive conditions by Water
Model in Figure 14.

Year

Rainfall

x 106 acre ft

50-51 7.99
51-52 11.56
52-53 10.29
53-54 12.63
54-55 9.13

55-56 9.08
56-57 9.88
57-58 13.99
58-59 11.37
59-60 12.59

60-61 11.23
61-62 9.28
62-63 13.18
63-64 7.88
64-65 7.40

65-66 9.28
66-67 8.21
67-68 11.38
68-69 14.17
69-70 17.86

70-71 7.01
71-72 10.56
72-73 11.24
73-74 7.26
74-75 10.78

Sum of Evapotranspirati on and
..Runoff

x 10° acre ft

Present Primitive

8.80 8.28
11.32 10.19
10.55 10.48
11.69 11.26
9.83 10.42

8.76 9.33
8.82 8.90

13.21 11.58
12.30 12.32
12.97 12.73

11.21 11.70
10.35 .■* 10.96
11.74 11.19
9.02 9.92
6.66 7.55

9.76 9.24
8.78 8.90
9.58 9.20

14.44 12.75
16.11 13.86

9.71 12.54
9.76 10.62

11.50 11.20
8.04 9.02

10.46 9.88



Table 33. Total annual runoff and total annual evapotranspiration simulated under present and primitive
conditions by Water Model in Figure 14.

Runoff Evapotranspiration
Percent Rainfall Percent Rainfall Inches

Year Present Primitive Present Primitive Present Primitive

50-51 18.97 1.26 91.12 102.43 36.40 40.93
51-52 27.90 9.66 70.07 78.50 40.49 45.37
52-53 27.25 13.42 75.35 88.45 38.75 45.49
53-54 28.15 14.96 64.45 74.17 40.69 46.83
54-55 24.18 13.62 83.45 100.55 39.10 45.90

55-56 17.45 7.07 79.03 95.69 35.87 43.43
56-57 14.52 1.82 < 74.70 88.27 36.92 43.63
57-58 30.40 14.03 64.03 68.73 44.80 48.09
58-59 31.87 23.32 76.37 85.00 43.41 48.32
59-60 34.07 24.53 68.96 76.59 43.42 48.22

60-61 27.27 19.64 72.47 84.55 40.71 47.49
61-62 28.65 19.03 82.85 99.05 38.45 45.97
62-63 28.15 14.56 60.89 70.34 40.14 46.37
63-64 19.98 9.34 94.51 116.59 37.23 45.93
64-65 5.47 0.00 84.55 102.00 31.27 37.73

65-66 22.60 4.34 82.59 95.15 38.33 44.16
66-67 20.22 5.21 . 86.77 103.26 35.61 42.38
67-68 19.37 5.93 v., 64.82 74.90 36.89 42.62
68-69 39.84 22.04 62.05 67.95 43.95 48.11
69-70 39.27 23.38 50.95 54.26 45.49 48.45

70-71 31.38 44.66 107.13 134.17 37.56 47.04
71-72 16.85 8.67 75.56 91.92 39.90 48.54
72-73 24.29 10.48 78.04 ■ 89.16 43.85 50.10
73-74 14.24 4.88 96.56 119.41 35.05 43.34
74-75 28.29 11.70 68.68 79.93 37.03 43.09

N5
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Valí dati on

A crude estimate of actual runoff from the study area

during some of the latter years of the simulation was

obtained by totalling runoff measurements from all

monitored flow-ways from October 1969 through September

1974 (U. S. Department of Interior. Geological Survey,

1972-75). Appendix Table A-10 lists monitored sites.

Monitored flows do not represent total surface water runoff

because many channels are not monitored, and water also may

leave- the area as sheet flow, particularly in wet years.

1 n addition, measurement techn ? ques may cause an

underestimation of runoff in wet years and an

overestimation in dry years.

Figure 65 allows comparison of simulated runoff from

the model with totál monitored runoff from the study

region. Simulated runoff is higher in wet years and lower

in dry years than monitored runoff. The timing of peaks

and ebbs is approximately the same.

Figure 66 allows comparison of monitored runoff with

the rainfall input to the water model, based on rainfall at

Ft. Myers for June 1970 through September 1974 (U. S.

Department of Commerce. National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration, 1970-74). In the figure monitored runoff

is very low in 1972, despite high rainfall. Runoff is

higher in the dry years of 1971 and 1973 than in 1972.

Figure 67 compares simulated monthly runoff from the model



Figure 65.. Simulated (by the Water Model in Figure 14)
monthly runoff from the study region from June 1970 through
May 1975 and total monitored runoff from the study region
from June 1970 through September 1974 (from U. S.
Department of Interior. Geological Survey, 1972-75).
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Figure 66. Monthly total monitored runoff from the region
from June 1970 through September 1974 and the rainfall
input to the model for June 1970 through May 1975.
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Figure 67. Simulated monthly runoff from the study region
and the rainfall input to the Water Model (Model in Figure
14) from June 1970 through May 1975.
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with its rainfall input. The model gives a better fit to

the rainfall data than is given by the total monitored

data. Figure 67 shows a phase lag between rainfall and

runoff, with runoff generally peaking 1 to 4 mos after

rainfall. There is a greater lag in years with a low water

table at the beginning of the rainy season than in years

when the water table is higher.

Water Area. Fish, and Storks Models I and II

Model I, in which fish growth is described as a

function of the product of solar radiation and water area,

is shown with flows and storages quantified in Figure 68.

References, data, and calculations of first estimates for

rate coefficients and adjustments in coefficients made

during simulation are shown in Appendix Tables C-6 and C-7.

Model II, in which fish growth is given as a function of

solar radiation, water area, and the current standing stock

of fish, is shown with flows and storages quantified in

Figure 69. Appendix Tables C-8 and C-9 give references,

data, calculations, estimates of rate coefficients, and

adjustments in coefficients made during simulation for

Model II.

Both models were run on the EAI Miniac analog computer

using as inputs trigonometric functions representing the

seasonal variations in solar radiation and surface water

area. Appendix Figures B-l and B-2 show plots of the

trigonometric functions and analog patching diagrams with



Figure 68. Model I of water area, fish, and storks, with
numerical values for flows and storages (see Figure 10 for
equations).
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Figure 69. Model II of water area, fish, and storks,
numerical values for flows and storages (see Figure 12
equations).

wi th
for



IMMIGRATION
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the potentiometer settings which determined mean,

amplitude, and frequency of the signals. The maximum,

minimum and mean for the annual solar radiation cycle were

based on long-term semi-monthly measurements at Belle Glade

(R.J. Allen, Jr., pers. comm.). The maximum, minimum and

mean for the annual cycle of surface water area were based

on the digital simulation of surface water area fluctuation

(Figure 61) under 1974-75 (June-May) rainfall conditions

using the water model (model in Figure 14).

Solar radiation was the same in each simulation, but

amplitude and mean of the water area variation were changed

to approximate primitive (predrainage) conditions,

conditions less drained than present, present conditions,

and conditions more drained than present. Model I
r

simulated the ecosystem's response to primitive conditions,

present conditions, and conditions with maximum and minimum

water levels lowered approximately 1.5 ft (46 cm) below

present. Model II simulated the system's response to a

water table approximately 3 inches (7.6 cm) higher than

present, the present condition, the water table 8 inches
✓

(20 cm) lower than present, and the water 1evel. f1uctuation

approximately 1.5 ft lower than present.

Model II also simulated situations in which mean areas

of land surface covered by water were the same as the

present condition but seasonal oscillations were reduced.

Simulations were made with five different degrees of

damping of the oscillation.
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Appendix Table B-l summarizes the mean and amplitude

values used for the different tests, relates them to real-

world maximum, minimum, and mean acreages, and shows which

model or models were used to test ecosystem response to

each condition. Each condition is assigned an alphabetic

character which corresponds to the letters on the depth-

area (hypsographic) curve for the study region in Figure 70

(this is the same curve as Figure 22 in the Results

section). The brackets in Figure 70 indicate maximum,

minimum, and range approximations for each condition of

drainage. The ratio of depth-range to range-of-surface-

water-area increases abruptly as conditions become more

drained, as indicated by the increase in the slope of the

curve.
t

Figure 71 shows analog plots of seasonal variation in

the two forcing functions, solar radiation and surface

water area, and their product, under present conditions for

a repeating five year period. Also in Figure 71 áre

simulations from Model I and II showing the response of

four ecosystem parameters: fish biomass, fish density,

bird biomass, and bird number, to the seasonally changing

forcing functions. Fluctuations in values for all four

parameters have the same frequency, but there is a phase

lag of about 0.5 mo between the seasonal oscillation in

fish biomass and that of fish density and bird biomass,

which are in phase with each other; and a phase lag of

about 1 mo between fish biomass and bird number. The



Figure 70. Depth-area curve of the study region with
maximum, minimum, and range of water depth and water area
indicated by brackets.

NOTE: Horizontal brackets indicate the range of seasonal
fluctuation of water area cor responding to the range of
seasonal fluctuation of water levels, Indicated by the
vertical brackets. Bracketts designated "a" indicate
conditions prior to any drainage of the area (primitive,
circa 1900) for a year of rainfall matching 1974-75
(simulated by the Water Model in Figure 14). Brackets
designated "c" indicate present conditions of drainage of
the area for the same year of rainfall (also simulated by
the water model). See Appendix Table B-l for further
explanation of the conditions represented by the brackets.
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Figure 71. Analog simulations of forcing functions for
Model I and li for five repeating annual cycles, showing
solar radiation (a), present surface water area (b), and
product of-.solar radiation and surface water area (c).

Model I (Model in Figure 10) results: Analog simulations
of fish biomass (a), fish density (b), bird biomass (c),
and bird number (d) under present conditions.

Model II (Model in Figure 10) results: Analog simulations
of fish biomass (a), fish density (b), bird biomass (c),
and bird number (d) under present conditions.
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magnitudes of the curves from the two models are

approximately the same but the shapes of the curves differ,

those from Model I being broader, and those from Model II

showing greater extremes. Simulation results of bird

biomass in both models approach zero during the summer

months, suggesting that the study region cannot support

Wood Storks during this time, which may reflect conditions

that cause the birds, in reality, to leave the area in the

early summer and not return until fall.

Figure 72 gives the analog functions for the five

conditions of drainage used in the models to test ecosystem

response. Also given in Figure 72 are the simulated

products of solar radiation and the five conditions of

drainage. The labels for the curves on these and the
e

following four figures correspond to the alphabetic

characters in Figure 70 and Appendix Table B-l. Figure 73

demonstrates ecosystem response to the different conditions

in Model I, and Figure 74 shows ecosystem response to the

different conditions in Model II.

Maximum values of fish biomass, fish density, bird

biomass and bird number differ markedly under the different

conditions of drainage. Differences are greater in Model I

than in Model II, suggesting that the second model is much

more sensitive to change in drainage conditions. In Model

I, (Figure 73), fish biomass varies from a maximum of

approximately 1 g/sq-m under primitive conditions to a

maximum of 0.05 g/sq-m under most extreme drainage



Figure 72. Analog simulations of forcing functions for
Models I and II. Seasonal variation in water surface area
for rainfall year June 1974 - May 1975 under five
conditions of drainage and product of solar radiation and
water surface area under five conditions of drainage.

a) primitive (predrainage) conditions
b) less drained than present (mean,

maximum, and minimum 0,25 ft higher
than present)

c) present conditions
d) more drained than present (mean,

maximum, and minimum 0.75 ft lower
than present)

e) maximum drainage (mean, maximum,
and minimum 1.5 ft lower than present)

NOTE: See Appendix Table B-l for mean, maximum, and
minimum average of water surface area for each condition.
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Figure 73. Model 1 (Model in Figure 10) Results: Analog
simulations of seasonal variation in fish biomass, fish
density, bird biomass, and bird number under three
conditions of drainage with June 1974 - May 1975 rainfall.

a) primitive (predrainage) condition
b) present condition
c) maximum drainage conditions (1.5 ft lower

than present)

NOTE: See Appendix Table B-l for mean, maximum, and
minimum acreages of water area under different conditions.
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Figure 74. Model II (Model in Figure 12) results: Analog
simulations of seasonal variation in fish biomass, fish
density, bird biomass, and bird number under five
conditions of drainage with dune 1974 - May 1975 rainfall.

a) primitive (predrainage) conditions
b) less drained than present
c) present conditions
d) more drained than present
e) maximum drainage conditions

NOTE: See Appendix Table B-l for mean, maximum, and
minimum acreages of water area under different conditions.
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conditions tested. In Model II (Figure 74) maximum fish

biomass approaches 1.4 g/sq-m under primitive conditions

but falls to 0.01 g/sq-m under most drained conditions.

Fish density, which exceeds 3 g/sq-m under primitive

conditions in Model II, reaches only 1.5 g/sq-m in Model I.

Fish density drops to 0.03 g/sq-m under extreme drainage

conditions in Model I but to only 0.44 g/sq-m under extreme

drainage conditions in Model II. Values for other

parameters show similar response to the different

conditions of drainage, with responses being more extreme

in Model II than in Model I.

In Table 34 is a comparison of the annual number of

fledglings produced under different drainage conditions as

simulated by the two models; Model I with fish stock at the

beginning of the préceding wet season unimportant, and
'r

Model II with initial fish stock a major factor. No more

young are produced under primitive conditions than under

present conditions in Model I, but the number of birds

produced under primitive conditions Is slightly more than

double that produced under present conditions in Model II.

Both models slightly underestimate the number of

fledglings actually produced under present conditions,

6,600 at Corkscrew in 1974-75 (J. Hansen, pers. comm.).

The number of young produced under primiti ve conditions by

the models could, with reservations be compared to the

actual number produced at Corkscrew in 1960-61, when the

area was only slightly drained. Kahl (1963) reported



Table 34. Number of fledglings produced in south Florida each year, simulated with 1974-75 (June
through May) rainfall under different conditions of drainage by Model I in Figure 10 and Model II
in Figure 12.

Depthb
ft

Area

xlO® acres

Predicted Annual0 Number
of Fledglings Produced,

Model
Condition® Max. Min. Max. Min. Mean I II

a 7.7 5.1 2.28 '0.67 1.32 3,450 . 9,320
b 6.2 3.8 1.43 0.25 0.84 7,590
cd 6.0 3.5 1.34 0.18 0.76 3,450 4,030
d 5.3 2.6 0.90 0.10 0.50 575

e 4.4 1.6 0.44 0.04 0.24 1,150 460

k 3.5 0.8 0.20 0.01 0.11 92

abased on output of the water model and extrapolations
^relative to deepest point
cwith 1974-75 rainfall

^present conditions of drainage
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17/000 fledglings produced in the 1960-61 season. Of

course the rainfall patterns of 1960-61 and 1974-75 were

not the same.

Figure 75 shows the analog functions for surface water

area having the same average (present condition)/ but five

different degrees of damped functions for surface water

area. Figure 76 presents simulations from Model II showing

ecosystem response to damping of the water area function.

Damping the oscillation reduced the standing stock of fish,

fish concentration/ stork biomass, and the annual number of

young storks the system could produce, even though the

average annual input to the model was the same, indicating

that the same area with permanent wetlands could not

produce as many birds. One measure of the importance of

oscillation to energy'flow in this system js the difference

between fledgling production with the present degree of

oscillation and 1974-75 rainfall, 4,025 birds, and

fledgling production with no oscillation, 920 birds (Figure

76).

Water Area. Fish, and Storks Model 111

In Figure 77 is the model that most completely

develops the structure of the system at all three described

levels of organization. This diagram of Model III of water

area, fish and storks gives values for initial conditions

for flows and compartments, fall 1950. Equations for the



Figure 75. Analog simulations of forcing functions for
Model il (Model in Figure 12). Surface water area under
five degrees of damping (reduced oscillation) and product
of solar radiation and surface water area under five
degrees of damping.

f) no osci11ation
g) slight oscillation
h) increased oscillation
i) slightly less oscillation than present
j) present conditions

NOTE: See Appendix Table B-l for mean, maximum, and
minimum acreages of water area under different
ose i 11 ations.
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Figure 76. Model II (Model in Figure 12) results: Analog
simulations of seasonal variation in fish biomass, fish
density, bird biomass, and bird number under five degrees
of damping of fluctuation of surface water area,

f) no osci 1lation
g) slight oscillation
h) increased oscillation
i) slightly less oscillation than present
j) present conditions

NOTE: See Appendix Table B-l for mean, maximum, and
minimum acreages of water area under different
osci11 at Ions.
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Figure 77. Model III of water area, fish, and storks with
numerical values for initial conditions, summer 1950 (see
Figure 13 for equations).
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model are given in the legend. Values for constants used

in the execution of the program are listed with sources in

Appendix Table C-10. The forcing function, land surface

covered by water, was generated by the water model (Figure

14) and can be seen in Figure 61. In Model I I I as in the

previous models, only water surface area was changed to

distinguish present conditions from primitive conditions.

Simulations from Model III under the drained and

undrained conditions are shown in Figures 78 and 80. In

Figure 78A, prey fish density varies according to the

extent and time of water coverage but is also affected by

prey fish stock at the beginning of the wet season. In the

simulations under present conditions, interactions between

prey fish density (Figure 78A) and predator fish biomass
e

(Figure 78B) are apparent. Predator fish populations grow

when prey populations are high, but expanded predator

populations cause prey fish populations to decline.

Predator fish populations are favored by a series of wet

years, and almost absent during dry years. Similarly,

predator fish population levels are much lower under

present conditions than under primitive conditions.

Predator fish populations under present conditions are not

large enough to have a significant effect on prey

populations. The difference in predator population levels

between primitive and present conditions is responsible for

the several instances in the simulations when prey

populations are higher under present conditions than under



Figure 73. Model ill (Model in Figure 13) results:
Digital simulations of prey fish density (A) and predator
fish biomass (B) from 1950-51 through 1974-75 under
primitive (a) and present (b) conditions.
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primitive conditions. Results from the model do not

necessarily reflect events in the real system but do tend

to explain why biological events of years of similar

rainfall can be very different.

Figure 79 allows for the comparison of simulated prey

fish density from the model with actual measurements of

fish (both prey and predator species) density at an

alligator hole in the Big Cypress reported by Kushlan

(1976). Although the patterns are not identical, there is

some similarity, particularly in the differences in

magnitude between the 1969-70 peaks and those in later

years. The simulation shows a sustained high density of

fish from early 1970 through early 1971, while the plot of

actual measurements at the alligator hole show two peaks.
<

The difference is due to the fact that the model did not

duplicate the fish kill of May 1970 that occurred at

unusually high water levels (see Kushlan, 1972 and 1974 for

a description of the 1970 fish kill).

Figure 80 shows annual breeding success (fledgling

production), number of breeding adults, and total number of

birds in the Wood Stork population of southwest Florida,

simulated under primitive and present conditions. The long

term cycle evident in the primitive simulation roughly

corresponds to the pattern of total annual rainfall in the

study area during the same period of time (see Figure 2),

suggesting that entrainment of the intrinsic frequency by

the extrinsic frequency as discussed on page 31 of the



Figure 79. Fish
Cypress Swamp Ca)
density from Mode]

density at
(Kushlan,

I I I (b) for

an alligator hole in the Big
1976), and simulated fish
the same years.

NOTE: Year
December.

intervals in the plots are January through
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Figure 80, Model III (Model in Figure 13) results and the
Corkscrew record. Digital simulations of total number of
birds, number of breeding birds, and the number of
fledglings produced each year for the 25-yr period from
1950-51 through 1974-75 under primitive and present
conditions of water area and the nesting record at
Corkscrew Swamp Sanctuary from 1956-57 through 1974-75.
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Introduction, has taken place in the model. A more erratic

pattern of population oscillation can be seen in the

simulation under present conditions.

The same rainfall pattern and the same relationship

between prey fish density and the feeding rate of the birds

that allows the bird population to grow under primitive

conditions causes it to decline under present conditons.

In the primitive simulation, the breeding stock grows from

10,400 birds to 53,000 birds in the 25-yr period. In the

present simulation, the breeding stock, starting with the

same initial conditions, drops to 2,140 birds in the same

period of time. Also shown in Figure 80 is the breeding

record at Corkscrew Swamp Sanctuary, for comparison with

results from the model. Although the model matched reality
r

in some years, successful breeding occurred more frequently
- '¿

following drainage than predicted by the model.

In early simulations of Model III before predator fish

were added, differences in trends of the bird population

under primitive and present conditions were much more

pronounced than those shown in Figure 80; adjustments in

coefficients that prevented a population explosion under

primitive conditions caused extinction under present

conditions. The predator fish compartment appeared to make

the model much more realistic.

Comparison of model results with breeding history at

the Corkscrew rookery suggests that Wood Storks may have

responded to major changes taking place in their ecosystem
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by making major changes of their own. Some changes that

may account for the improved nesting record from 1970-71

through 1975-76 will be discussed later.



DISCUSSION

Spatial and Temporal Patterns

Ponds of south Florida differ in their abilities to

provide yeai—around support for the food fish of Wood

Storks, depending upon their depth, size, and position in

the regional topography. Fish life is ephemeral in many

ponds. Whether a pond retains fish all year depends on the

pattern of rainfall. All ponds that dry completely must be

colonized anew each wet season. Connections between newly

flooded ponds and areas that are a source of fish are

necessary for repopulation by most species, and such

passageways are not open every year, particularly in upland
>

locations.

The field study at Corkscrew marsh suggested that some

of the major fish species did not survive the dry season in

Mud Lake Pond, but were rerecruited from Lake Trafford more

than 3 miles (4.8 km) away. When the water rises above

approximately 19 ft (5.8 m), Lake Trafford is connected to

the pond by a continuous sheet of v/ater and may serve as a

stock source of Bluegill, Redear, and other sunfish for

Corkscrew marsh. Proximity of this large permanent body

of water may be a major factor in making Corkscrew marsh an

important feeding habitat for Wood Storks. There probably

are very few water bodies in southwest Florida that can

320
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sustain year-round populations of sunfish, especially

through dry years, because of the low tolerance of these

species to hypoxia and their vulnerability to predation in

drying ponds.

Predator fish, which usually have lower rates of

intrinsic increase than prey fish, do not repopulate ponds

in which no fish survive the dry season as quickly as prey

fish. Therefore, because of lower predation, population of

prey species may become greater in such ponds than in ponds

that do not dry completely. A series of years of greater

than average rainfall will encourage the expansion of the

predator population, causing prey populations to decline.

The lowland ponds in the sloughs and marshes often

retain water throughout the year and maintain a sizeable

population of predator fish. Although prey species

populations build up in the flooded marsh during the wet

season, they are rapidly reduced by fish predation as they

are forced into the pond during the dry-down. This loss to

predation was apparent at f4ud Lake Pond during the sampling

study.

Drainage has increased the number of ponds that dry

completely but reduced the frequency with which upland

ponds are connected by migration routes to source areas for

fish, which probably has reduced considerably the number of

ponds that can provide food to Wood Storks and other wading

birds. In the aerial study of 1973-74 it was observed that

numerous ponds in south-central Lee County were not
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attracting feeding aggregations of wading birds, although

the ponds appeared to be in the right stage of drying for

wading bird feeding. It was speculated at the time of

these observations that fish life in these ponds must be

limited or absent. According to a long-time observer of

south Florida, Wood Storks and other wading birds of the

area of Everglades National Park did not use to feed, as

they do now in the Shark River Valley, but fed instead in

the upland ponds of the pine islands (F.C. Craighead, pers.

comm.). Following drainage Wood Storks may have switched

from feeding almost exclusively in upland ponds to feeding

primarily in ponds at lower elevations, because the upland

ponds could no longer provide food. Lowland ponds may be

able to provide more food for Wood Storks than they did

formerly because, as a result of the general lowering of

the water table, resident predator populations in lowland

ponds have been greatly reduced. Predator populations are

particularly low immediately following years of severe

drought, when complete drying of even many lowland ponds

occurs.

1 n their study of Wood Stork nesting success in

relation to water levels in Everglades National Park,

Kushlan et al. (1975) observed that, prior to drainage

related changes in the water patterns of Everglades

National Park, Wood Storks had their mos t successful

nesting seasons in the wettest years; but, following

drainage successful nesting seasons have occurred only in
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very dry years. If the size of local predator fish

populations affects the availability of prey fish to Wood

Storks, then, prior to man's manipulations of the water

patterns of south Florida, the availability of fish for

Wood Storks should have been greater in upland ponds than

in lowland ponds, and the best conditions in upland ponds

should have existed in the wetter years. Following the

water pattern changes, lowland ponds must have been the

only ponds capable of providing fish for Wood Storks, and

feeding conditions in these ponds would be optimal in the

drier years. Wood Storks should find particularly good

feeding conditions in lowland ponds in the year immediately

following a severe drought, particularly if a sufficient

dry-down occurs.

Comparison of Fish and Crayfish Production

Measured annual net production of small forage fish in

Corkscrew marsh during the wet season of 1974 was

approximately 0.42 g dry wt/sq-m. This is low compared to

the productivity of a Texas estuary (15.4 g dry wt/sq-m;

Hellier, 1960), a New England salt marsh (6.7 g dry wt/sq-

m; Nixon and Oviatt, 1973), or a Florida lake shore marsh

(6.04 g dry wt/sq-m; Wegener e_£. aj.., 1973). Although the

annual accumulation of fish biomass measured at Corkscrew

marsh was relatively low, the energy flow through the fish

compartment was very high because of the high metabolic

rates of predominant fish species (approximately 0.89 - 2.8
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mg oxygen/sq-m), and because the expansion of the fish

population took place spatially as well as temporally.

Spot samples of fish populations at two other

southwest Florida sites, a marl prairie and the edge of a

cypress dome, in late summer of 1974 indicated even lower

standing stocks in these areas than at Corkscrew. if fish

production measured during the 1974-75 wet season is a good

index of production throughout southwest Florida's

fluctuating wetlands, then production in these areas is low

compared to that in other aquatic systems. If so, then the

ability of this region to support large numbers of high

level consumers such as Wood Storks must be due to the

mechanism of concentration.

Maximum measured biomass of crayfish at Corkscrew

marsh during the fall of 1974 was an order of magnitude

greater than that of fish and apparently was high

throughout south Florida. W. Dineen (pers. comm.) sampled

aquatic populations in the Everglades conservation areas in

the summer of 1974 and spoke of this period as "the year of

the crayfish." Quantitative sampling on the western edge

of the Kissimmee Billy cypress strand in southeastern

Hendry County in August 1974 yielded measurements of

crayfish.biomass eight times greater than that at Corkscrew

at the same time. Crayfish production at the cypress dome

by mid August was double that of a commercial species,

Procambarus cl ark?. grown in natural ponds in Louisiana.

Measured crayfish biomass at Kissimmee Billy was about 400
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lb/acre (448 kg/ha) as compared to 198 lb/acre (222 kg/ha)

per year of crayfish production in Louisiana (Smitherman

et al., 1967). Maximum measured crayfish biomass at

Corkscrew was 52 lb/acre (58 kg/ha).

Crayfish are the major prey species of White Ibis,

Eudocimus albus (Kushlan and Kushlan, 1975), the most

abundant species of wading bird in south Florida. The 1974

breeding season was particularly successful for White Ibis

in the area. A major nesting colony of the species was

discovered in the Okaloacoochee Slough during flights over

the area in September.

Energy Imp!ications of Concentration

The concentration of energy increases its ability to

do work. The conversion of sunlight to sugars through

photosynthesis and the upgrading of energy quality in food

chains are natural processes of energy concentration which

occur in all ecosystems. In regions of expanding and

contracting wetlands such as are found in south Florida,

evaporation, an additional sun driven process, concentrates

the energy captured by photosynthesis in large areas. The

energy concentrated in such a system can do more work,

drive more biological processes, and develop higher orders

of structure than v/ould be possible if the energy were

d i 1 u te.
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In Figure 81 a prey-predator model suggests how the

process of concentrating prey may increase energy value to

the predator. In the diagram, the flow of food to the

predator is equal to k X Y, where X is the biomass density

of prey and Y is the predator. If X = g/sq-m and the

number of square meters is reduced from 1 to 0.01, then

g/sq-m, or X, is increased by a factor of 100. Ten grams

of fish in 1 sq-m would have an energy value 100 times

greater than the same amount of fish in 100 sq-m, according

to this equation. The increase in energy value of prey to

predator according to the model is proportional to the

square of radius of dispersed habitat divided by the radius

of concentrated habitat. At the 1974 maximum fish density

in Corkscrew marsh (0.42 g/sq-m), one Wood Stork would have

to harvest the fish occupying 356 sq-m of marsh in order; to

feed itself and one growing nestling on an average day of

the nesting season. By contrast, feeding in Mud Lake Pond

during the dry down when fish densities exceeded 4.2 g/sq-

m, a Wood Stork could catch a day's supply of food from 36

sq-m.

Differences in fledgling production in Model II under

different regimes of oscillation of water area exhibited by

the simulations in Figure 76 demonstrate the effect on the

Wood Stork population of increased energy flow resulting

from concentration: higher production from the same amount

of water area.



Figure 81. Role of dry season energy flow in concentrating
food.
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In south Florida approximately 53% of the total area

is freshwater wetlands. The collective area of all the

ponds is only 10% of the total area, near the end of the

dry season. The total contraction increases fish density

approximately 25 times over what it was in the total area

of freshwater wetlands.

At the study site in Corkscrew marsh, fish habitat was

reduced from approximately 80 ha (the area of attraction.

Figure 40), first to 4 ha, then to 0.2 ha, which represents

a concentration of 400 times. The maximum measured density

of fish did not indicate this great a concentration,

probably because the large standing stock of predatory fish

cropped the prey fish as they moved into the pond. The

maximum measured density of prey fish at Corkscrew was 13.6
<

g/sq-m, which represented a concentration factor of

approximately 34 for the fish produced in the marsh.

Odum (Odum and Odum, 1976) recently postulated that

the work a given form of energy can do is related to its

"energy quality," and that the energy quality of a material

or organism is the total energy of all types that went into

its formation, which is the same thing as its "replacement

cost." Figure 82 gives energy circuit diagrams of the Wood

Stork food chain used to calculate the Wood Stork's energy

quality. The upper diagram shows the average quantity of

the energy flows necessary to support one day's growth in a

nestling Wood Stork. The lower diagram puts the energy

flows on a "per kcal growth" basis. The sun energy (in



Figure 82. Diagram of simplified Wood Stork food chain with flows quantified and a calculation of the
"energy quality" of one Wood Stork.

Sources of Values

(1) original energy input (solar radiation) to support one adult stork and one nestling:
(854 kcal/day)a(m2/2.4 kcal)b(4000 kcal/m2-day)c(365 days)d = 5.2xl08 kcal/day

(2) average total daily energy needed to maintain one adult stork and one nestling:
570 kcale + 322 kcalf - 37.5 kcal9 = 854 kcal

(3) average daily energy requirement of one adult stork (Kahl, 1964)
(4) average daily energy requirement and average daily growth (energy accumulation) of a nestling:

284 kcalh - 37.5 kcal9 = 322 kcal

(5) average daily energy requirement of a nestling Wood Stork (Kahl, 1964)
(6) average daily growth (in kcal) of a Wood Stork nestling (Kahl, 1962)

a
see (2)

L
D

annual fish production per square meter at Corkscrew (see Results)
average daily solar radiation, study region (R. J. Allen, pers. comm.)

d
days in year

e
see (3)

f
see (4)

9 see (6)
h

see (5)



Kcal per day per nestling:
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coal equivalents) that went into the production of 1 kcal

of Wood Stork is the Wood Stork's "energy quality." Sun

energy in kcal is divided by 2000 (2000 kcal sun energy/1

kcal coal energy) to convert to coal equivalents. The

energy quality of a Wood Stork by this rough calculation is

7000 kcal, coal equivalents. One kilocalorie "coal

equivalents" is defined as that amount of energy of a given

type required to produce 1 kcal of coal (Odum and Odum,

1976). In the case of sunlight, approximately 2,000 kcal

are needed to produce 1 kcal of coal (Odum and Odum, 1976).

Observations from Model III and the Field Study

Production of small forage fish in the seasonally
£

fluctuating wetlands of south Florida is a.function ofr at

least five major factors that vary from one local to

anouther and from one year to the next. These factors are

the regional-seale hydroperiod, average high water depth,

distance from recruitment source, size of recruitment

stock, and size of predator fish populations. In any year,

production of prey fish for Wood Storks depends more upon

the duration and extent of flooding than on the

availability of food for the fish. Only in years of

maximum flooding and when several wet years occur

sequentially could food supplies become limiting. In years

such as these the abundance of predatory fish becomes

another factor limiting prey fish populations. Because the
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controlling factors vary from one year to the next, the

quantity of food available to Wood Storks can be expected

to differ each nesting season. Because of the many complex

interactions, the food production of wet years following

dry years wi11 differ from that of wet years following wet

years and the production of dry years following dry years

will differ from that of dry years following wet years.

For this reason, the temporal pattern of rainfall

distribution has cumulative importance, and biological

events of a given year should be considered not only in the

context of the climatological events of the current year

but also in the context of the climatological and

biological events of preceding years.

Optimum conditions for prey fish production would seem
f

to have prevailed during the 1974 wet season, since marshes
- v-

such as Corkscrew were covered with water to near maximum

depths from late June through October (Figure 38), but

simulations from Model III (Figure 78), in which

coefficients were adjusted to fit 1974 data, suggest that

fish production measured at Corkscrew during the 1974 wet

season was very low compared to that of some previous

years. The simulations showed much higher concentrations

of fish in the 1969-71 period, which corresponds to the

period when Kushlan (1972) studied seasonal events at an

alligator hole in the Big Cypress. Fish concentrations at

the alligator hole (Kushlan, 1976) greatly exceeded those

measured during the dry-down at Mud Lake Pond in 1974-75.
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If the good correlation between simulations from Model III

and Kushlan's data is an indication that the relationships

expressed in Model IN are correct, then a low fish stock

at the beginning of the wet season of 1974 was a major

cause of the low production. Based on measurements at Mud

Lake Pond, the standing stock relative to the area to be

colonized in early June 1974 was approximately 0.09 mg/sq-

m. The paucity of colonizers was perhaps partially due to

the severity of the 1973-74 drought, which was the most

severe on record for the area (National Weather Service,

Ft. Myers, pers. comm.). A relatively low production of

prey fish in Corkscrew marsh in the summer and fall of 1974

may also have been due to the large local population of

gar, which may not have been adversely affected by the

1973-74 drought, because the pond did not completely dry.

Although fish production during the wet season of 1974

seemed low, that for the following wet season was even

lower. Conditions for fish production during the 1975 wet

season were very different from those of the previous year.

Because rains were delayed and less intense, the marsh was

not completely covered with water until late July, and

maximum water depths were not reached until September. The

conclusion that fish production was lower during the 1975

wet season v/as based on a spot sampling in the pond in

February 1976, which yielded a much smaller harvest than

that of a comparable period the year before.
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The Biological Community in a Fluctuating Habitat

Live-bearing fish species such as Gambusia affinis and

other members of the tropical family Poeciliidae are

particularly v/ell adapted to a seasonally fluctuating

habitat, because their recruits disperse over the marsh

immediately after it is flooded, gaining a headstart over

recruits of most other species, in which spawning and

incubation in the marsh must first take place.

Mosquitofish in aquaria exhibit cannibalistic tendencies.

If this behavior trait also operates in the natural

environment, then Mosquitofish populations may be "space

limited." In confined areas and where there is little

cover, predation, predominantly by the adults, must

suppress the recruitment rate; but a high recruitment rate

must prevail in a newly-flooded marsh, where low population

densities and vegetation cover reduce the probabilities of

encounter between fry and adults.

Analysis of samples collected at Mud Lake Pond during

the dry-season of 1974-75 indicated that gestation in many

individuals takes place in advance of the rainy season.

Although many fry may be released under crowded conditions

in the pond prior to summer rains, a large proportion must

enter the environment at a time of optimal conditions for

growth and survival; i. e., maximum water area and minimum

densities of predators both of their own and other species.

Maturity in Mosquitofish occurs about 1 mo after release,
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and the gestation period also is 1 mo, so at least two

broods can be produced during most wet seasons.

Because the Mosquitofish is a live-bearer, migration

routes must be reopened during the wet season in order for

this species to gain entry to areas that have completely

dried. The Mosquitofish was the dominant species in

Corkscrew marsh during the summer and fall of 1974.

One oviporous species that also is wel1 adapted to

seasonally fluctuating habitat is the Marsh killifish,

Fundulus confluentes. This species deposits eggs that

survive dessication during the dry season (Harrington,

1959) and so can recruit areas that dry completely, even

when no migration routes are opened. The life cycle of

Fundulus confluentes suggests that this species should be
r

the most important prey species in upland ponds and other

areas that dry completely and where migration routes are

not open every year. This species was not collected at

Corkscrew, but it is the major food fish of Wood Storks in

Everglades National Park (Ogden etLaJ.., in press).

Sunfish such as Redears and Bluegills are egg-laying

species in which the male builds a nest and guards and

defends the nest and young. Because they have a low

tolerance to hypoxia, they do not survive the dry season in

many areas where they occur, even in ponds that do not

completely dry, therefore they must recolonize from the few

places such as Lake Trafford where their dry-season

survival rates are high. Kushlan and Lodge (1974) observed
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that sunfish are not well adapted to present conditions in

south Florida. Drainage has caused a general lowering of

the water table, increasing the duration and frequency of

drought. The sizeable number of sunfish in Mud Lake Pond

during the 1974-75 season was probably due to the nearness

of Lake Trafford, which served as a reservoir for

colonists. The comparatively low population of sunfish in

Mud Lake Pond during the 1975-76 season probably resulted

from the delay in summer rains, which shortened the growing

time for recruits that were the product of spawning by

migrants from Lake Trafford.

Crayfish may recolonize marshes more quickly than fish

because their migration is only a few feet and in a

vertical direction. Crayfish burrow to escape dry
<

conditions, and, unlike fish and prawns, dq not concentrate

in ponds where they could be subjected to crowded, hypoxic

conditions. Survival rates of crayfish during the dry

season probably exceed that of fish because crayfish can

burrow at least 5 ft (1.5 m) to reach water (M. Duever,

pers. comm.). An abrupt decline in the number of crayfish

several months before the marsh had totally dried suggested

that they go into their burrows before low water forces

them to do so.

Effects of Natural Storage and Impact of Drainage

Although the years 1970 through 1975 were unusually

dry in south Florida, results of the water model (Model in
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Figure 14) suggest that the severity of the droughts of

1970-71, 1973-74, and 1974-75 cannot entirely be ascribed

to lack of rain. As simulations in Figures 62, 63, and 64

illustrate, the southwest Florida region has been much

drier under present conditions than it would have been

without drainage.

The natural system stored significantly more water

than the present system. Water was held over in the system

not only from wet season to dry season, but also from wet

year to dry year. This is particularly obvious on the

plots of surface water depth (Figure 60) and surface water

area (Figure 61) where three or more dry years occur in

succession. The two curves, primitive and present, are

quite different until the third of fourth drought year,

1956-57 and 1964-65. The simulations from the model

indicate that in the natural system the full effects of

drought did not occur until the third or fourth year. In

the altered system, drought effects are more immediate.

Water storage in the predrained period had beneficial

effects on both terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems. Loss

of water storage through drainage has had tremendous impact

not only on natural ecosystems of south Florida but also on

agricultural and urban systems. Water shortages, salt

water intrusion and other problems caused by drainage were

alleviated only when artificial storage systems such as the

conservation areas of the Everglades replaced the natural

storage system that had been destroyed. Now man must
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utilize fossil fuel energy to build and maintain the water

storage capacity that previously was provided by nature.

Figure 83, an energy circuit diagram, illustrates the costs

of. the destruction of the natural water storage system by

drainage and its replacement with a man-made storage

system.

In addition to the loss of water storage the main

^effect of the present drainage network has been to reduce
the mean area of land covered by water. Drainage has not

\vyet greatly affected the fluctuation in land surface

covered by water, as a comparison of the horizontal "a11

range with the "c" range in Figure 70 will demonstrate.

Because considerable seasonal oscillation in surface water

area still exists, the ecosystem tuned to, and dependent

on, seasonal fluctuation continues to operate, although on

at a reduced level.

Any additional drainage in southwest Florida can be

expected not only to reduce the average area covered by

water, but also to decrease seasonal fluctuation, as a

comparison of the horizonal "c'‘ range vTtTh—ueJl;—and- "k"

ranges in Figure 70 will show. The resultant disruption of

the ecosystem would be dramatic, as indicated by the analog

computer simulations of fish biomass, fish density, bird

biomass, and bird number in Figure 73 and 74.



Figure 83. Energy circuit diagram to show an economic
consequence of replacing a natural system of water storage
with a man-made storage system.
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Survival Prospects for Wood Storks

The three models developed by this study present

alternate ways of viewing the south Florida wetlands

ecosystem. Model I ignores the past, history of the area;

fish biomass expands and young birds are produced only as a

function of climatic conditions of the current year and

water stored from the previous year. Initial fish stock

and the number of potentially breeding birds are

unimportant. Models II and III consider climatic events

and production of preceding years; fish production is a

function not only of one year's sunlight and rainfall but

also of the fish stock surviving from the previous year.

In Model III bird production is a function not only of one

year's fish production but also of the fish production five
t

or more years previously, which determined,the size of ^the
.' •'r

current population of potentially breeding birds.

According to analog simulations from Models I and II,

drainage narrows the period of time each year when it is

possible for the birds to carry out a successful nesting

effort. By narrowing this period, drainage makes the

timing of nesting more important, increases the risk of

winter rains disrupting nesting, and reduces the

possibility of second nestings, if the first should fail

(Figures 73 and 74). Drainage also reduces the number of

Wood Storks that are able to nest in a suitable breeding

year by reducing the absolute biomass of fish and the
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number of feeding ponds. The ultimate effect is a

reduction in size of the Wood Stork population.

Simulations from Models I and II indicate that Wood

Storks still would breed in southwest Florida in years

matching the rainfall pattern of 1974-75, even if the area

were more drained; however, fledgling production would be

much lower, resulting in a smaller population. Actually,

socially nesting birds may require a threshold number to

cue breeding and feeding behavior. Moreover, the smaller

the population, the greater the probability that it would

be eliminated by a catastrophic event such as a hurricane.

Such factors were not included in the models.

Model lit shows that the same rainfall pattern and

feeding-reproduction relationships that allows the

population to grow under undrained conditions causes it to

decline under drained conditions. A comparison of Model

IN simulations with the actual record of fledgling

production at the Corkscrew rookery suggests that Wood

Storks may have radically changed some aspects of their

ecology or behavior to accomplish the successful nesting of

four out of 6 yrs from 1971-76, after experiencing nesting

failures or near-failures in 7 out of 9 years in the

1960's. This concurs with the regression analysis of this

study that indicated that Wood Stork fledgling production

had a high positive correlation with rainfall through the

1965-66 season but a low negative correlation with rainfall

thereafter. Kushlan et aj. (1975), also noted a change in
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the relationship of Wood Stork nesting to water patterns in

Everglades National Park sometime in the early 1960’s.

Changes may have occurred in where Wood Storks feed, how

they feed, what they eat, or some other factor, improving

their chance of survival in an ecosystem of changing

conditions. Some changes thought to be important are:

relying more on lowland ponds, which provide good feeding

conditions in dry years, than on upland ponds, wh i ch

provide the onl y feeding opportunities in we t years;

exploiting ani artificial situation created by water

management at Lake Okeechobee, with good feeding

opportunities also available only in dry years; and eating

more of the predator fish species so abundant in lowland

ponds.

Model III includes some of the main structural

features of the water-fish-stork system thought to be

important. Obviously there must be other factors operating

that, if added to the model, would, like the predator fish,

enhance the ability of the model to reproduce and predict

patterns and trends in biological responses of both fish

and stork populations to natural variation in the weather

and changes caused by man through drainage in southwest

Florida.

Recommendations for Wood Stork Protection

According to "energy quality" theory discussed on page

325 organisms and materials have a value to the system
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commenserate with the amount of energy that went into their

production. If this is true, then a top consumer in the

food chain such as the Wood Stork must have a very high

value to the ecosystem of which it is a part. Harvesting

high concentrations of fish in drying pools, which obviates

fish kills and maintains species diversity (Kushlan, 1976),

is one way in which the Wood Stork is of serve to the

ecosystem that supports it. Wood Storks and other

colonial-nesting wad ing birds also contribute to the

ecosystem by collecting minerals such as nitrogen over

widespread areas i n the food they catch and transporting i t

to the rookery area, where it becomes concentrated as

excrement, wi th the potential of enhanci ng plant growth.

the capturing of the sun' s energy through the

photosynthetic process. r
. - >

The Wood Stork in the south Florida ecosystem has a

special value to man because it is an indicator of the

healthy functioning of a regional ecosystem and processes

that also support man in his agriculture and cities. The

Wood Stork has demonstrated that exploitation of

oscillating water patterns can be profitable. The bird

might serve as an example to man that greater return per

energy (and money) investment might be gained by learning

to utilize the oscillating water patterns of south Florida

than by trying to damp or destroy them.

In the past 6 yrs (1971-76) Wood Storks in southwest

Florida have demonstrated a res i 1iency that suggests that
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the species can adapt to changed conditions. The following

recommendations are directed at assisting the birds in

maintaining and increasing their population.

Minimize the construction of new canals in all
areas of southwest Florida;

2) Develop and implement a regulation schedule
- for Lake Okeechobee that will insure good

feeding conditions for Wood Storks and other
wading birds in the shoreline seasonal marshes
during the years of Wood Stork nesting;

3) Insure the preservation of other major feeding
-J areas for Wood Storks and other wading birds

in southwest Florida, including upper Corkscrew
marsh, the Okaloacoochee slough, the marshes of
south-central Lee County, and the Fahkahatchee
strand;4)Take advantage of opportunities to create feed-
ing habitat for Wood Storks and other wading
birds when water impoundments are planned for
private or public lands. One such area is the
"Holy Land" on the northern border of Conser- -

vation Area 3A, proposed as a water storage area
for runoff from the Everglades agricultural
region.

Some suggestions to improve feeding conditions for

Wood Storks at Corkscrew marsh are:

1) Increase the ratio of pond area to marsh area

by digging shallow seasonally-drying ponds at
several elevations in Corkscrew marsh;

2) Enlarge some of the deeper, permanently-wet
ponds such as Mud Lake Pond, increasing size
and diversity of winter habitat for fish to
improve the survival of local populations of
sunfish.

3) If Mud Lake Pond is not enlarged to increase
survival of sunfish, then let the pond dry
completely to eliminate local populations of
predator fish, rather than pumping water into
the pond during droughts.
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General Recommendations for Water Management

The ultimate productivity of the southwest Florida

region involves water management/ with some kind of re¬

servoir not only to provide sufficient water from the wet

season to meet the needs of the dry season but also to

hold water from wet years for use in dry years. Man

cannot spare the fossil fuel energy to build and maintain

water storage units of the size that are needed for farms

and cities, let alone ecosystems, and should learn to rely

on the storage mechanisms of the naturally functioning

system, which are self-operating and self-maintaining.

It would be to man's benefit tó~^ani-S“~befveTL*rt« to protect

rather than destroy these mechanisms.

The value of wet years in the temporal scheme is

obvious. That dry years also contribute to the healthy
' J

functioning of the regional ecosystem has been suggested

by Model III of this study. Measures that can be taken

to help reestablish natural water patterns of oscillation

with storage and release include the following:

1) Allow aquatic plants to fill in canals and
build weirs to slow canal runoff;

2) Prevent the construction of any new canals;

3) Relocate present and potential residents of
former wetlands, if they are not willing to
live in a re-established wetland, and change
local, state, and federal laws to allow homes
to be built on seasonally flooded areas without
requiring drainage;

4) Restore natural water flow through areas from
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which it has been diverted, such as the
Fahkahatchee strand;

5) Develop and encourage agricultural systems that
benefit from seasonal flooding;

6) Supply small dikes around housing or agricultural
areas in place of drainage.

Subtropical seasonally-drying marshes have special

processes which enable them to concentrate energy and

support large populations of animals at high trophic

levels. The ponds, strands, and sloughs and other marshes

of southwest Florida not only are among the few subtropical

systems in the United States, but also are one of the few

ecosystems of this type in the world. In the past 20 yrs,

the functioning wetlands in southwest Florida have been

reduced from 1.43 million acres (0.59 million hectares) to

little more than 5Ó0 thousand acres (0.26 million hec¬

tares). Surprisingly, the losses, though significant,

have not destroyed the ability of ecosystems to operate,

although on a reduced scale. More suprising, events

suggest that the system is capable of repairing itself.

Canals are filling in and vigorous growths of emergent

and submergent vegetation are becoming established in some

of the area's major canals, slowing the movement of water

out of the system. If subjected to "benign neglect" by

man, the system may be able to correct man's mistake.



APPENDIX A
SAMPLING SCHEDULE FOR FISH COLLECTIONS AND

TABLES OF DATA ON WETLANDS AREA, WATER STORAGE,
AND OCCURRENCE OF WOOD STORKS



DAY

1

8

15

26

39

46

53

60

67

74

88

95

109

123

144

151

181

193

236

270

304

332

377

428

471

'able A-l. Sampling Daces and Locations

DATE STATION

t
SAM¬
PLES

MARSH
#.

SAM-
STATION PLES STATION

#
SAM¬
PLES STATION

SAM¬
PLES

POND
t

SAM-
STATION PLES STATION

i
SAM¬
PLES

Jun 1 0 10 -10 5 -20 5

Jun 8 60 10 30 5 10 5

Jun 15 75 10 50 5 10 5

Jun 26 1200 5 600 5 20 5

Jul 9 1200 5 600 8 200 5

Jul 16 1200 5 600 5 200 5

Jul 23 1200 5 600 5 300 5

Jul 30 1200 10 800 5 400 5

Aug 6 12C0 10 700 5 300 5

Aug 13 1200 10 800 5 300 5

Aug 27 1200 10 800 5 400 5

Sep 3 1200 10 800 5 400 5

Sep 17 1200 5 900 5 400 5

Oct 1 1200 5 800 5 400 5

Oct 22 1200 5 800 5 400 5 Op Dp 4

Oct 29 1200 5 800 5 400 5

Sov 26 Vg Eu 2 Op Dp 2

Dec 10 300s- 3

Jan 22 1200 2 300 2 Vg Lt 2 Op Dp 2

Eeb 25 Vg Eu 4 Op Dp 2

Kar 31 Op Sh 5 Op Dp 2

Apr 28 Op Sh 8 Op Dp 2

Jun 12 Op Sh 4 Op Dp 2

Aug 2 Vg Eu 3 Op Sh 3 Op Dp 2

Sep 14 Vg Eu 5 Op Dp 2

350
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Table A-2. Area of wetlands in Hendry County.

Wetland type
Area9
acres

% Total
county area

Cypress strands 33,500 4.6

Marshes (sloughs) 41,600 5.7

Sawgrass marsh 94,100 13.0

Swamp hammocks 3,350 0.46

Wet prairie 186,000 25.4

Ponds 95,300 13.0

Total Wetlands 454,000

Total County 735,000 61.8

aAn estimated acreage of ponds embedded within each ok these systems has
been subtracted from each, as follows:

acres

1.99% of total county area - ponds in cypress strands 14,700
2.99% of total county area - ponds in sloughs 22,000
0.01% of total county area - ponds in swamp hardwoods 74
3.00% of total county area - ponds in wet prairie 22,100
5.03% of total county area - ponds in pine!and 37,000
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Table A-3. Area of freshwater v/etlands in Collier County.

Wetland type
Area9
acres

% Total
county area

% Noncoastal
area

Cypress strands 176,000 13.5 15.0

Marshes (sloughs) 81,400 6.3 6.9

Swamp hammocks 86,200 6.6 7.3

Wet prairie 135,000 10.4 11.5

Dwarf cypress 207,000 15.9 17.6

Ponds 122,000 9.4 10.4

Lakes 1,560 0.1 0.1

Total wetlands 809,000 62.2 68.9

Total county area 1,300,000

Noncoastal area 1,180,000

aAn estimated area of ponds in each major wetlands system was subtracted
from that system to avoid double-counting.
0.05% total county area - ponds in pine!and
2.00% total county area - ponds in wet prairie
3.00% total county area - ponds in cypress
0.03% total county area - ponds in sloughs
0.01% total county area - ponds in swamp hammock
4.00% total county area - ponds in dwarf cypress

667 acres

26.100 acres
39.100 acres
3,910 acres

130 acres

52.100 acres
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Table A-4. Area of freshwater wetlands in Lee County.

Wetland type
Area9

acres

% Total
county area

% Noncoastal
county area

Cypress strands 18,500 2.9 4.4

Marshes (sloughs) 11,900 1.8 2.8

Swamp hammocks 10,000 1.5 2.4

Wet prairie 64,500 9.9 15.3

Dwarf cypress 4,110 0.63 0.98

Ponds smaller than
100 acres 60,100 9.2 14.3

Larger ponds 611 0.09 0.15

Total wetlands 170,000 26.1 40.4 ■■

Total county area 651,000

Noncoastal area 421,000
r

aAn estimated area of ponds in each major wetlands system was subtracted
from that system.
5.00% total county area - ponds in pineland
2.00% total county area - ponds in wet prairie
1.00% total county area - ponds in cypress
1.00% total county area - ponds in slough and marshes
0.20% total county area - ponds in swamp hammock
0.03% total county area - ponds in dwarf cypress

32,600 acres
13,000 acres
6,510 acres
6,510 acres
1,300 acres

195 acres
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Table A-5. Volume of water storage in wetlands of Hendry County.

Wetland type
Area9
acres

Average
Depth
ft

Volume
acre ft

Cypress strands 48,000 1.75 + 0.5b 84,300 + 24,100

Marshes (sloughs) 63,500 2.0 127,000

Sawgrass marshes 94,000 2!0 188,000

Swamp hammocks 3,420 1.75 + 0.5b 5,980 + 1,710

Wet prairie 209,000 0.5 104,000

Ponds of less
than 100 acres 95,300 0.5C 50,000

Larger ponds 131 o CO
CL 109

Deep sink holes 13 43.3e 563

€
Total 586,000

a

Area of ponds was not subtracted from area of sloughs and other
depressions because ponds embedded in these larger depressions
increase their storage capacity.

^Strands and swamp hammocks are embedded in wet prairie; therefore,
when wet prairie is covered with 0.5 ft of water, strands and hammocks
are topped with an additional 0.5 ft of water above their rims.

cCone shaped with maximum depth of 1.55 ft, based on several measurements;
used equation for volume of a cone.

^Cone shaped with a maximum depth of 2.5 ft assumed.
eRocky Lake, a sinkhole of unknown depth. Cone shape and depth of 130
ft assumed.
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Table A-6. Volume of water storage in freshwater wetlands of
Collier County.

a Average
Area3 Depth Volume

Wetland type acres ft acre ft

Cypress strands 215,000 1.0 + 1.5b 215,000 + 322,000

Marshes (sloughs) 85,300 2.0 171,000

Swamp hammocks 86,300 1.0 + 1.5b 86,000 + 130,000

Wet prairie 161,000 1.5 242,000

Dwarf cypress 259,000 1.5 388,000

Lake Trafford 1,490 2.5C 3,730

Ponds 122,000 0.5d 63,000

Deep sink holes 1.4 32.3d 45

Total 1,620,000

aArea of ponds was not subtracted from area of sloughs1 and other
depressions as ponds embedded inthese larger depressions increases
their volume storage capacity.

b(l ft + 1.5 ft) if 1.5 ft depth covers dwarf cypress and wet prairie.
C5 ft/2 (Horel, 1969).
dl.55 ft/3.

e32.3 ft/3.
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Table A-7 . Volume of water storage in freshwater wetlands of
Lee County.

Wetland type
Area9
acres

Average
Depth
ft

Volume
acre ft

Cypress strands 25,000 1.75 + 1 .ob 43,800 + 25,000

Marshes (sloughs) 18,500 2.0 36,900

Swamp hammocks V CO oo 1.75 + 1.0b 19,000 + 11 ,300

Wet prairie 77,500 1.0 77,500

Dwarf cypress 4,300 1.0 4,300

Ponds of less than
100 acres 60,100 0.5C 31,000

Larger ponds 611 o CO
CL

507

Deep sink holes 7 576 368

Total 250,000

aArea of ponds was not subtracted from area of sloughs'and other
depressions because ponds embedded in these larger depressions
increase their storage capacity.

^Strands and swamp hammocks are embedded in wet prairie; therefore, when
wet prairie is covered with a foot of water, strands and hammocks are
topped with an additional foot of water above their rims.

cCone shaped with maximum depth of 1.55 ft, based on several measurements;
used equation for volume of a cone.

^Cone shaped with maximum depth of 2.5 ft assumed.
eStill Lake, a sink hole approximately 170 ft deep; cone depth assumed.



Table A-8. The locations where Wood Storks were seen feeding and the Number of Birds sighted on each
observation date of aerial survey 1973-74.

Location
Dec.

15-21
Jan.

12
Jan.

25-26
Feb.

9
Feb.

23
Mar.

9
Mar.a

15
Mar.

26
Apr.d

8
Apr. May

16-18 2,3,5

1. Telegraph Swamp 8
2. Fisheasting Creek 96
3. Marsh A-Glades 100

,

4. East Charlotte 18
<

5. Jack's Branch 34
6. Chaparral Slough 29

157. Lake Okeechobee
8. Clewiston 6
9. Sears-Keri Area 212 16 22 6

10. Lime Slough 3
11. Collins Slough 80
12. Hog Cypress 99
13. Upper Okaloa-

coochee 11 25 25 18 8 4

14. Graham Marsh 52
15. Fussell Slough 60
16. Six Mile Cypress 1
17. Marsh B-Lee 9 49 82 21
18. Marsh C-Lee 9 48 6
19. Western Cork¬

screw Cypress
' 7 42 225

20. Bird Rookery
Strand 55 17 29 1

21. North Cork¬ '

’)

8 15screw Marsh • 18 8 5

22. Western Cork¬ _ ^ _h
51

screw Marsh 8 11 106ü
UT



Table A-8 - continued.

Location
Dec.

15-21
Jan.

12
Jan.

25-26
Feb.

9
Feb.

23
Mar.

9
Mar.a Mar.

15 26
Apr.d

8
Apr. May

16-18 2,3,5

23. South Corkscrew
Marsh 11 65 3 1

24. Baucom Cypress
Strand 53 9 30c 50c

25. Immokalee 80 29 20 4 1
26. Shaggy Cypress 102

1027. Camp Keais Strand 9
28. Rice Straw Strand 15
29. Catherine Isle

Area 30 19 223 +100 4

30. Lower Okaloa-
coochee 40 50 16 93 84 75

31. Kissimmee Billy
Strand 27

832. East Hinson Marsh V„ 33

33. Marsh D-Collier-
Hendry

-

106 16
101 +100

. - P

34. Fahkahatchee Strand 2 1 r

35. Big Cypress -
Turner Rd. 17 66 14

36. Big Cypress -
Central 120

37. Collier-
'

’)

Seminole Park 80 5
3538. Coastal Ridge 358



Table A-8 - continued.

aSighted by James Hansen, biologist at Corkscrew Swamp Sanctuary (pers. comm.),
kjerry Cutlip, Sanctuary Manager, sighted 100 storks at Mud Lake Pond (pers. comm.).
cSighted by Dr. Carlos Blasquez, Associate Professor of Plant Pathology, University of Florida, Agriculture

Experiment Station in Immokalee (pers. comm.).
j

“Sighted by Mr. Connie Ryan, pilot for U.S. Forestry Service, Tice (pers. comm.).
eSmoke from nearby fires prevented adequate surveillance of the Fahkahatchee area on April 16. However,
Mr. Connie Ryan (pers. comm.) reports sighting them feeding in the central ponds of the Fahkahatchee on
a regular basis through the latter part of March and early half of April.

^Sighted by James and Phyllis Hansen and by Patricia Caulfield (pers. comm.).
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Table A-9. Estimated hours of flight, total number of Wood Storks sighted, number of Wood Storks
per hour, and number of Wood Storks sighted per mile in aerial survey, 1973-74.

Date
Hours in
FIiqht

Number Miles
Covered9

Number Wood .

Storks Sighted0
Wood Storks

Per Hour
Wood Storks

Per Mile

1973
Dec 15-21 28.3 750 742 26.2 0.989

1974
dan 12 6.0 250 244 40.7 0.976
Jan 15-26 7.9 394 354 44.8 0.797
Feb 9 7.5 344 328 43.7 0.959
Feb 23 8.2 302 275 33.5 0.910
Mar 9 7.5 396 390 52.0 0.985
Mar 26 5.0 258 416 83.2 1.61
Apr 16-18 12.5 629 459 36.7 0.730

May 2,3,5 14.9 962 232 15.6 0.241

May 20 3.8 240 38 10.0 0.153

May 26 3.6 100 230 63.9 2.30

Vw

awithin study area

^other than at rookery
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Table A-10. Monitored Surface water flows in the study area used
to validate water model.

Levee 3 near Clewiston

Big Cypress Swamp at Everglades Parkway Sunniland
Big Cypress Swamp at Everglades Parkway, Big Cypress Indian Reservation
Barron River

Fahkahatchee Slough near James Road (to Sept., 1972)
Fahka Union Canal near Copeland
Henderson Canal

Golden Gate Canal

Cocahatchee River Canal

Roberts Lake Strand (from Jan., 1973)
Tamiami Canal Monroe to Carnestown

Tamiami Canal 40 Mile Bend

Caloosahatchee at Moore Haven

Caloosahatchee at S-79 near Olga

Source: U.S. Department of Interior. Geological Survey. 1972-75.
NOTE: To estimate flow into the Caloosahatchee River, measurements at
Moore Haven, representing water released from Lake Okeechobee, were sub¬
tracted from measurements at Olga, representing the total flow of the
river. For some dry months, values were negative, suggesting that water
released from Lake Okeechobee was being used for irrigation in Hendry
County.



APPENDIX B
TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS USED TO GENERATE

SEASONALLY-VARYING WATER AREA AND SOLAR RADIATION
IN MODELS I AND I I OF WATER AREA, FISH, AND STORKS

In Figure B-l is a diagram of the sinewave function

for water area under the two conditions, primitive (un¬

drained) and present (drained). Also given is the analog

patching diagram with potentiometers used to regulate

amplitude, frequency* and average indicated. Frequency was

the same for all conditions but amplitude' and mean were

adjusted to approximate nine drainage conditions, including

primitive and present. Values used to approximate the nine

conditions (c and j are the same) are given in Table B-l.

Figure B-2 shows the cosine function used to generate

seasonally-varying solar radiation and includes the analog

patching diagram.



Figure B-l, Sinewave model input representing seasonally-
varying surface water area from June 1974 through May 1975
(shown as percent total land area and in actual values) and
analog patching diagram with values for amplitude,
frequency, and mean.

NOTE: See Table B-l for values used to vary amplitude and
mean to produce different conditions of drainage.
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Average
0.310-0.550
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Table B-l. Variations in mean and amplitude of the sinewave function
in Figure B-l used to approximate seasonal change in surface water area
under different conditions of drainage.

Sinewave Parameters
. Water Area

xlO^ acres

lesignation Mean Amplitude/2 Mean Max Min Model

a1 0.549 0.270 1.32 2.28 0.67 I

b2 0.350 0.245 0.84 1.43 0.25 II

c3 - 0.310 0.240 0.76 1.34 0.18 I II

d4 0.210 0.170 0.50 0.90 0.10 II

e6 0.100 0.033 0.24 0.44 0.04 I II

f6 0.310 0.000 0.76 0.76 0.76 II

97 0.310 0.060 0.76 0.90 0.62 II

h8 0.310 ' 0.120 0.76 1.05 0.47 II

i9 0.310 0.180 0.76 ^1.19 0.33 II

j10 0.310 0.240 0.76 1.34 0.18 II

^primitive (predrainage) conditions.
O

slightly less drained than present (mean, maximum, and minimum water
levels 0.25 ft higher).

O

present conditions (1974-75 rainfall).
^more drained than present (mean, maximum, and minimum water levels
dropped 0.66 ft).

5still more drained than present (mean, maximum, and minimum water levels
dropped 1.5 ft).

^present annual average land surface covered by water with no oscillation.
^present annual average land surface covered by water with slight
oscillation.

O O Q
increasing oscillation.

^present conditions.



Figure B-2, Inverse cosine model input representing
seasonally-varying solar radiation from June through May
(shown as percent of an arbitrarily selected maximum value
and in actual values) and analog patching diagram with
values for amplitude, frequency, and mean.



SOLARINSOLATION,XIOKcal/m■mo
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APPENDIX C
FORCING FUNCTIONS, INITIAL CONDITIONS, THRESHOLDS

RATE COEFFICIENTS, AND OTHER CONSTANTS AND TABLE
FUNCTIONS FOR THE MODELS
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Table C-l. Coefficients for the Equation of interflow between soil-
substrate and surface tanks in Water Model. (Model in Figure 14).

Coefficient

Symbol Description Conditions Value Units

ka hydraulic conductivity primitive and
present

2 acre ft/
ft'mo

ib ' average distance of
interflow

primitive and
present

1000 ft

pic ... (width of seepage plane)
gross perimeter of ponds
and sloughs

primitive 1.57x106 ft

pid (width of seepage plane)
twice the length of primary
and secondary canals and
ditches

present 82.4xl06 ft

Estimated average hydraulic, conductivity for the study region: 22,000
gpd/ft = 2 acre ft/ft-mo.

°Average distance of interflow: estimated from pond map (Figure 33) and
Mark Hurd aerial photographs showing spacing of ditches.

cGross perimeter of ponds and sloughs: total pond area of sloughs and
strands 556,981 acres.

5
Estimated pond perimeter = 2.18x10 ft

5
Estimated slough perimeter = 13.53x10 ft

g ■
Gross perimeter of ponds and sloughs = 1.57x10 ft

^Perimeter of Ditches
7 7

Perimeter of Ditches and Natural Flow-ways = 8.08x10 +0.157x10 =
8.24x107

Total Ditch perimeter = 2(21.25 ft/acre)(l.9xlOS acre) = 8.08xl07ft
where 21.25 ft/acre is measured drainage density in drained areas
and 1.9x10° acres is the estimated area of drainage.

NOTE: The "drainage density" used in calculations was an average for the
entire area of Hendry County. The "drainage area" of the study region
was considered to be the total three county area minus the Big Cypress
area between Turner River Canal and Conservation Area 3.



Table C-2. Coefficients for the equation for groundwater flow to sea in Water Model (Model in Figure 14).

Symbol
Coefficient

Description Conditions Value Units

TBa Transmissivity multiplied by length of
cross sectional area perpendicular to
water flow

primitive and present 5.96x107 acre ft/mo

db Average distance of flow to sea primitive and present 2.64xl05 ft

hc Average elevation of water table
central areas

primitive and present 12 + (<3) ft

aTB Calculations

length (B) transmissivity (T)
TxB

acre ft/mo
xlO7location ft qal/da.ys-ft acre ft/ft-mo

Collier coast 570,000 800,000 73.7 4.2

Lee coast and river border 327,000 400,000
V-

36.8 1.2

Hendry river border 407,000 150,000 13.8 0.56

weighted TB 5.96

^Average distance of flow estimate: 50 mi.
cAverage elevation of water table in central areas: Average maximum of 20 ft is based on 1 ft
interval contour map in Parker and Cooke (1944)t
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Table C-3. Coefficients for the runoff equation of Water Model
(Model in Figure 14).

Coefficient
Symbol Description Condition Value Units

na

i

roughness
b coefficient

/ 2

square root of
primary slope

primitive and
present

1.1

(sin e) primitive and
present

0.0087 ■

c

at maximum wetland
area

primitive and
present

1.5x106 acres

2Nd width of flow
(perimeter na¬
tural flow-ways)

primitive 1.57xl06 ft

2Ca6 width of flow
(length primary
and secondary
canals)

present 1.29xT07 ft

bf exponent on
AW7AWmax

primitive and
present

. 1.5 —

aU.S. Department of Defense. Army Corps of Engineers, 1954.
^Calculated based on a land slope of 20 ft per 50 mi.
CS1ightly greater than the 1.43xl06 acres measured (see Results,
Relationship of Water Volume to Water Surface Area).

^From measurementsoon Center, for Wetlands land use maps.

eFrom measurements on Department of Transportation General County
Maps updated with measurements from Mark Hurd aerial photographs.

^Adjusted experimentally in simulations.
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Table C-4. Monthly varying coefficients and constant for the evapo-
transpiration equations of Water Model (Model in Figure 14).

Coefficient
Symbol Description Condition Value Units

P a Pan Evaporation Primitive and J, 0.540 ft/mo
e present J, 0.533 ft/mo

A, 0.523 ft/mo
S, 0.466 ft/mo
0, 0.423 ft/mo
N, 0.323 ft/mo
D, 0.261 ft/mo
J, 0.281 ft/mo
F, 0.338 ft/mo
M, 0.540 ft/mo
A, 0.586 ft/mo

T*3 Seasonal variation Primitive and J, 1.05
in transpiration present J, 1.05

A, 1.05
S, 1.05

< 0, 1.00
N, 0.95
Djf 0.95
J, 0.95
F, 0.95
M, 1.05
A, 1.05
M, 1.05

Vn Saturation volume of
soil and substrate

Primitive and
present

3.84x106 acre ft

(top 8 ft)

aAt Royal Palm Ranger Station in the Everglades. (U.S. Department of
Commerce. NOAA. 1950-75).

^Estimated from measurements by Heimburg (1976) in a cypress dome in

Alachua County.
c2.4xl06 acres x 8 ft x 0.2 = 3. 84x106 acre ft

NOTE: Total area of the study region is 2.4x106 acres. Volume depth
that the model is designed to track is 8 ft. Estimated average porosity
of the soil and substrate is 0.2 (Parker et al_., 1955).



Table C-5. Threshold values for comparators controlling on-off switches on water flows of Water
Model (Model in Figure 14).

Threshold Description Conditions
Value

acre ft

Moisture equivalent volume of soil-substrate3 primitive and present 7.2x105
Total surface water capacity to lowest points on rimsd primitive 7.5x1 Or

present 3.5x10°

Soil-substrate saturation volume to 8 ft depth0 primitive and present 3.34x106

Volume capacity of lowest 2 ft of substrate^ primitive and present 9.6x105

Limit on evapotranspiration from surface water primitive and present 0

a(2.4xl06 acres) x 5 ft x 0.06 = 7.2xl05 acre ft
NOTE: Total land area is 2.4xl06 acres. Estimated average depth of soil is 5 ft. Estimated moisture
equivalent of fine sand is 0.06 (Meinzer, 1942).
Estimated values. Value for primitive conditions is the volume capacity of all ponds plus approximately
one-half the total volume capacity of major depressions (sloughs, strands, and swamp hammocks). Value
for present conditions is slightly less than one-half value for primitive conditions,

°(2.4xl0® acres) x 8 ft x 0.2 = 3.84xl06 acre ft
NOTE: Total land area is 2.4x106 acres. Average porosity of substrate is 0.2 (Parker et al_., 1955).
d(2.4xl06 acres) x 2 ft x 0.2 = 9.6xl05 acre ft
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Table C-6. Calculations of values for Model I of water area, fish
and storks (Model in Figure 10).

STOCKS

(F) Fish Biomass (estimated from field measurements, see Results Section)
Minimum 0.01 g d w/m
Maximum 0.4 - 0.5 g d w/m2

2
Average 0.2 g d w/m

(B) Bird Biomass (Hansen, pers. comm.; Kahl, 1964)
Initial; (6000 breeding birds/area)(800 g/bird)a = g 83 mg/m2

5.8x109 m2/area
Maximum: (6000 breeding birds + 6000 .young)(875 g/bird)*3

5.8x109 m2/area
= 1.81 mg/m2

2
Average: 1.32 mg/m

(N) Bird Number (Hansen, pers.comm.)
*

Initial: (6000 breeding birds/area) _ ^bjfdc/m2
5.8xl09 m2/area

Maximum: (12,000 adults & ,young/area) _ 2.q6 y birds/m2
5.8x109 m2/area

2
Average: 1.54 y birds/m

THRESHOLDS

(n) Threshold on Bird Breeding

(6000 birds/area)(896 g/bird)^ . (6000 birds/area)
5.8x109 m2/area . 5.8x109 m2/area

= 0.896 mg/y bird
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Table C-6 - continued.

FLOWS

(1) Fish Growth Rate: (estimated from field measurements, see Results)

OjOoVm2 - O.pOlVm2 = 0„6 g/m2.m0
(4.5 mo)(l - 0.04)

(2) Fish Predation and Death

Estimated at 20 percent of biomass per month
0.04 g/m2*mo

(3) Bird Food Intake: Kahl (1963)
Adult Birds: (95 ge/bird-day)(6000 birds/area)(30.4 days/mo)5.8x109 m2/area

= 2.99 mg/m2*mo
Young Birds: . '

Nestlings (3.14 kge/bird*37 days)
Fledglings (2.87 kge/bird*29 days)
(0.313x104 g/bird + 0.286x104 g/bird)(6000 bfrds/area

(2.07 mo)(5.8x!09 m2/area)
2

= 3.00 mg/m -mo

Total = 5.99 mg/m2*mo
(4) Bird Respiration (Kahl, 1963)

Respiration = Food Intake - Growth

(4.7 mg/m2‘mo)-(875 gb/bird)(60QQ birds/area)(1000 mg/g)
(2.07 mo)(5.8xl09 m2/area

= 5.99 - 0.44 = 5.55 mg/m2-mo
(5) New Bird Production Rate:

(6000 birds/season-area)
9 2

(3.0 mo/season)(5.8x10 m /area
o ?

= 0.3 n birds/m -mo or 3.6 y birds/m -yr
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Table C-6 - continued.

(6) Bird Mortality Rate: (See Results)

(15/100 birds’yrHl yr/12 mo)(6000 birds/area)
5.8xl09 m^/area

_o 2
= 1.29x10” birds or 0.013 y birds/m *mo

a

minimum dry weight per bird
L

“average dry weight per bird
Cy bird = 10”6 birds
average dry weight per bird plus dry weight of egg

0
dry weight
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Table C-7. Equations, rates and rate coefficients for Model I of
water area, fish and storks (Model in Figure 10).

F = k1ASa-k2(F/A)b B = k3(F/A)c-k4B( U = k5Be-kgNf
Fish growth rate: k-jAS = 0.1169 —°iIL§ = o.87J'

(0.31)n(0.43)1

Fish predation and
death rate.: k2(F/A) = 0.04

= 0-04
(0.2)1

0.2
m

Bird food intake
rate: k3(F/A) = 6.0n ———y = 30.0°

(0.2)'

Bird respiration
rate: k^B = 5.55p 5'55- = 4.27r

(1.3)q

New bird produc¬
tion rate: k^B = 0.30s

0.30

(1.3)q
0.231*

Mortality rate: k^N = 0.013u ■ -P-.Qlj- = 0.007w
(1.54)V

a ?
fish growth, g/m *mo

h 2Dfish predation and death, g/m *mo
r 2
bird food intake, mg/m *mo

rl 2Qbird respiration, mg/m ’mo
2

enew bird production rate, birds/m -mo
f 2
mortality, y birds/m "mo

qg/m2,mo
^average water surface area (as fraction of maximum)
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Footnotes to Table C-7 - continued.

Average solar radiation (as fraction of maximum)
^not changed in simulation
k
estimated as 20 percent of density per month

1 2
average fish density, mg/m *mo

mnot changed in simulation
nmg/m^*mo
°adjusted to 3.98 in simulation
^mg/m^mo
^average bird biomass, mg/nr
radjusted to 3.28 in simulation
s 2
y birds/m. ‘mo

^adjusted to 0.295 in simulation
Uy birds/m^-mo

2
vaverage bird number, y birds/m
Adjusted to 0.046 in simulation to allow steady state conditions

(same maximum each year) for present conditions
NOTE: y bird = 10"^ birds
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Table C-8. Calculation of values for Model II of water area, fish
and storks (Model in Figure 12).

STOCKS

Same as for Model I (see Table C-6)

THRESHOLDS

Same as for Model I (see Table C-6)

FLOWS

(1) Fish Net Growth Rate: (Results Section)

F(k, + k9) = F (ln- .^0Q-~- ln.D. + 0.2 = F + 0.2 = 1.58F1 ¿ 4.5 4.5

= 0.316 g/m2-moa
(2) Fish Predation and Death Rate same as for Model I (see Table C-6)
(3) Bird Food Intake Rate same as for Model I (see Table C-6)
(4) Bird Respiration Rate same as for Model I (see Table C-6)
(5) New Bird Production Rate same as for Model I (see^Table C-6)
(6) Bird Mortality Rate same as for Model I (see Table C-6)
(7) Fish Imigration Rate

Minimal: 0.001

aBecau$e of the sinusoidal nature of the variables S and A, which were
in the growth rate equation, the calculated rate was at best a very
rough approximation. A better value was found by adjustment during
simulation, and this value is shown on the model diagram in Figure 69.
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Table C-9. Equations, rates, and rate coefficients for Model II of
water area, fish and storks (Model in Figure 12).

F = k-jFASa - k2(F/A)b + k?c B = k3(F/A)d
Fish growth rate: k^FAS = 0.316*1 k^ :

k4Be N = k5Bf - k6ns
0.316 = 11.851

(0.31)1(0.43)j(0.2)k

Fish predation and
death rate: k^(F/A) = 0.04m

°'04
= 0.2°

(0.2)n

Bird food intake
rate: k3(F/A) = 6.0P -^-9—. = 30.0q

(0.2)n

Bird respiration
rate: k^B = 5.55

5.55

(1.3)S
4.27*

New bird produc¬
tion rate: k^B = 0.30u k = = 0.231v

5 (1.31 )S

W

Mortality rate: k^N = 0.013 = 0.013
6 (1.54)x

0.007y

Fish immigration
rate: ky = 0.001
a 2
fish growth, g/m •mo

h 2Dfish predation and death, g/m -mo
r 2
fish immigration rate, g/m -mo

j 2
abird food intake rate, mg/m -mo
p 2
bird respiration, mg/m .mo

f
new bird production
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Footnotes to Table C-9. continued.

^bird mortality rate
h , 2

g/m -mo

Average water surface area, as fraction of maximum
^average solar radiation, as fraction of a maximum
^average fish biomass, g/m^.mo
^adjusted to 3.73 in simulation
Estimated as 20 percent of density per month
n 2naverage fish density, g/m-mo
°not changed in simulation
^mg/m^mo
^adjusted to 3.98 in simulation
r 2
mg/m •mo

s 2
average bird biomass, mg/m

Adjusted to 3.28 in simulation
u 2
y birds/m ‘mo

Adjusted to 0.295 in simulation
w 2

y birds/m *mo
x 2
average bird number, y birds/m

^adjusted to 0.046 in simulation to allow steady state;conditions
(same maximum each year) for present conditions

Adjusted to 0.002 in simulation to prevent fish extinction
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Table C-10. Forcing functions, initial conditions, thresholds, rate
coefficients and other constants for Model III (Model in Figure 13).

Symbol Description Value

FORCING FUNCTIONS

A percent water area9 L4/1.43x106
S solar radiation, kcal’mcr J J A S

149,310 141,905 139,655 129,960
0 N D J

'
- 117,485 102,110 88,855 87,345

F M A M
91,320 115,035 144,005 155,085

T effect of temperature on J J A S

the rate of respiration 0.9548 0.9959 1.012 1.1023
of prey fishc 0 N D J

0.8459 0.7615 0.6874 0.8004
F M A M

<

0.6586 0.8107 0.8126 0.9322

INITIAL CONDITIONS

F
A

prey fish stock0
2

0.1 mg d w/m
r\

G predator fish stock, mg/nr 0.9 mg d w/rrr
B stork biomass (NrXW, )e 8.19x10° g d w/5.8xl0 m

N0
•f

number of fledglings
r

5,000

«1
T

number of birds Age 1 3,000

n2 number of birds Age 2^ 2,740

N3 number of birds Age 3^ 2,470
f

number of birds Age 4 2,195

number of birds Age 5 and older 10,405

SURVIVAL COEFFICIENTS

S01 survival from fledgling to Age V 0.6/yr

S12 survival from Age 1 to 2 0.914/yr

S23 survival from Age 2 to 3^ 0.901/yr

^34
f

survival from Age 3 to 4 0.888/yr

S45 survival from Age 4 to 5^
■f

0.875/yr

M mortality of birds 5 yr old and older 0.184/yr
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Table C-10 - continued.

Symbol Description Value

ea

OTHER CONSTANTS

average number of eggs laid^ 1.5/bird*yr

WL a low average weight of the birds^ 787.5 g d w

WA robust average weight of the birds^ 875.0 g d w

WM robust weight plus weight of egg^ 896.5 g d w

P pulse (= 1 for 1 dt) 1

THRESHOLDS

s summer solar radiation June conditions

f fall solar radiation September conditions

h
1,

low water area for prey fish death*1 0.2

low water area for most elevated
ponds to dry”
low water area for next most

0.8
c

u 0.6
0 elevated ponds to dry!1

low water area for lower ponds 0.4
H

In

to dry”
£

low water area for lowest ponds to , 0.2
b dry”

■ Jr

d high fish density for prey fish death 0.5 g d w/rn

S

PRIMARY RATE COEFFICIENTS

consumption by prey fish
respiration by fish^

2.8x10~^/mo
k2 1.0/mo

k3 intake of fish by storks01 0.8/mo -

k4 respiration by birds11 1.0/mo

*5 general fish predation and death 0.265/mo

k6 loss of fish in fish kill0 0.719/mo

k7 predation on fish by gar*3 1.0/mo

k8 gar respiration^ 0.5818/mo

kg
r

loss gar in dry ponds 0.25,0.50,0.75, and
y

k10
s

predation on fish by all wading birds
1.0/mo

100
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Table C-10 - continued.

Symbol Description Value

AUXILIARY RATE COEFFICIENTS

bi density dependent slowed food
consumption of fish^

5xl0"5/mo

a2 linear positive part of fish
respiration coefficient

2.6644

b2 negative part of fish respiration
coefficient0

0.4454

C2 positive square part of fish
respiration coefficient

0.0314

a4 positive part of stork consumption
and respiration coefficientsv

0.1285

b4 negative part of stork consumption
and respiration coefficients'^

8.959x10"5

c4 proportionality coefficient 4.6

V positive part of gar consumption
coefficient

0.6067

b7 negative part of gar consumption
coefficient

lxlO"5

aL4 digital simulation from water model (Figure 61) divided by total
area of wetlands from map measurements (Table 7).

^5 year averages at Belle Glade from R.J. Allen, Jr. (pers. comm.).
See Figure 3.

cbased on an estimated Qiq for prey fish of 1.3, with the base rate
at 27°C, and using average monthly air temperatures at Immokalee
(U.S. Department of Commerce. NOAA. 1975).

^estimated from field study (see Results section).
ethe number of breeding-age birds multiplied by a low average weight
of the birds

^from hypothetical life table for Wood Stork populations (Table 28).
^estimated based on Kahl (1963).
^estimated from digital simulation of water area (Figure 61).
Estimated.
^estimated from the energy conversion ratio for solar radiation to sunfish
in E. P. Odum (1971) and the growth rate of prey fish based on
quantitative sampling of fish populations in Corkscrew marsh (see
Results section).

^adjusted in simulation so that the fish biomass curve would approximate
1974-75 conditions measured at Corkscrew marsh.
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Footnotes to Table C-10 - continued.

^see a? and b„.
adjusted in simulation (see a2 and b^).

nsee a2 and b,,.
°adjusted in simulation so that the fish biomass curve would approximate
the 1974-75 conditions measured at Corkscrew.

^estimated.
^based on calculations of respiration of gar at Mud lake Pond in Results
section.

Estimated.
Estimated based on ratio of wading birds to Wood Storks in Results sec¬
tion (Table 27).

^estimated and adjusted in simulation.
ufrom a regression of estimated respiration coefficients for mosquitofish
at Corkscrew2on different sampling dates (Table 18) on the measured fish
density (g/rn) on those same dates.

vfrom a regression of the average respiration of one stork and one young
from hatching to fledging on the average weight of the stork and one
young from hatching to fledging, based on information from Kahl (1962,
1964).

wset so that ln(c^F/A) would be greater than zero when F/A equal 0.22.
Estimated from calculations^ gar respiration and growth at Mud Lake

Pond (see Results section).
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DYNAMO PROGRAMS FOR DIGITAL COMPUTER MODELS



Water Model

0000
0001
0002
0003
0004
0005
0006
0007
0008
0009
0010
0011
0012
0013
0014
0015
0016
0017
0018
0019
0020
0021
0022
0023
0024
0025
0026
0027

* SOUTHWEST FLORIDA HYDROLOGIC MODEL (PRESENT)
NOTE FOR PRIMITIVE CONDITIONS THREE STATEMENTS MUST BE CHANGED
NOTE FOR PRIMITIVE CONDITIONS C14=7.5E5, C15=1.57E6 AND C25=1.57E6
MOTE
NOTE TIME INCREMENT FUNCTIONS
NOTE USE MONTH.K FUNCTION AND 13 VALUES FOR ENTERPOLATI ON BETWEEN POINTS
NOTE USE TOM.K AND 12 VALUES FOR EXACT POINTS REPEATED
L TOM.K=FIFGE(1,(FIFGE(TOM.J+l,TOM.J,MONTH.J+ DT,TOM.J+l) ),MONTH.J+DT,13)
N TOM=l
L MONTH.K=FIFGE(1+DT,MONTH.J+DT,MONTH.J, 13)
N MONTH=l
NOTE C40 AND SPEC CARD MUST BE CHANGED EACH TIME LENGTH OF RUN IS CHANGED
NOTE CHECK RAINFALL CARDS EACH TIME LENGTH OF RUN IS CHANGED
NOTE Ll=SOIL & GROUND WATER VOLUME (ACRE FEET) TO 6 FT DEPTH
NOTE L2 =SURFACE WATER VOLUME (ACRE FEET)
NOTE L3=DRYLAND AREA (ACRES)
NOTE L4=WETLAND AREA (ACRES)
NOTE L3,L4, AND RT10 ARE AUXILIARIES, NOT LEVELS OR RATES
NOTE
L L1.K=L1.J+DT*(RT1.JK-RT2.UK-RT4.JK-RT5.JK+RT16.JK)
L L2.K=L2. J+DT*(RT6.JK+RT4.JK+RT7.JK-RT8.JK-RT9.JK)
A L3.K=C8-L4.K
A L4.K=TABHL(TABAT,L2.K,0.,55E5,5E5)
NOTE
NOTE RATE EQUATIONS FOR SOIL TANK
NOTE RT1 = RAIN INPUT TO SOIL
NOTE RT2 = GROUNDWATER RUNOFF
NOTE RT3 = REVERSIBLE INTERFLOW BELOW MOISTURE EQUIVALENT

PLOTTED AS S
PLOTTED AS W
PLOTTED AS L
PLOTTED AS F

CO



0028 NOTE RT4 = REVERSIBLE INTERFLOW FROM SOIL TO SURFACE WATER ABOVE MOISTURE EQUIV
0029 NOTE RT5 = EVAPOTRANSPI RAT I ON FROM SOIL (IN ACRE FEET)
0030 NOTE
0031 A AUX7.K=TABHL(TABH,L2.K/0/8.75E6/0.25E6)
0032 A AUX10.K=(L2.K/L4.K) AVERAGE DEPTH SURFACE WATER
0033 A AUX15.K=L1.K/(C6*C8) AVERAGE HEIGHT SOIL WATER
0034 A AUX1.K=TABR.JK*L3.K RAIN ON DRY LAND
0035 NOTE SWITCH SHUNTING RAIN TO WETLANDS WHEN SOIL IS FILLED
0036 A AUX6.K=(AUX1.K-AUX2.K-AUX4.K-AUX5.K)*DT
0037 A AUX26.K=L1.K+AUX6.K
0038 R RT1.KL=FIFGE(ZERO,AUX1.K,AUX26,K,Cl)
0039 R RT6.KL=FIFGE(AUX16.K,ZER0,AUX26.K,C1)
0040 R RT16.KL=FIFGE(AUX17.K,ZER0,AUX26.K,C1)
0041 A AUX16.K=L1.K+AUX1.K-AUX2.K-AUX4.K-AUX5.K-Cl
0042 A AUX17.K=C1+AUX2.K+AUX4.K+AUX5.K-Ll.K
0043 NOTE END OF SWITCH
0044 NOTE
0045 NOTE GROUND WATER FLOW TO COAST
0046 A AUX2.K=C28*C20*C24*((AUX15.K+C10)/C9)
0047 R RT2.KL=FIFGE(AUX2.K,ZERO,LI.K,C2)
0048 NOTE INTERFLOW SOIL TO SURFACE OR REVERSE
0049 A AUX18,K=(AUX15.K+C11)-AUX7.K
0050 A AUX19.K=AUX15.K+Cll
0051 A AUX25.K=C25*AUX18.K*AUX20.K ..VARIABLE CROSS SECTIONAL AREA (SQ FT)
0052 A AUX20.K=FIFGE(1.0,-1.0,AUX18.K,ZERO)
0053 R RT4.KL=F1FGE(AUX3.K,AUX4.K,AUX19.K,AUX7.K)
0054 A AUX4.K=C29*C7*AUX25.K*(AUX18.K/C19)
0055 A AUX3.K=FIFGE(AUX4.K,ZERO,LI.K,C2)
0056 NOTE EVAPOTRANSPI RAT I ON FROM SOIL
0057 A AUX5.K=C26*L3.K*TABT.JK(LI.K/Cl)
0058 R RT5.KL=FIFGE(AUX5.K,ZERO,LI.K,C18)
0059 NOTE
0060 NOTE RATE EQUATIONS FOR WATER TANK 388



0061 NOTE RT6 = RUNOFF FROM SOIL SURFACE TO SURFACE WATER
0062 NOTE RT7 = DIRECT RAIN IMPUT TO SURFACE WATERS
0063 NOTE RT8 = EVAPOTRANSPI RAT I ON FROM SURFACE WATER (IN ACRE-FEET)
0064 NOTE RT9 = RUNOFF FROM SURFACE WATER (IN ACRE FEET)
0065 NOTE
0066 R RT7.KL=TABR.JK*L4.K RAIN TO WETLANDS
0067 A ART8.K=C27*L4.K*TABT.JK
0068 R RT8.KL=FIFGE(ART8.K,ZERO,L2.K,ZERO)
0069 A AUX8.K=EXP(C35*LOGN(AUX7.K))
0070 A AUX11.K=L4.K/C36
0071 A AUX12.K=EXP(C37*LOGN(AUX11.K)) COEF RELAT CANAL WIDTH TO LSCBW
0072 A AUX9.K=C30*C15*AUX8.K*C17(1.49?C16)*AUX12.K
0073 R RT9.KL=FIFGE(AUX9.K,ZERO,L2.K,C14)
0074 NOTE CALCULATING ACTUAL MONTHLY RUNOFF
0075 L MON.K=MON,J*(1-PULSE(1,1.1,1))+DT*RT9.JK
0076 NOTE
0077 NOTE EQUATIONS FOR DEPTH
0078 NOTE SUP1=WATER TABLE LEVEL IN FEET BELOW SURFACE PLOTTED AS D
0079 NOTE SUP2=LEVEL OF SURFACE WATER ABOVE POND BOTTOMS (IN FEET) PLOTTED AS H
0080 NOTE SUP3=SUM OF EVAPOTRANS FROM SOIL AND SURFACE WATER PLOTTED AS E
0081 NOTE SUP4=AVE WATER LEVELABV GND SUR (L2/L4) IN FT PLOTTED AS T
0082 NOTE SUP5=TOTAL RAINFALL OVER AREA IN ACRE FEET PLOTTED AS R
0083 NOTE PAR=PERCENT TOTAL WETLANDS COVERED BY WATER
0084 A PAR.K=L4.K/1.43E6
0085 NOTE
0086 S SUPl.K=(Ll.K/(C6*C8))-8.
0087 S SUP2.K=AUX7.K
0088 A SUP3.K=RT5.JK+RT8.JK
0089 S SUP4.K=AUX10.K
0090 A SUP5.K=(TABR.JK)*C8
0091 NOTE
0092 NOTE
0093 NOTE .ARO=TOTAL YEAR'S RUNOFF
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0094 NOTE AEV=TOTAL YEAR'S EVAP
0095 NOTE ARA=TOTAL YEAR'S RAIN
0096 NOTE 1 NT IS TOTAL YEAR'S INTERFLOW
0097 NOTE AGR IS TOTAL YEAR'S GROUND WATER FLOW
0098 N ARO=0.0
0099 L ARO.K=ARO.J*(l-PULSE(l,12,12))+DT*RT9.JK
0100 N AEV=0.0
0101 L AEV.K=AEV.J*(1-PULSE(1,12,12))+DT*SUP3.J
0102 N ARA=0.0
0103 L ARA.K=ARA,J*(1-PULSE(1,12,12))+DT*SUP5.J
0104 N INT=0
0105 L INT.K=INT.J*(1-PULSE(1,12,12))+'DT*RT4. JK
0106 N AGR=0
0107 L AGR.K=AGR.J*(1-PULSE(1, 12,12)) + DT*RT2.JK
0108 NOTE STO IS CHANGE IN STORAGE ON AN ANNUAL BASIS
0109 S STO.K=ARA.K-(ARO.K+AEV.K)
0110 NOTE LL4 IS CUMULATIVE WATER AREA PER YEAR IN ACRE MONTHS
0111 L LL4.K=(LL4.J+DT*(TABHL(TABAT,L2.J,0,55E5,5E5)))*(1-PULSE(1,12,12))
0112 N LL4=0.0
0113 NOTE
0114 NOTE TABLE OF RAINFALL INPUT
0115 NOTE RAINFALL INPUT IS IN INCHES. PROGRAM DIVIDES BY 12.
0116 NOTE FT MYERS RAINFALL, FROM JUNE, 1950 THRU MAY 1975
0117 T RAINTB=4.84/6.83/5.93/8.32/3.26/0.02/2.20/0.38/1.96/1.13/2.71/2.14 50-51
0118 X /9.19/11.44/10.30/3.43/11.91/1.14/0.14/1.28/4.34/2.05/0.78/1.75 51-52
0119 X /7.95/5.74/8.39/12.35/8.34/0.75/0.71/1.71/2.01/0.68/2.25/0.41 52-53
0120 X /12.81/9.34/4.32/15.58/6.68/1.07/1.18/0.30/2.53/2.13/3.49/4.08 53-54
0121 X /4.78/9.19/6.84/10.31/1.82/2.33/1.93/2.68/1.16/0.32/0.97/3.23 54-55
0122 X /8.53/8.76/4.29/10.50/2.15/0.52/0.85/0.57/1.06/0.05/3.50/4.76 55-56
0123 X /4.67/5.34/8.03/6.00/4.42/1.35/0.10/0.78/3.68/4.73/2.69/7.97 56-57
0124 X /4.85/12.52/9.39/8.77/3.19/1.52/3.53/6.04/1.26/10.31/2.18/6.22 57-58
0125 X /7.37/10.92/4.12/8.89/4.57/1.43/3.36/1.48/1.72/6.33/1.75/4.74 58-59
0126 X /16.10/6.17/5.75/6.89/12.04/1.92/1.79/0.46/3.66/1.87/3.83/2.20 59-60
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0127
0128
0129
0130
0131
0132
0133
0134
0135
0136
0137
0138
0139
0140
0141
0142
0143
0144
0145
0146
0147
0148
0149
0150
0151
0152
0153
0154
0155
0156
0157
0158
0159

X /5.20/13.76/5.66/11.93/3.01/2.02/0.73/3.31/1.88/3.58/0.46/4.92 60-61
X /9.75/9.82/13.41/2.80/3.16/1.12/0.53/0.43/0.54/2.63/1.37/0.34 61-6 2
X /12.08/6.01/10.89/14.54/5.44/3.01/0.85/0.81/4.65/0.59/0.27/7.58 62-63
X /7.70/4.06/3.98/7.49/0.05/3.45/2.27/2.88/3.30/2.12/0.80/0.50 63-64
X /4.58/2.2 8/4.26/9.45/1.38/0.22/1.06/1.24/2.99/2.91/2.39/4.70 64-65
X /7,78/12.05/6.57/4.35/4.42/0.58/0.85/3.39/1.06/0.37/3.03/1.61 65-66
X /12.42/8.22/8.10/4.18/2.14/0.18/0.29/1.15/2.15/0.72/0.00/1.46 66-67
X /7.41/6.69/15.86/7.04/3.08/0.92/2.91/0.40/2.08/0.65/0.57/10.32 67-68
X /15.03/9.85/11.44/8.92/7.99/2.88/0.16/1.44/2.87/4.74/0.15/4.71 68-69
X /10.63/7.11/8.49/16.60/11.03/0.22/3.95/4.36/2.20/18.58/0.00/6.3 69-70
X /7.47/4.74/4.82/8.29/1.19/0.46/0.37/0.85/1.55/0.55/0.70/3.77 70-71
X /6.18/9.50/8.06/9.21/6.49/0.16AO.30/0.77/2.14/4.72/0.27/5.2 0 71-72
X /7.86/9.72/16.22/2.33/2.20/3.85/1.43/3.14/2.23/3.89/1.71/0.78 72-73
X /3.99/9.57/8.66/8.38/0.16/0.10/1.72/0.36/0.81/0.03/0.11/2.40 73-74
X /20.1/14.47/7.70/4.31/0.19/1.46/0.89/0.26/0.27/1.47/0.80/2.78 74-75
A RAINAX.K=TABHL(RAINTB,TIME.K,0/C40/1)/12
R TABR.KL=SAMPLE(RAINAX.K, 1, C31)
NOTE
NOTE POTENTIAL EVAPORATION INPUT
NOTE TABT = MONTHLY EVAPOTRANSPI RAT I ON POTENTIAL
NOTE ROYAL PALM RANGER STATION PAN EVAPORATION LONG TERM AVERAGES BEGIN JUNE
NOTE PROGRAM MULTIPLIES EVAPORATION TABLE BY .75
NOTE EVAPORATION IS IN FEET
T POTTB=.432/.426/.418/.373/.338/.258/.209/.225/.270/.374/.432/.469
R TABT.KL=(TABHLC POTTB, TOM. K, 1/-12,1)) *TRAN.K* .9375
NOTE COEFFICIENT FOR TREES DROPPING LEAVES (IN TABLE FORM FOR MONTHLY EFFECT)
NOTE STARTS IN JUNE
T TR=1.05/1.05/1.05/1.05/1.00/.95/.95/.95/.95/1.05/1.05/1.05
A TRAN.K=TABHL(TR,TOM.K,l,12,1)
NOTE
NOTE
NOTE RELATIONSHIP OF WETLAND AREA TO SURFACE WATER VOLUME
T TABAT=1/5E5/8E5/ 10E5/12.2E5/14'. 8E5/16.8E5/18.8E5/21E5/22.9E5/23.8E5/
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0160
0161
0162
0163
0164
0165
0166
0167
0168
0169
0170
0171
0172
0173
0174
0175
0176
0177
0178
0179
0180
0181
0182
0183
0184
0185
0186
0187
0188
0189
0190
0191
0192

X 24E5
NOTE
NOTE RELATIONSHIP OF DEPTH TO VOLUME OF SURFACE WATER
T TABH=0/4.00/4.60/4.80/5.15/6.05/6.50/6.85/7.10/8.10/8.50/5.70/8.80/
X 8.90/8.92/8.94/8.96/8.98/9.02/9.15/9.25/9.35/9.50/9.60/9.70/9.80/
X 9.90/10.05/10.20/10.30/10.40/10.50/10.60/10.70/10.85/11.00
NOTE
NOTE
NOTE INITIALIZE CONDITIONS
N L1=C33
N L2=C34
N MON = 0
NOTE
C C1=3.84E6
C C2=7.2E5
C C6=0.2
C C7=2.0
C C8=2.4E6
C C9=2.64E5
C C10=3.0
C C11=0.0
C C14=3.5E5
C C15 =1.29E7
C C16=l.1
C C17=0.0087
C C18=9.6E5
C 019=1.0E3
C C20=5.96E7
C C24=l
C C25=82.4E6
C C26=l
C C27 =1
C C28=l

ACRE FT SOIL SATURATION VOLUME (24E5ACRES*8FT*0.2(POROCITY))
ACRE FT SOIL MOISTURE EQUIVALENT VOL. (2.4E6ACRES*5FT*.06)
POROCITY
ACRE FT/FT*MO PERMEABILITY COEFFICIENT
ACRES TOTAL STUDY AREA (EXCLUDING COASTAL WETLANDS)
FT DENOMINATOR FOR PRIMARY SLOPE
FT THICKNESS OF SOIL AND GROUND WATER STORAGE
FT DIFF BETWEEN BOTTOM OF SOIL AND BOTTOM OF SURFACE WATER
ACRE FEET SURFACE STORAGE VOLUME LOWER LIMIT OF RUNOFF (PRESENT)
FEET PERIMETER OF ALL NATURAL SURFACE FLOW WAYS (PRESENT)
ROUGHNESS COEFFICIENT
SQUARE ROOT OF PRIMARY SLOPE (SINE THETA) (20FT/50MI)
ACRE FFT CUT OFFvPOINT FOR SOIL EVAP (2.4E6ACRES*2FT*0.2)
FT DENOMINATOR FOR TERTIARY SLOPE
ACRE FT/MO TRANSMISSIVITY X LENGTH OF AQUIFER INTERFACE (TB)

FEET PERIMETER OF NATURAL SURFACE STORAGE AREAS/
FOR E.T. FROM SOIL IN AUX 5
FOR E.T. FROM SURF WATER IN AUX8
FOR GROUNDWATER RUNOFF IN AUX2

(PRESENT)
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0193
0194
0195
0196
0197
0198
0199
0200
0201
0202
0203
0204
0205

C C29 =1.0
C C30=0.25
C C31=.40
C C32=0.432
C C33=2.43E6
C 034=0.58E6
C 035=1.6667
C 036=1.5E6
C 037=1.5
C 040=299
PRINT L1,L2,L3
SPEC DT=.0625/
RUN

ADJUSTABLE CONSTANT FOR INTERFLOW FROM SOIL TO SURFACE WATER
ADJUSTABLE COEFFICIENT ON RUNOFF (USE WITH RELATIVE HEIGHT)
JUNE RAIN IN FEET AT FT MYERS
JUNE EVAPORATION IN FEET ROYAL PALM RANGER STATION
ACRE FT INITIAL CONDITIONS SOIL AND GROUND STORAGE JUNE 1969
ACRE FT INITIAL CONDITIONS SURFACE WATER STORAGE JUNE 1969
EXPONENT FOR MANNING EQUATION
MAXIMUM WETLAND AREA
ADJUSTABLE EXPONENT ON LSCBW RATIO
NUMBER OF MONTHS OF RUN MINUS ONE
,L4,AGR,INT# STO,ARO> AEV,ARA,PAR
LENGTH=300/PRTPER=l/PLTPER=1
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Model Ml of Water Area, Fish, and Wood Storks

0000 * FISH AND BIRD MODEL (PRIMITIVE)
0001 NOTE
0002 NOTE TIME INCREMENT FUNCTIONS
0003 NOTE USE MONTH.K FUNCTION AND 13 VALUES FOR ENTERPOLATI ON BETWEEN POINTS
0004 NOTE USE TOM.K AND 12 VALUES FOR EXACT POINTS REPEATED
0005 NOTE BOTH TOM AND MONTH CARDS ARE NEEDED TO USE MONTH
0006 L TOM.K=FIFGE(1,(FIFGE(TOM.J+l,TOM.J,MONTH.J+DT,TOM.J+l)),MONTH.J+DT,13)
0007 N TOM=l
0008 L MONTH.K=FI FGEQ+DT,MONTH. J + DT,MONTH. J,13)
0009 N MONTH=l
0010 L COUNT.K=COUNT.J*(1-PULSE(1,0,12))+DT*(1.0)
0011 N COUNT=0
0012 NOTE SPEC CARD MUST BE CHANGED EACH TIME LENGTH OF RUN IS CHANGED
0013 NOTE
0014 NOTE
0015 NOTE SUNLIGHT UNITS ARE KCAL/SQUARE METER/MONTH
0016 NOTE SUN TABLE BEGINS WITH JUNE 5 YR AVERAGES, BELLE GLADE
0017 T TSUN=149310/141095/139655/129960/117485/102110/88855/87345/91320/
0018 X 115035/144005/155085/149310
0019 R SUN.KL=TABHL(TSUN,MONTH.K,1,13,1)
0020 NOTE ,

0021 NOTE
0022 NOTE SURFACE WATER AREA IN UNITS OF ACRES
0023 A LAN.K=L4.K FROM WATER MODEL
0024 NOTE PAR IS PERCENT WETLANDS COVERED BY WATER
0025 A PAR.K=LAN.K/l.43E6
0026 NOTE FOOD AVAILABLE TO FISH (SUN ENERGY PASSING THROUGH TROPHIC LEVELS)
0027 NOTE KCAL ARE CONVERTED TO MILLIGRAMS BY DIVIDING BY .0045
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0023 R FI.KL=(SUN.JK*C54*PAR.K)/.0045 MG/SQ MT*MO FISH FOOD PRODUCTION RATE
0029 C C54=2E-4 COEFFICIENT TO CONVERT SUNLIGHT TO AVAILABLE FOOD
0030 NOTE FISH BIOMASS
0031 L FIS.K=FIS.J+DT*(F!I.JK-FR.JK-FUA.JK-FP.JK-FK.JK-BP.JK-EAT.JK)
0032 N FIS=.1 MG DRY WEIGHT INITIAL BIOMASS OF FISH
0033 NOTE FISH INTAKE
0034 R FI I ,KL=C55*FIS.K*FI,JK-C53*FIS.K*FIS.K MG/SQ MT*MO FISH INTAKE OF FOOD
0035 C C53=5E-5 SLOWED GROWTH
0036 C C55=1.45E-3
0037 NOTE FISH UNASS IMILATED FOOD
0033 NOTE FUA SHOULD EQUAL FI 1*0.2
0039 R FUA.KL=C55*FIS.K*FI.JK*0.2 MG/SQ MT*MO FISH UNASSIMILATED FOOD
0040 NOTE FISH RESPIRATION
0041 T TQ10=.9543/.9959/1.012/1.023/.8456/.7615/.6874/.8004/,6585/.8107/
0042 X .8126/.9322
0043 A Q10.K=TABHL(TQ10/TOM.K/1/12,1)
0044 R FR.KL=C52*F1S.K*Q10.K*(2.6644-0.44538*FD.K+0.03143*FD.K*FD.K)
0045 C C52=l ADJUSTABLE COEFFICIENT
0046 NOTE FISH GROWTH
0047 L FG.K=FII.JK-FR.JK-FUA.JK
0048 N FG=0.21 MG/SQ MT*MO FISH GROWTH INITIALLY
0049 NOTE
0050 NOTE FISH DENSITY
0051 A FD.K=F!FGE(((FIS,K*.001)/ PARs, K),1E-5,((FIS.K*0.001)/PAR,K),0) GM/SQ MT
0052 N FD=.1628
0053'NOTE PREDATION ON FISH PROPORTIONAL TO FISH DENSITY
0054 R FP.KL=C58*FD.K MG/SQ MT*MO PREDATION ON FISH
0055 C 058=265.
0056 R FK.KL=C60*FIS.K*FIFGE(FIFGE(1/ZERO,0.¿0,PAR.K),ZERO/FD.K,C41)
0057 C C41=0.5
0058 C C60=0.719 FISH KILL CONSTANT
0059 NOTE
0060 NOTE TOTAL BIOMASS IN WATER SURFACE AREA
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0061
0062
0063
0064
0065
0066
0067
0068
0069
0070
0071
0072
0073
0074
0075
0076
0077
0078
0079
0080
0081
0082
0083
0084
0085
0086
0087
0088
0089
0090
0091
0092
0093

C ZERO=0.0
R BP.KL=(IN.JK/5.8E9)*100 BIRD PREDATION
NOTE PREDATOR FISH COMPARTMENT
A GD.K=GAR.K/PAR.K
L GAR.K=GAR.J+DT*(EAT.JK-RES. JK-DIE.JK)
R EAT.KL=C61*GAR.K*FIFGE(LOGN(1+FD.K),0, LOGN(1 + FD.K),0)
X -C64*GAR.K*GAR.K PREDATION BY GAR
R RES.KL=C62*GAR.K
R DIE.KL=C63*GAR.K*KIL.K
C C61=0.6067 CONSUMPTION
C C62 =0.5 818 RESPIRATION
C C63=l.0
N GAR=0.9
C C64 =1.0E-5 SLOWED GROWTH
A KlL.K=FIFGE(FIFGE(0.25,0,0.8,PAR.K)+FIFGE(0.25,0,0.6,PAR.K)+FIFGE(
X 0.25,0,0.4,PAR.K)+FIFGE(0.25,0,0,PAR.K),0,GD.K,10)
NOTE
NOTE WOOD STORK COMPARTMENT
NOTE BIRD BIOMASS WITH MIGRATION SWITCH
L B.K=B.J*(1-PULSE(1,1.5,12))+DT*(IN.JK-OU.JK-FIX.JK)+N5.J*LW*PULSE(1,
X 3.5,12)
A LAY.K=F!FGE(1,0,AVWT.K,MWEE)*OFF.K
N OFF=0
L OFF.K=OFF.J*0.0+DT*C100*(F1FGE(OFF.J,0,0,LAY.J)+
X FI FGE(PULSE(l,2,12),0,0,OFF.'j))
L NY.K»NY.J*(1-PULSE(1,3.5,12))+DT*C100*(NUM.J)
A NUM.K=N5.K*LAY.K*l.5
A AVWT.K=B.K/(N5.K+NY.K)
R FIX.KL=B.K*BAL
R OU.KL=B.K*(0.1285-((8.959E-5)*AVWT.K))*FIFGE(1,0,FD.K,TFD)
X *FIFGE(1,0,C0UNT.K,3.5)
R IN.KL=B,K*PART*FIFGE(LOGN(4.6*FD,K),0,LOGN(4.6*FD.K),0)*(0.1285-8.959
X E-5*AVWT.K)*FIFGE(1,0,FD.K,TFD)*FIFGE(0,1,0,(1-(AVWT.K/l050)))
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0094 X *FIFGE(1,0/COUNT.K, 3.5)
0095 L N5.K=N5.J+DT*C100*((N4.J*S45)-(N5.J*MOR))*PULSEU,1.5,12)
0096 L N4.K=N4.J+DT*C100((N3.J*S34)-N4.J)*PULSE(1,1.5,12)
0097 L N3.K=N3.J+DT*C100((N2.J*S23)-N3.J)*PULSE(1/1.5,12)
0098 L N2.K=N2.J+DT*C100((N1.J*S12)-N2.J)*PULSE(1,1.5,12)
0099 L N1.K=N1.J + DT*C100((N0.J*S01)-N1.J)*PULSE(1,1.5,12)
0100 L N0.K=N0.d*(l-PULSE(l,1.5,12))+DT*C100*PULSE(l,1.5,12)*FLEG.J
0101 A ADUL.K=((B.K-(MW*NY.K*0.667))/MW)*FIFGE(0,1,0,NY.K) (NY.K*0.667 = N5.J)
0102 A FLEG.K=F1FGE(0,(FIFGE(NY.K,ADUL.K,ADUL.K,NY.K)),0,ADUL.K)
0103 C PROP=2.0
0104 C BAL = 0
0105 C PART=0.8
0106 NOTE WOOD STORK AGE STRUCTURE
0107 N N0=5000
0103 N N1=3000
0109 N N2=2740
0110 N N3=2470
0111 N N4=2195
0112 N N5=10405
0113 N NY=0 SET AT ZERO
0114 N B=8.194E6 (N5 X LW)
0115 NOTE WOOD STORK ANNUAL SURVIVAL RATES
0116 C S01=.6
0117 C S12=.914
0118 C S23=.901
0119 C S34=.838 ' .

0120 C S45=.875
0121 C MOR=.184
0122 C MW=875.0
0123 C MWEE=896.7
0124 C C100=64 RECIPROCAL OF DT
0125 C LW=787.5
0126 C TFD=0.50



0127 A TF.K=FIS.K*5.8E9
0128 A TN.K=N0.K+N1.K+N2.K+N3.K+N4.K+N5.K
0129 S LQ.K=LOGN(NO.K+1)*0.4347826
0130 S L5.K=LOGN(N5.K+1)*0.4347826
0131 S LT.K=LOGN(TN.K+1)*0.4347826
0132 PRINT COUNT,FIS,GAR, EAT,B,IN,0U,NY,NG,N1,N2,N3,N4,N5
0133 PRINT PAR, FD,GD,RES,AVWT,DIE
0134 PLOT N0=0/N5=5/TN=T
0135 PLOT L0=Q(0,6)/L5=5(0,6)/LT=T(0,6)
0136 SPEC DT=0.015625/LENGTH=300/PRTPER=1.0/PLTPER=12.0
0137 RUN
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